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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

POLICY REVIEW COMMITTEE

PRC/s/M/7S-6a

June 27, 1975

DFC POLICY PAPER

STAFF REVIEW - MINUTES

Attendance:
Messrs. Alter (Chairman), Acharya, Chanmugan, Colaco, Fuchs, Glaessner, Gulhati,

Gustafson, Hablutzel, Haq, Hidalgo, Hyde, P. Jacob, Karaosmanoglu, Kavalsky,
Knotter, Loeschner, Mistry, Picciotto, R.L.Powell, Sekse, van der Bijl,
van der Tak, Vita, Whitesell, Vibert (Secretary)

1. A staff review of the 'DFC Policy Paper' was held on Monday, June 23, 1975.

2. The Chairman noted that the policy paper originated as a response to recent
questions raised by some Executive Directors in connection with the presentation of DFC
loans. He proposed that the discussion focus on four topics: the policy to be followed
in phasing out lending to established DFCs; the level of on-lending rates; the sector
objectives in DFC lending; and the approach to lending to public DFCs. It was explained
that the draft OPM attached to the paper would be detached when the paper went to the
Board and would be issued subsequently reflecting further discussion.

Phasing-Out of Bank Lending to Established DFCs

3. The points made by the authors concerning the considerations (summarized in para.
62 of the paper) having to do with the length of time over which Bank support for a par-
ticular DFC was justified, were accepted in the discussion. It was also said that, while
essential institution building objectives had often been achieved after a series of Bank
loans to a particular DFC, lending to well-established DFCs in particular cases enabled
the Bank to make an impact on important industrial sector objectives. It was felt that
this justification for continued lending could be brought out more clearly in the paper.

Level of On-Lending Rates

h. Some discussants felt that a prescription of a real interest rate target level of

5-6% over the life of the loan, to be used when market rates of interest were not available
as benchmarks, might be too restrictive. It was difficult to establish realistic bench-
marks in cases where no comparable market rates exist for medium- to long-term lending and
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ny judgment about a particular level of real interest rates was inxicably lea
an assessent of exectations in the coury <or he medium- ad long-0crm rnd n
flation. In respcnsec it was pointed out ha in practice such assessment a
avoided under a fixed interest rate system. Others felt that the real inte re t ra e

tr-get should be higher, particularly since the Agricultural Credit Paper buaa uoeted

that the cost of mobili'ing credit was at last 8 in real terms, to which a op-late
spread should b added. The authors responded that what evidence there was sugete

that the actual costs of obilizing resources over long periods of tine was tower tan

8% in real tenms; this, along with the other considerations mentioned, suggested that

real interest rate target snould be pointed a: a lower level if it were to be taken

seriously, finally, it was suggested that in the version of the Paper going to the

Board, the actual target numbers should be deleted but retained in the OPA.

Sector Objectives in DC Landing

5. There was general agreement that in lending to DFCs, te B 'ank ou aiJ to looa

beyond institution building concerns to achieve broader objectives in the industrial ad

financial sector. It was said that to ante, the Bank had not bee: ver sucessfui in

achieving these broader objectives through DFC lending, or through other meas. ven

though individual DFCs often account for a relatively small share o ota financi : f
new industrial development in a given country, lending to DFCs could, however, provi
a -ocint at which the Bank could give operational expression to the conclusions reac
financial and industrial sector work. In relation to harmonizing the Bank's DFC oer tions

with the Bank's approach to industry lending, it was agreed that DFCs be sensitizd t e

exploration of alternative technologies in appraising industri projects a that
relationship between FCs and institutes for technology be strengthened. It w als
noted that the problem of assistance to small-scale industry through DFC londing may
require more systematic attention in the Bank through new organizational areerts to

ensure a coordinoted :pproach.

Leriing to Publi DF0s

6. Tne propoLed flexible approach to lending to ublic D'Cs was endorsed, and Jt
was notec 'hat both di. ect and indirect lending to such institutions had been found useful
in particular circunstances.

7. it was agreed that the naper ';ald take into account th omments isade before
being sent to the Policy Rev : Commitce.

Frank Vibert
Sec retary

Polcy Review Committee

dd
cc: Those Attending

vice Nsdn F

Department Directors -
IBD/IFC~
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S UUY.ARI

i. Bank Group financing of development finance companies (DFCs)
has been the Bank's major ,cc'anism for financing medium scale productive
enterprises -r member -utries, otal inancin, o almost $3 billion
has been provided to acut 70 DPCs Sn 47 countries, including 3 regional
banks. In many zases the Blank Group has provided catalytic support for
either the creation or major reorganuzation of the DFCs it has assisted
plus providing considerable ongoing technical assistance.

ii. Up to 1969 the Bank Group financed only DFCs that were privately
controlled, although most of these institutions in fact were cooperative
ventures between private shareholders and governments, which provided
financial support to the DFCs in a variety of forms. Consequently, these
institutions had a mix of objectives. Their professional inputs into
project eveopment and evaluation were intendli to result in improved
resource allocation and a distinct developmental impact. Over time it
was expected tha they could broaden their sources of funds and contri-
bute to domestic capital market development. Because of these broad
objectives the Bank has emphasized overall institutional development,
not just the effective utilization of the Bank's stream of resources to
a particular DFC.

iii. In 1969 the Bank widened its options by agreeing to finance
government-controlled DFCs that were, or could be, effective development
agents. Since that time about half of total Bank Group DFC financing has
gone to government-controlled DPCs. The Bank is, therefore, in a position
to examine a variety of ownership options when requested by member governments
for institution building assistance in the DFC area. The Bank Group has now

nanced a wide variety of DFCs including mixed commercial and development
anks: apex banks that pass funds onto a network of intermediaries; largeovernment banks that undertake a sizeable range of programs on behalf of

ho government; banks that specialize in the finance of state enterprise;
ad multi-sector institutions that also perforn not only a banking function

crc a promocer/uoing company function as well.

i-;v. The approach of the Bank to DFC financing has, however, retained
a common theme, which is reflected in a series of questions asked when DFC
operations are considered. Are the sectors served by the DFC important in
te cevelopment process in ta country? Are sector policies conducive togrowth? Is there a Financing gap? Are th- DFC's policies, procedures,

ccion rules, n7 ancial structure, and programs soundly based and
fe-ie? N over, questions concerning the contribution of DFCs to

nn aritive activit in the sectors in wicn they operate have assumed
acaasing i mportn ce as the Bank has attempted to sharpen its analysis of

e~ <vs ropmentrl rolec of DFCr and i >s ~dilogues with institutIons in this
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Economic Reurns on DFC Proiects

v. Recently an attempt to better define the economic impact of
DFC lending was undertaken in a series of detailed studies of a group
of older DFCs. The studies focused on the actual economic results of
sub-projects financed as well as other consributions of the DFCs. These
studies were combined with educational fforts o introduce all Bank-

inanced DFCs to appropriate economic appraisal tools. DFCs in India,
Iran, Korea, Tunisia, Turkey and Columbia were studied. About 160 completed
projects were studied and the weighted average economic rate of return of
these projects was about 23% with a fairly wide spread ranging from negative
to highly positive returns, although about three-fourths of the projects
had economic returns over 10%. While the results are favorable, and
indicate that the financial appraisal tools being applied resulted in sound
projects in a mn2ority of cases, economic analysis at the appraisal stage
would have screened out some, but by no means all, low return projects as
well as helped to provide signals to DFCs for the need for project modifi-
cation or the examination of sector policy problems. Work continues with
DFCs in developing appraisal skills tc tiprove their resource aliccation.
It is also clear that the Bank should try to ensure that criteria being
applied by government and DFC decision makers in the sectors served by the
DFC are reasonably consistent.

Employment and DFC Projects

vi. In many countries where there is an active DFC program, unemployment
is a serious prenlem ad the question arises as to the impact of DFC
financing on emoloyment. The studies noted above attempted to examine in
part this complex question. The first few studies were inconclusive on the
problem. Direct employment created as measured in terms of capital cost
per job ranged country to country ($7,000 in Colombia to $13,200 in Korea)
and within countries this ratio did not turn out to be a good indicator of the
overall economic return of particular proJects. In the Colombia study,
attempts were made to refine the analysis by looking at direct and indirect
employment of DFC-financed projects. It became clear that direct
employment was a- important factor in the overall ep-lom-ent equation and
affected the 'otl employment figure in both positi-e ad ngatie ways
depending on the particular project. However, e adjusted employment/capital
ratio was not found to be a good proxy for economic euSr Consequantly
the employment aspect must largely be considered by DYCs Through appropriat
factor pricing n the economic nalysis done on projects. It s lso

important to sensitize DFCs to keep in view what they can do in project
formulatton y eamiing production cptions whic. hve different factor
proportions ily, more efforts could ba made to support study efforts
in mcmbr countr that seek to adjust technologie to better fit local conditions.

Small_ Enternr- 74Pa c"' n n

v of Bank and DFCs in financn small scale enterprise has
benr te suj~ct of ir n diussi Wile a etudy of a large
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of these DFCs' total Lending (by value) was to enterprises with assets
below $100,000. In fact in the great majority of cases, the institutions
reviewed were not set up to give concentrated assistance to small borrowers.

viii. However, small enterprises are pervasive, their employment is
substantial, they provide balance to the ownership distribution of
productive assets and -1n many cases their needs are neglected. The Bank,
therefore, is directing more energy to this sector. In some cases this
may involve using an enisting DFC to undertake special small enterprise
programs. In other cases more diffusive vehicles will be appropriate. It is
also likoly tit ocial efforts will be needed to provide technical assistance
since this seems to be an even more critical element than finance in helping
small enterprises. Effective delivery systems for this technical assistance
have rarely been developed and much needs to be learned in this area.
Different approaches will be necessary in different countries as the
nature and abilities of small scale entrepreneurs varies widely. The Bank
has thus recently embarked on a range of schemes in Colombia, Nigeria,
Cameroon, Ivory Coast, India, Korea and Philippines that, when operating,
will provide a 0ood base of experience to help refine judgments on the
importance of such projects and the means to carry them out effectively.
These operations should be closely evaluated and the lessons applied in
the other 10 to 15 countries where it is hoped to develop small enterprise
projects in the next few years. Continued lifaison with UNIDO and ILO in
this sector is also important to maximize the Bank's effectiveness.

Interest Rate Issues

ix. Interest rate questions are clearly vital to a DFC as they
determine how it can mobilize resources, the risks it can take and the
level of administrative costs it can bear. Low rates are often difficult
to justify because if credit charges are not used to balance credit demand
and supply, other mechanisms (often collateral) are used and leakages of
credit in such situations can frustrate other policy objectives. Moreover,
low rates may not be a: efficient tool -For steering investment while at
the margin they encourage the use of capital as opposed to labor. Also,
industrial borrowers are frequently high on the income curve and, since
most governments face many claims on their resources, subsidized industrial
credit is usually difficult to justify.

x. Interest rate issues need to be examined in the country context,
taking into account the country's savings and investment strategies and needs,
and the relationship of interest rates to those objectives. In many cases
it will take a period of time to achieve progressive rationalization ofinterest rate structures. In addition to a review of the overall framework
of rates and how they relate to policy objectives, the question arises as- the appropriteness of the DFC concerned being able, over time, to
mcobilze resources in the market. Consequently the first benchmark for

a rg the adequacy of relendng rates is the price a DFC would need to
o mobi fun a , plus a reasonable spread. If such indices are not

al'rnative is to posit target real rates of 5-6%. This is
sss frat requi red to nobilize cartal,which are seldom

-! e inrt , .lus a do cover intemediaton costs.
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In cases where high or volatile inflaion exists, indexing or variable
rate lending may be required to achieve this objective.

xi. Interest rate issues cannot be divorced from how foreign currency
risks on external borrowings are handled. Generally, DFC sub-borrowers
are in a position to cover such risks and, as a practical matter,
governments may agree to this while not accepting domestic interest rates
that approximate market rates. In other cases the government may assume
all or part of these risks at an appropriate fee, although in practice it
is difficult to calculate what is the appropriate level of the fee required
to cover possible losses.

DFCs Dependency on Bank Funds

xii. Directly related to the above discussion is the question of how
long the Bank should finance a given DFC. As noted, DFCs have often been
frustrated in resource mobilization efforts by government interest rate and
capital market policies. Even in cases where the Bank has ceased to lend to
more established DFCs, these institutions have often continued to depend,
to some extent, on special public funds. The state of international capital
markets combined with country creditworthiness issues has also, in some
cases, closed access to foreign funds for some DFCswhich, on their own
strength, might otherwise have been suitable borrowers. In determining
how long the Bank should finance a particular DFC, two sets of questions
need to be addressed. The first concerns the country's need for capital;
the DFC's need for capital; and the effective use of such capital by the DFC
in relation to other priorities for Bank financing in the country concerned.
The second set revolves around the Bank's judgment concerning other options
the DFC has for mobilizing resources and its pursuit of these options, the
appropriateness of policy changes in the country to widen these options
and possibilities for directly assisting DFCs to mobilize resources.

xiii. Concerning financial sector policies, it is clear that DFCs usually
are only a relatively small part of the financial infrastructure; often
they are not well integrated into that structure. It is, therefore,
important to address the problem of a DFC's lending rates in concert with
general financial sector policies. There is scope for improving the Bank's
work in this area. One of the near term tasks is to develop a better
framework for approaching this problem in the context of specific countries
and work along these lines is underway.

xiv. Concerning direct efforts to help DFCs mobilize funds, the Bank
Group can facilitate commercial borrowing by DFCs by (i) having IFC arrange
financing packages, portions of which are covered by commercial lenders;
and, (ii) by allowing DFCs to blend shorter-term commercial funds (usually
3-5 years money) with longer-term Bank funds so that, overall, the DFC has
the right mix of naturities needed for its long-term lending. These
options should be explored in the Bank Group's relations wih each of its
better established DF~s.

DFCs and Broader Development Functions

xv. Asd e -0o efficient alocato of resources to economically viable
r 0'<ctw.~~~~~~~~~~~~ OT - -F1-( csl'qv r -~twir ierctittO
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finance or effort is of catalytic importance. These tasks may relate to
improvement of project design or implementation; special efforts to
reach relatively nev classes of entrepreneurs; regional development;
acceleration of the development of export oriented projects; reviews
of important subsectors; project promotion; financial sector development;
and review of particular sector policy issues. While there are
exceptions, and the pattern is changing, one tendency has been for DFCs
to take a rather conservative view of their role which resulted in a
weighting of their activity toward the relatively strong enterprises in their
economies.

xvi. Consequently, in its dealings with each DFC, the Bank should
encourage a dialoguc over the spectrum of tasks the DFC can undertake
where it can make a catalytic contribution. Definition of near-term
strategies for DFCs whIch set out their operational plans in this regard
is one method cf giving focus and importance to these issues. The innovative
impact of any DFC will, however, also largely depend on the quality and
vision of the management of the institution; given this, there is no ready-made
formula or model that will easily produce dynamic promotional DFCs.

xvii. An issue related to the DFC's innovative role concerns the need
to better integrate the Bank's country economic and industrial sector work
with DFC operations in order to provide better focus on policy issues of
relevance to the Bank's DC lending operations. Here there is scope for
better use of the venue of DFC lending for analyzing subsecor or policy
questions end improving the roles of DFCs as credible spokesmen on sector
policy issues. Sector work of relevance to DFC lending therefore needs
to be done in close liaison with regional DFC staff.

Criteria for Lending to Government DFCs

xviii. In financing an increasing variety of institutions, the Bank has
found that institutional criteria relevant in one case may not be relevant
in others. In financing new types of institutions with a variety of
ownership patterns the Bank has, case by case, attempted to determine the
relevant criteria. One area where there is clearly a difference between
government and private DFCs is in the owner's profit expectations. However,
in financing government DFCs, the Bank normally looks at the following
criteria and asks itself whether each criterion is appropriate given the
context of the particular operation, how the DFC measures against the
relevant criterion, and, if it is deficient in important respects, how
these deficiencies can be corrected. The basic areas of examination are:

(a) the quality of management and the level of professional
skills;

(b) the policy orientation of the DFC;

(c) the decision rules used in selecting projects;

(Q) relending terms;

(e) surervision and administrative capacity;

cnrol and verification of accounts;
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(g) financial structure, financial planning and creditworthiness;

and

(h) the soundness of the overall operations program of the DFC.

xix. In some cases lending to government DFCs require difficult
judgments as to the appropriate degree of autonomy for the institution and the
necessity for it to follow financial policies normally aptlied to commercial
intermediaries. The key elements in these judgments involve a determination
of the degree of administrative and financial autonomy that allow the institution
to achieve in an efficient manner its agreed policy objectives.

Future Dimensions of DFC Lending

xx. In the FY 76-80 period DFC lending is expected to reach $3.1 billion
as compared with $1.7 billion in the preceeding 5 years. This represents about
8% of Bank/IDA financing in the two respective periods. About 20 new DFC
borrowers will be added to the Bank's rolls during this period and 6 to 8 DFCs
formerly financed by the Bank will be phased out of the lending program.
The regional areas that are likely to see the highest growth rate in DFC
lending volume are Latin America and East and West Africa. These areas have
received the lowest share of DFC financing historically and the increasing
pace of DFC operations in these areas reflects increasing options and potentials
in those Regions for the financing of medium scale enterprise.



1. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Past DFC Lending and its Objectives

1. Bank Group financing of development finance companies (DFCs) commenced
in 1950 with a loan of $2 million to the Development Bank of Ethiopia. By
the end of FYl975, Bank Group finance extended to such intermediaries will have
reached almost S3 billion to 67 DFCs in 45 countries, including 3 regional
DFCs serving the East Africa Community, Africa and Latin America. A summary of
all such lending appe ars Annex 1. The great bulk of these funds have been
Bank loans although about 8% of the toal has been from IDA; IFC has provided
S93 million ($73 mil1lion n loans,, including participations, and $20 million
in purchases of shares) for 22 of the 67 DFCs. Currently, Bank Group financing
of DFCs is running on the order of 20 operations per annum for $500-600 million.
In the next 5 years it Is projected that about 10% of all Bank Group lending
will be of this type, approximately the same percentage that has gone to such
projects i.n the last decade.

2. In many member countries the Bank has come to the conclusion that
assistance to enterprises in the manufacturing (and sometimes tourism) sector is
of considerable Importance In assisting the growth process, that not only the
largest enterprises in such economies but the medium and smaller-sized ones as
well require capital and that to deal efficiently with great numbers of
relatively small enterprises intermediaries were required. DFC lending has been
the principal vehicle for such lending. While there have been shifts in emphases
over time and refinement of the objectives of such lending and how performance
would be measured, taere has been and there generally remains, a three-pronged
objective in D7C lending. First, the Bank Group wants to have a favorable
impact on the manufacturing sector in those countries where the judgment has been
reached that this sector represents an important element in the economy.I/
Second, in many such cases the Bank Group has decided that it should try to
reach not only the largest enterprises but more moderately-sized units as well.
Whnen project cost all below $5-15 million, the Bank needs to work with insti-
tutions within member countries to decentralize the appraisal process and move
It closer to the point of implementation. Third, the Bank is intent on helping
to build strong and effective institutions that have the capacity to secure, and
then to allocate, resources into efficient and productive investment and to
have an innovative and developmental impact on the sectors in w-hich they are
invotved. Consequently the Bank Group has provided catalytic support in terms
of providing the basic institutional design to be followed, or the basis for a
major reorganization, for about half of the DFs which it has assisted.
Moreover, wi th respect to all its DFC clients, the Bank has continuously tried
to sharpen and expand its expectations concerning the developmental objectives
of these DFCs as they grew in stature.

I/ White a few Bank-financed DFCs specialize in tourism, the overwhelming bulk
of Bank Group DEC lending has been in the manufacturing sector. This, of course,
does not mean that the DFC approach is not viable for other sectors. There is,
for ex ample, a large overlap between the institutional aspects of agricultural
credit and DFr onerations, although this paper does not attempt to review policy
isues i'voved i the latter (see Bank Report on Agricultural Credit dated
A. (sNC, 1 Moreovnr, DF-type operations have been developed that have
t'n-r and "otra i ,atroups. The use of credit interediaries

o ree prcl o-cto-s orC tyes of borrowers has obvious potential in a
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3. Bank Group DFC activity has grown rapidly over the last
25 years, although there have been important shifts in the geographical
orientation as well as the varieties of institutions assisted. The pace
of Bank Group DFC financing is indicated in Table I below;

Table I

Bank Group DFC Assistance (FY)

1950-54 1955-59 1960-64 1965-69 1970-74 1975 Total

No. of DFCs 3 4 17 23 54 15 70
Assisted

Amt. of 20 25 246 641 1,415 507 2,854
Bank Group
financing ($m)

While the most rapid period of growth of Bank Group DFC financing in
percentage terms was in the 1960-69 period, DFC lending has continued to
grow in the 1970-74 period in line with the rapid overall growth of Bank
Group activity.

4. Geographically there have also been shifts in DFCsin the past 10 years
as the Latin American Region and East and West Africa have increased their
relative position (see Annex 2).

Table II

Total Bank Group Financing of DFCs at Year-End
EMENA LAC EAP S. ASIA E&W AFRICA TOTAL

1964 77 (26%) 6 (2%) 32 (11%) 170 (59%) 5 (2%) 297(100%)

1969 376 (40%) 77 (8%) 112 (12%) 354 (39%) 12 (1%) 931 (100%)

1975 1206 (41%) 299 (10%) 477 (18%) 731 (26%) 141 (5%) 2854 (100%)

The low level of operations in Latin America resulted from the Bank Group's
pre-1969 policy of financing only privately controlled DFCs. While a number
of private financieras existed in Lain America, few could obtain governmental
support (in terms of guarantees) for Bank financing. Moreover, the Inter-
American Development Bank and US AID were acti've in financing both private
and public development institutions in the LAC Region. In Africa, manufacturing
activity was at its earliest stages and in many cases in the pre-1969 period
it proved either impossible or inappropriate to create privately controlled
DFCs. Low interest rate policies in parts of Africa in the late sixties also often
resulted in DFCs there being dependert on low incerest rate bilateral loans.
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The Private DFC Model

5. In pursuing a policy of financing privately controlled DFCs the
Bank in fact created hybrid institutions that represented a cooperative
venture between the Bank Group, foreign investors (usually international
commercial banks), the government and domestic investors (usually financial
intermediaries and/or manufacturing enterprises or business associations).
This design meant that the DEC was expected to follow a mix of commercial
and doevelopmental objectives. In some cases these objectives tended to pull
in different directions and allowances were often made by all partners to
achieve the right balance of objectives and policies. Private institutional
investors often settled for lower returns on their DFC investments than they
would have normally expected from alternative equity investments. Governments
often gave subsidies to DFCs not generally available to other financial
institutions in order to support institutions they believed would make a
worthwhile contribution to development. Consequently, the benchmarks for measuring
a DFC's suitability were broad. DFCs were not to be a source of long-term
funds on more favorable terms than other lenders but rather their involvement
in projects, sector development issues or policy issues was to lead to a unique
developmental contri bution. The expectations placed on them from the outsetin terms
of their defined colicy objectives made it clear that their approach was not
based en a single focus of profit maximization. Nevertheless, they had to be
concerned about earnings because an increased equity base over time
was essential for growth. Managerial and decision making autonomy was also
censidn-ed important in such institutions, although the DFC was expected to
have oe0n communication with government on the latter's policies and objectives
and to hold the confidence of the government. In this connection the Bank
sought n high level of professionalism in the DFCs it financed; i.e.,they were
to have or were to develop capable analytical staff and clear and acceptable
decision rules. Finally, these DFCs were never intended to be wards of the
World Bank. It was hoped that they would broaden their funding base over time
and that they woulid play a role in the development of domestic capital markets.

6. Given these broad and demanding objectives it is clear that the Bank's
DFC work has been characterized by an institutional focus. The Bank was not
so much concerned that its particular funds found their way to projects that
met agreed criteria, but rather the Bank strove to help develop associated
DFCs into strong,self-reliant institutions capable of making a growing contri-
bution to development, and which would have the ability to evolve to meet
changing environments.

Widening Options: 1969-1975

The purpose of this background is not to evaluate the relative success
of the Bank Group's pre-1969 model. The OED Evaluation Report (Sec. M74-529
dated July 26, 1974) goes into this subject in great detail. Rather it is to
point out that by 1968 three basic lessons had been learned. First, the insti-
tutional focus was a valid one as many Bank associated DFCs had in fact
develomed into instittins of stature. Second, while all of the DFCs assisted
by the Bank Grou' pto that time enjoyed varying degrees of fiancial success
and recognition as ressional institutions, th 'odel was sip ly not a pplicable

-an'y count-iK s 'hes ceuntries the model did. not fit with government

-C as- sistedr hy r.The nk (the government-owned Develomrent
c Et apica e- icur>cmd er-ou" probev and eventualv went out o: business.
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wishes for developing public sector institutions, or the factors necessary
to bring forth private capital for such an endeavor simply were not present,
or the functions to be carried out were such that a market level of profitability;
could not be achieved without undue subsidies. Third, the Bank had become
well aware that what mattered more than who held the shares of a DFC or its
particular institutional design, were the processes, policies and degree of
professionalism applied in the DFC's work which in turn often reflected the
calibre and vision of DFCs' senior management and staff. While institutional
design may in many cases play an important role in determining the kind of
leadership and staff a DFC has, there has been ample evidence that, irrespective
of ownership arrangements, the specific leadership of a DFC is a major factor
in explaining relative dynamism among DFCs.

8. It was in recognition of these and other factors that the Bank modified
its policy at the end of FY1968 to enable it to consider financing government-
owned or controlled DFCs serving the private sector. Subsequently, it was
also agreed that the Bank would be open to both public and private DFCs,
financing government-owned enterprise if this appeared appropriate in the
circumstances and if sound decision rules were applied to the public enterprise-
to be financed. This latter change in policy enables the Bank to try to come
to grips with medium-size public sector enterprises through DFCs which is a
particularly important option to have in countries where the state is heavily
involved in industry. Nevertheless,the great bulk of lending through both
government and private DFCs has been to privately-controlled enterprise at
the sub-project level. (About 95% through FY75 and on the order of 85-90% in
the next five-year period.)

9. After the change in policy toward government-controlled DFCs, the
financing of such DFCs by the Bank has become pronounced. While 32 new DFC
borrowers were added to the Bank Group's books in the 1969-75 period, only 7
of these were privately controlled DFCs.1/ The reason for this ratio was not
a preference per se for government-controlled DFCs but rather that the Bank
Group had exhausted, relatively speaking, the opportunities where the private
DFC approach was feasible. Overall Ban k Group lending to public as opposed to
private DFCs has developed over the last five years as follows:

Table Il.

Bank Lending to Public and Private DFCs Y71-75
($ million)

FY71 FY72 FY73 FY74 FY75 TOTAL
No. Amt. No. Amt. No. Amt. _No. Amt. No. Amt. No. Amt.

Public 3 24 10 156 4 120 8 139 8 292 33 731
DFCs

Private 9 230 6 96 10 215 10 207 6 214 41 962
DFCs -- -

Total 12 254 16 252 14 335 18 346 14 506 74 1693

I - C'banks.
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10. The Bank has been pragmatic in its choice of institutions since
1969. When Bank assistance to create new DFCs has been requested by member
governments the Bank has explored alternative ownership patterns and, taking
into account the member government 's preferences, has tried to adopt an
approach and design which, given the total environment, would have the greatest
cnances of working effectively. Annex 3 gives some basic parameters of DFCs
assisted to date by the Bank Group.

11. However, of greater interest, in the past 5 years or so, is the
increasing variety of types of DFCs now assisted by the Bank Group. While
most of the DECs financed in the pre-1969 period shared many common character-
istics, subsequent lending is marked by the diversity of institutions assisted
and while many government-owned DECs have capital structure, role, policies
and a sub-project profile not unlike their private counterparts, many others
do not.

12. First, the Bank has commenced lending to a number of mixed banks in
Yugoslavia, Egypt, and Pakistan, i.e., banks carrying on a large volume of
commercial banking activity as well as providing significant long-term project
finance. The Developmcnt Bank of Singapore moved in this direction subsequent
to a Bank loan ran this mixed banking approach has been recommended by the Bank
but rejected in at least two other cases. In some economies the institutional
set-up already includes banks that handle both short-term commercial business
alongside long term investment and creating a new specialized institution may not
make sense particularly if there are strong constraints on managerial skills
in the country. Such mixed banks also have opportunities for resource mobili-
zation by ans of deposits, although such opportunities do not necessarily
lead tn higher savings at the margin. Such banks also have the possibl '14ty of
being in a close supervisory position with clients as they often handle the
day to day banking needs of their clients. However, in many cases the facts
will argue that to tackle the variety of functions and issues most DFCs are
engaged in will require the attention and focus of a specialized institution
providing loans and equity finance and other services to productive enterprises.

13. Second, in a number of cases the Bank has decided to finance institutions
which in turn passed ank funds on to a network of financing institutions
(India, Colombia, Brazil, Mexico, Philipp-nes). In such cases an important
objeccive was to get the Bank's primary borrower to take on the supervisory and
instituticn-building role vis-a-vis subsidiary borrowers in the same fashion as
Lhe Bank normally does with its direct DFC borrowers.

1 third, the Bank has financed some very large, government-owned, multi-
purpose institutions which carry on a wde variety of financial, investment
and oervice functions. Examples of this are the Korea Development Bank, the
Industrial Development Bank of India, and te Development Bank of the Philippines.
In some such cases these institutions are the mec hanism for carrying out
spaeific government programs that arise from time to time for which the government
requires an agent or intermediary. Such institutions find themselves in a closer
interface with the day-to-day operations of government than do other DFCs.

15. Fourth, as noted earlier, the Bank has had the opportunity to evaluate
finace govenrnmrn institons whi r ave as their target public sector

e er(Tanani TPakistan Turkey and Algeria) . If in some

nc-n-(cul'- -e h na e s a strong institution
- -r nanni cnnv2 ,Pr- 2_ rvpsmntdeciion
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and encouraging efficient project supervision and implementation are great
and this is an option opened up by the flexibility in Bank policies on
ownership issues.

16. Fifth, the Bank has been able to finance and otherwise assist,
particularly in Africa, DFCs that perform a wide variety of financing functions.
These include institutions that provide both agricultural and industrial
credit (AIDB in Ethiopia), or in addition to this consumer ad ousing nance
plus short-term credit (BCD in Cameroon and ICC in the Ivory Coast) and also
institutions that have acted as a vehicle for government promotion, participation
or ownership of various types of enterprises (AIDB in Ethiopia and BDC in
Botswana).

17. The breadth of institutions now served is, consequently, very wide as
Annex 3 indicates. Bank assisted DFCs now range in size from the Liberian DFC
(total assets $3 million) to the Korea Development Bank (which has total
assets of about $3 billion). The Liberian DFC (LBDI) has had a recent average
loan size of $91,000; the Korean DFC (KDFC) an average size of $570,000; and
IMDBI, Iran, an average loan size of $2,300,000. The Turkish DFC (TSKB) has
by and large stuck to the manufacturing sector; the Irish DFC (ICC) has financed
shipbuilding, trade and services as well as manufacturing. The Ethiopian DfC
(AIDB) has financed farmers as well as acted as caretaker for a number of large
government-owned manufacturing plants. Some DFCs have been active in hotel
financing and others have decided not to finance such projects. These variations
are considerable, even among private DFCs, and therefore the DFC umbrella
covers an extremely broad range of institutional forms and underlying types
of business being done.

The Consistency of Approach

18. While the variety of institutions served and the nature of their
clientele have differed widely, the approacnh of the Bank Croup to DFC financing
has had a consistent core. First, in undertaking such operations the Bank hs
tried to assure itself that the policies puru by t: governrent to s 4u

1

nvestment and growth in the sector or sectors servec by the DEC e ren
conducive to support economic investment in those sectors. A DFC, whether
private or government-controlled, cannot go far in counteracting the distorting
effects of seriously unsound government policies in its investment decision
processes. Similarly the sectors served by the DFC should be of demonstrable
economic importance in the country to give this type of project ppopriate
priority in the Banks lending program. Bark loans to DFCs are not usually
sector loans since they normally cover an extremely wide variety of sub-sectors
and their focus is the institution, its capacities, decision rules, etc. as
opposed to an in-depth analysis by the Bank of a specific sub-sector's needs,
the policy framework for that sub-sector and an overall plan to deal with the
issues arising Lherefrom. However they can have a sub-sector ocusif the government,
the Bank and the institution see an important need for and have developed a
policy framework to develop a specific sub-sector which requires specific support
and attention. Moreover, DFC loans provide one important po-ential venue for

nk cussion of general indus tria. sector policies that have been analyzed
bt Bank and0 if the DFC has the right kind of staff it can undertake work to help

ne m sector issus. rt s clear, however, that such discussions must be
To the Bank s overall dialoue on economic pol:ices with member
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19. Second, the Bank is concerned with examining the extent to which

additional funds are necessary to meet investment demands in the sectors

concerned and the. resuling impact Bank financing can have both in assisting

productive investment and in meeting the financial gap of the DFC involved.

20. Third, the Bank focuses on the specific characteristics of the DFC

- its strengths and weaknesses. The broadest concern is the institution's

own policy orientation. Is its policy consistent with the government's policy

orientation and are the DFC's objectives consistent with the Bank's objectives

in the country concerned- This analysis not only reviews the DFC's general

policy objectives and analysis of the characteristics of its investment activity

but also more difficult judgments concerning what the institution is adding to

the development process in ie way of innovation of new approaches or ideas

relevant to its clientele and the sectors it serves.

21. The next group of questions is simply the capacity of the institution

to use capital effectively. This implies competent management and staff,

effective appraisal procedures, appropriate financial and economic decision

rules, thorough follow-up and reporting systems and effective communication

between the DEC, the business community it serves,and between the DFC and

government.

22. The final level of concern the Bank addresses in evaluating DFCs is

their financial viability in the context of the financial systems in which

they operate. The Bank has not financed DFCs on the basis of simply maximizing

the Bank's probability of getting repaid irrespective of the DFC's overall

financial fortunes. The objective is to establish policies and procedures

so that the intermediary will remain solvent, creditworthy and capable of

growth throughout both the peaks and valleys in the economic health of its

sectors it serves. Consequently, the areas of concern normally include the

quality of the DFC's portfolio, the adequacy of its equity base given the

nature of its business and the risks it is exposed to, its financial planning,

liquidity and debt service capacity and its ability to maintain an appropriate

lev'el of administrative costs while at the same time earning returns in line

with :Its self-financing needs and its public or private owners' expectations.

23. In the pursuit of these objectives the Bank has played an important

part in the development of about 70 institutions that this year will disburse

some $3.25 billion in long-term industrial capital. Essentially all of these

have established sound port folios and the capacity to weather economic

o wnturns; most enqoy a rate of growth higher than that of the sectors they

fiance and many hae had the ability to adjust to fairly basic shifts in their

working environment.

24. Given the variety of DFCs now financed and the variation in their

environmnt which range from highly centralized planning to highly market

oriented economies, financial or policy guidelines appropriate in one case

will not always be appropriate in others and thus the task of evaluation of

stardards and policies appropriate for a particular DFC has steadily become

more complex. Moreover, expectations as to what constitutes a developmental

contri bution have changed over time and! tins requires new responses and ways

Oflookig t and deali w DaCs. Attention is now, therefore, directed to

* 'mbr oIssue th Bank r-ncatedly confTronts in its DFC lending acti vity in

re o ld in and. cariy te current approach of the Bank in
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II, CURPENT OBJECTIVES AND ISSUES IN DFC LENDING

A. Economic Retrns of DFC Lending

25. During the 1960s the Bank Group's emphasis in its DFC lending
was to develop institutions with strong professional skills in the areas
of financial,marketing, technical and managerial evaluation. When the
Bank surveyed the landscape for institutions which competently looked
deep and hard into prospective projects, it often 2ound that such skills
were lacking and thus it is not surprising that the Bank Group was simply
passing onto its DFC clients the tools and criteria is had used in its own
work as a development bank in the industrial sector. This is not to say
that the economic characteristics of projects were ignored. Indeed there
were a number of cases where the Bank and DFCs engaged in dialogue over
projects with questionable economic characteristics. However, there was
no systematic attempt by most DFCs to determine quantitatively the economic
efficiency of projects.

26. There was, consequently, increasing concern that in many countries
normal financial return signals could give quite m sleading results if one
relied on them as a proxy for indicating economic efficiency. Various
distortions in the pricing system due to protectionist policLes, subsidies,
inappropriately priced factor inputs, etc. raised two major issues for the
Bank to deal with. First, how severe were the price distortions and had
DFCs been financing a lot of inappropriate projects in terms of their having
inferior economic returns relative to other Bank-financed projects? Second,
how could the Bank Group develop and heighten sensitivity to economic
appraisal skills in DFCs?

27. Work proceeded on both fronts. Concarning economic yields, five
DFCs were chosen for an intensive review of sub-projects already financed
and where there had been at least a year's production experience so that the
research could be done with fairly hard data. The five DFCs studied were
ICICI in India, IMDBI in Iran, KDFC in Korea, BDET in Tunisia, and TSKB in
Turkey. These DCs were chosen in order to give indicators for a wide variety
of economies and because they accounted for about 40, of all Bank Group dis-
bursements at the time the scudies commenced. All five institutions were
long-time Bank borrowers, and all, with perhaps the excepLion of BDET, had
enjoyed continulty of management and qute highly qualified senior staff.
Subsequently,another set of institutions, namely the financleras 'n Colombia,
were studied from somewhat the same rerspecive. None of the institutions
chosen were from the new ranks of DFCs financed in the post 1969 period as
Bank experieanc with these new borrowers was too early to generat actual
sub-project data.

28. For each of the six countries, the sample of projects studied in
depth was representative of the types of industry the DFC normally financed.
A total of 160 sub-projects were studied. The input of staff time was
considerable as it requird an average of 3 manweeks per project to evaluate
using actual data and deermining t b d t or the aproriate
pricing of labor, exchange ratesuetc. Te summarized results arC indicated



Economic otes of Return (ERR) of DTC-firanced Proects

ic0 1IMDBI KDFC BDET TSK

ncla Tran Korea Tunisia T k Colombia Total %

No. of Projects studied 42 32 11 23 23 29 160 100
No. of Projects with:

Negativek R7s 1 3 2 - 4 1 11 7
as 0-1% 3 1 1 3 3 4 24 15

ERRs of 10-25% 13 14 - 3 8 4 42 26
ERRs of over 20% 20 8 17 8 20 83 52

Weighted Average ERR 19 17 31 36 11 32 23

(Weighted Average
Financial Ra) (17) (14) (29) (11) (16) (18) 16

29. With a weighted average ERR of 23% for the 160 projects, and with

three-fourths and one half of the projects showing ERRs over 10% and 20%
respectively, the rosulcs were encouraging and perhaps even surprising given
the view that in elmost all the countries studied there was thought to be a
fairly aggressive impor ant substitution, protection-based, industrial develop-

ment strategy. Moreover, given the fact that the DFCs were not employing at

the time the sub-projects were selected any sophisticated economic analysis
tools, the conclusions showed that normal financial tests employed by the DFCs

did,overallj ad to a favorable allocation of resources in terms of economic

returns. However, individual projects did show weak or negative economic

returns but good financial returns and to some extent this could have been
anticipated by proper economic analysis at the time of project appraisal.

30. The studies focussed heavily on the economically unattractive
projects to see whether any useful lessons could be learned that could be
applied in the future. Poor economic returns measured ex post 1/ can, of

course, be the result of a number of factors. While one cause may simply
be that a project is basically uneconomic, other causes are misjudgments about

markets and competence of management. Projects economically viable in concept

can fail in implementation. Unfortunately no simple general answers emerged.
The projects that performed poorly did so for a wide variety of reasons.
Most commonly, the market for project output did not develop in the way
anticipated. In some cases unforeseen technical difficulties arose. Hind-
sight suggests that some of these poblems could reasonably have been
anticipated through more careful appraisal of a conventional sort; by a
deeper probing into such things as market potential, engineering soundness
and managerial competence. It was also difficult to judge with certainty
how many of these unattractive projects might have been screened out had the
DFs concerned been applying reasonably rigorous economic analysis at the
time the project was selected. In a few cases a major factor in the poor
performance of a proiect was the wide disparity between domestic and inter-
national prices. Economic rate of return analysis would have highlighted
this problem.

½ .ony0is was based on otu capital cost data and actual operating
ce.C '"g fristoric reriods. iso t'e resmainder of the eronomic life

eo :hm"' prje ' Che an yis s :ed? on latest estimates for revenues
7tO t C - ve U
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31. The overall conclusions that can be distilled from the studies
are the following:

(a) By and large the overall economic returns earned in the past on
DFC-financed sub-projects are attractive.

(b) There have, however, been some very weak (in economic terms)
projects financed that could have been screened out by appropriate
economic analysis.

(c) The importance of applying rigorous ERE analysis is greatest in
those countries where there are wide discrepancies between domestic
and international prices.

(d) The ERR tool applied in the appraisal stage when difficult
assumptions concerning domestic and international prices need to
be made is not useful for making finely tuned distinctions between
proiects of varying degrees of acceptability, but it can be used
as an indicator to weed out the seriously deficient projects.
While it is certainly feasible for DFCs to use this tool and a
serious educational effort is being made to help DFCs develop
their skills in this area, in some types of projects, e.g.,non-
tradeable goods or multi-product ventures, it is more difficult
to apply.

(e) Good economic analysis is feasible only on the basis of good
project analysis based on traditional approaches and it : s still
at the stage of applying traditional project tests that many
mistakes are made.

(f) Economic analysis applied early on in the project cycle can also
occasionally be useful to help DFCs adjust projects to make them
more efficient in economic terms.

32. Turning to the Bank's approach to sensitizing DFCs to these issues,
in late 1969 it was almost universally the case that DFCs operated within
the constraints of a framework of government policies that usually contained
a variety of fiscal incentives to promote manufacturing investments and
systems that judged projects only against a rough list of indicators, e.g.,
How much foreign exchange is saved or earned? how many jos -ill be created?
Where is it located? Is it on governnent's priority list of investments?
Few governments, even in cases where there is licensing or where incentives
are handed out on a project by project basis, have data or skills required
to subject the project to a serious economic cost/benefit analysis.

33. In this context in 1969 the Bank began working with a nuimber of
DFCs to develop useable economic analysis tools, Given the facts that most
lines of credits to DF~s are to finance scores of projects in a wide variety
of subsectors and that the projects are not yet appraised or perhaps ot even
identiied, Bank staff could not carry out econoric rate of return analysis at t
time it appraised a XC for a loan, In line with its normal institution build in
o jective, tr altcErave was to have The -FC making the appropriate analysis
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when detailed information was available on, the sub-projects. As a first

step a number of DFCs were introduced to effective rate of protection
calculations which compared value added in domestic Prices with value added
in terms of international prices in the first full year of apacity operation.
Subsequently the Bank ssued guidelines to its DFCs for economic rate of

return calculations . In those cases where it is important to apply economic

rate of return analysis the Bank has had to undertake an education effort

with the staff of the DFCs 1/. This is done using individual projects as
points in case, seminars in the field with DFC staff, and training here in
Washington for the staff of D7Cs both in the Bank Group proper and in the
EDI Industrial Projeccs and the Development Banking Courses.

34. One of the by-products of DFCs' use of ERR analysis has been to
occasionally place the DFC at odds with specific government objectives. It
has happened on a number of occasions that DFCs (both private and public)
have encoun:cred spectcic projects qhich, according to the DFC's analysis
had poor economic prospects but which nevertheless had strong government
backing because of perceived priorities within the government. The DFC is
thus placed in a difficult position, particularly if the project meets
financial but not economic tests. What such a case can provide, regardless
of how the individual case is disposed of, is an opportunity for the DFC
to open a dialogue wit> the government on the policy issues raised by such
situations. It is therefore also important that the Bank, in reviewing
manufacturing sector policies and investment incentive and selection tools
used by governments, try to insure that the criteria being applied by
government and DFC decision makers are consistent.

B. amoloyen a DFC Lending

35. Within the general concern of the economic impact of DFC lending,
the employment impact of industrial activity has generated considerable
interest. In particulinr, i those countries where there is a serious un-
employment problem, it is important to consider the employment impact of
project decisions. Bow does DFC lending affect employment problems? Can
employment effects of such projects be improved?

36. in the six countries where DFCs were studied in depth, supple-
mentary data was calculated on the direct employment generation attributable
to the sub-projects, although it was recognized that this was only a preli-
minary approach to analyzing the employment impact. Such data is also now
being collected ex post and ex ante on DFC lending generally and thus one
finds situations on capital cost per direct job created ranging from $7,000
in Colombia to $48,000 in Greece. The projects of the Das in the six
countries studied in depth revealed the follow ing pattern.

1/ DCD, Guidelines for Calculation of Economic Rates of Return on DFC
Sub-Projects, mimeo, IRD June 7, 1974. The Guidelines attempt to
demonstrate a pragmatic approach to economic project analysis and present
two stags of approximation for ERX calculations. The Guidelines were
sent to all DYCs for application to projects. The economic merits of
smaller projects are gauged by simplrV indicators such as the domestic
resource cost per unit of foreign exchange saved or eared (Bruno ratio).
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Table V

Fixed Investment Der Employee in DFC Projects

ICICI IMifDBI KDC BDET TSKB
India Iran Korea Tunisia Turkey Colombia Total

Number of projects 42 32 11 23 23 29 160
Fixed assets/employee:

Less than $10,000 30 14 5 12 13 19 93
$10,000 - $20,000 8 10 2 9 7 4 40
$20,000 - $30,000 1 7 1 1 3 - 1
$30,000 or more 3 1 3 1 - 6 14 1/

Average cost/job ($'000) 9.0 12.1 13.2 11.0 11.6 7.0 10.2

The studies showed an average cost per direct job of about $10,000 for the
160 projects, of which almost two-thirds were below this average. It was
also demonstrated that the investment per job increases with the size of
projects. It is difficult to draw conclusions from the employment data
generated by the six studies in comparison with similar indices for the
manufacturing sector as a whole in these countries. If anything, the sample
average of $10,000 per job created may be taken as representative for the
capital/labor mix of medium-sized projects. On the other hand, a comparison
of the projects' direct employment data did demonstrate, as would be expected,
that if capital cost per direct job was taken as a critical indicator and
projects were rejected that had high capital cost/job this would have led to
the rejection of numerous projects which were both financially and econom-
ically sound within the context of appropriate prices being applied for the
value of foreign exchange, labor costs, etc. Similarly there were projects
with low capital cost/direct job created ratios that were distinctly
uneconomical.

37. Given the inconclusiveness of the data concerning employment in
the studies noted above, the Bank undertook a study of DIC lending
in Colombia to see whether more meaningful conclusions or g-uidelines could
be developed on the employment question. In particular, attempts were
made to look at the indirect employment impact as well as the direct. The
preliminary data indicates three major points. First, the Colombia project
sample show that the indirect employment creation was about 50% of the
direct emplo-ment generation. Second, individual projects had widely divergent
employment impacs cs between erect employment and direct Plus indirect
employment, thus hghlighting the unreiiability of the direct cost/job ratio
as a meaningful indicator in isolation. (In 5 of the 29 projects studied
the inclusion of the indirect employment impact moved the projects From a
positive aggregate employment position to a negative overall effect on total
employment.,) Third, using the refined data on both direct and indi rect
employment ½ipac it was found that using the cost of total employment
generated as an indicator for economic returns was not feasible as there was
poor correlation between the two (seeAnnex 4). While it is likely that

ne ruce r orocts with no or negatIve direct employment generation,
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industrial projects will have a lower employment impact per unit of invest-
ment than projects in some other sectors, the aggregate employment impact
of DFC financed projects is sizeable. Extrapolating from the data from

the studies noted above, it is likely that the total job opportunities
created by DFC-financed projects in countries where the Bank has an active
DFC financing program is about 800,000 in 1975. This represents about 6%
of the new industrial employment created in a majority of these countries
and over 12% of the increment in one-third of them.

38. While much remains co be learned about- the employment creating
aspects of industrial development, the work to date on DFC lending suggest
that there is not yet any easy indicator or cut-off tool emphasizing em-
ployment that can be applied to industrial project selection by DFCs.
The direct employment creation data can even be misleading as to overall
employment impact. The pragmatic ways of dealing With this is to:

(a) Ensure that factor pricing in the ERR analysis done by DFCs
captures the employment aspect of the equation by giving labor,
capital, foreign exchange, etc. their proper values given the
supply/scarcity situation of the economy.

(5) Endeavor to sensitize DFCs in labor surplus economies to keep in
view what can be done within their project promotion or project
evaluation processes to insure that when there are options for
improving a project's employment impact by use of alternative
technologies or designs, that they continuously question them-
selves about such possibilities. This comes down to developing
the breadth, focus, and expertise of DFCs' engineering staffs
and encouraging them to be alert to alternative technologies.

(c) Support efficient study efforts in borrowi'ng countries that
seek tc adjust tecanologies to make them more appropriate
for local conditions.

C. DTCs and Small Scale Enterurise

39. A related issue that often arises in connection with DFC lending
activity is the size spectrum of borrowers assisted by DFCs and whether
DFCs have had, or should have, an impact on small scale firms. One of the
<irst problems in evaluating this matter in a specific countr context is

how to define what is meant by small scale enterprise activity. There is
no commion definition by asset size, empoymnt or turnover and thus what
Might )e labeled small-scale In one economy is perhas medium or large
scale in another. Thus one needs to exercise care in determining what
scale of enterprise is being financed in a particular setting. For example,
'I the 1970-72 period the average loan size of IMDBI (Iran) was about
S1.25 million and the median size of firms assisted was about $2.00 million
in assets. In Liberia (LBDI) the similar figures were about t12,000 and
S3, 0r, respectively. Nevertheless, This type of data does not tell one
nuch about the relative effectiveness of the two institutions, how appro-
riate their policies toward small scale enterprise have been,or whether

y od be doing5 more small enoterprisefinancing,

study undertaken or a large :--,_ of Bank associated DFCs in

he 97-72 veriod indicatedshat of about 5,000 enterprises fanced by
C rv">.n<.2>v~hut 10- (byrxnirv> ha fied sesre r
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completion of less than $300,000; about 30% had fixed assets below $100,000.
About 30% of the enterprises financed had assets over $1,000,000. The
distribution of the asset size of sub-borrowers among DFCs was, of course,
quite wide, and only about 5-10% of the total volume of DFC lending was
to enterprises with assets below $100,000.

41. While the above data indicates that Bank assisted DFCs finance
considerable numbers of relatively small manufacturing enterprises, it is
also true that in almost all cases these institutions are not expected
to tackle the problems of the smallest entrepreneurs in their countries.
There were only a few cases where the DFC financed artisanal activity in
the informal sector. Basically their areas of activity were considered
to be the modern sector and the type of lending that required substantial
technical assistance was not normally put under their responsibility.
Problems of assisting very small firms were not addressed by the Bank or
most of its DFCs.

42. Given the lack of focus on smaller firms it is not surprising
that in an effort to redress the balance particular DFCs have been
criticized for not shifting their lending operations toward smaller
borrowers, i.e., say, enterprises with assets below $150,000. H1-owever,
the problems and potential of financing small enterprise should be
addressed more systematically. In some cases DFCs which have been
financed by the Bank can and should play a direct role in financing small
enterprise and special programs can be developed under their auspices,
This has happened for example in the case of Mauritius (DBM) and a number
of other DFCs are exploring this area. However, it may often be the case
that other approaches involving more diffusive institutions, specialized
focus and financial support and special technical assistance will be more
effective, although perhaps more difficult to set up, than pressing DFCs
to dramatically shift the size distribution of their lending.

43. What may be of more general relevance in DFC financing than the
size distribution of projects financed are the issues mentioned in para-
graphs 68 and 69; nameiy, to what extent the DFC concerned s using its
energies and resources in financing firms that do not really need its
help at the expense of foregoing projects which are more ependent on the
DFC's counsel and resources. The division of effort between various
classes of borrowers is an area of creative tension in which the conscien-
tious development banker must live as he steers a course between backing
viable productive projects and taking risks.

44. What is clear, however, is that the Bank has not, until the last
year or two made significant efforts to try to deal with the size of
enterprises falling outside the range served by DF s in many member
countries. Such enterprises are pervasive in most economies, they employ
substantial numbers of people and they provide balance to the ownership
distribution of productive assets. While such enterprises are not always
operated by people falling low in the income distribution curve, they are
usually some distance from zhe entreprenuri7 class which has a heavy
involvement in larger scale industry. osses on which the Bank is trying
to find sone substantive answers are the marginal impact and cost of
as~tp~~a ~vrshw sitnesol encae to on1tinize
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D. DFC Interest Rate Policies

45. The relending termsof DFCs touch on complex issues of critical
importance to the DFC as well as basic government policies in the area of
resource mobilization and credit allocation. There are a number of issuesthat converge at the point of decision on relending rates.

(a) From the outset of its DFC lending activity the Bank had
expresscd the view that normally it was interested in building
institutions that would develop, over time, the capacity
to mobilize resources from other sources and thereby
reduce their dependency on the Bank.

(b) Nevertheless, in the majority of cases DFCs are required to
lend at rates below what it would cost them to mobilize
funds either in domestic or foreign -arkets. Governments
often use interest rates as an incentive and also undertake
to capture for government account, a large portion of the
saving stream. Although capital is scarce governments often
deliberately price it at levels not truly reflective of that
scarcity.

(c) The rapid acceleration of inflation in many countries in the
last year or two, and uncertainty on exchange rate adjust-
ment questions, have led to even greater difficulty in forg-
ing positions on the appropriate relending terms for DFCs.

(d) Divergence in the nature of the economies and DFCs served by
the Bank have further complicated the picture. The pattern
of environments range from market-oriented financial systems,
to systems that,while basically market-determined,also
contain substantial privileged credit circuits; to economies
with centrally directed and managed financial systems.

(0) Interest rate questions are often vital for DFCs. They
determine how the DEC can mobilize resources, the risks to
which it oxposes itself, and the level of administrative costs
it can bear.

Giver the confluence of all these forces, how should the Bank's policies on
relending rates be defined? What are the appropriate objectives?

V A In reviewing the appropriateness of the on-lending charges of a DFC
the Bank must rake basic judgments about government interest rate policies.1/
1 genral, it is the Bank's objective that borrowers from DFs pay interest
and other charges which approximatly reflect the cost of mobilizing capital
)oh at home and abread and the opportunity cost of capital in the country.
hi will normally m'an that sub-borrowers over the longer term will be paying

I1, positive ravjs o interest. Such rates will facilitate the mobilization
f espital and the fficiont allocation of capital within the concerned sectors.

n y also permit adequate earnings by DFs, enhancing their ability to attract
Py capital one . bear tie cost ant r0ks of an active promotional role.

I/ A-Y( contain a. r~ o eDECs currently borrowing from
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47. The underlying rationale for this general posture is that direct
allocative measures that seek to provide long-term credit to the industrial
sector which run counter to market signals are difficult to manage and are
likely to be ineffective. Other tools must, as a result, be imposed to
balance credit demand with supply and this may mean that collateral or social
standing become important criteria, thereby blocking access to credit by
non-prime borrowers. Leakages of credit in administered systems can often
lead to frustration of policy objectives. Second, interest rates are not
often an efficient incentive device for steering investment to particular
areas or activities. Interest costs are a relatively small part of total
costs for most DFC clients. Interest subsidies discriminae in favor Of those
activities which are capital-intensive, and only if the industrial strategy of
a country calls for justified encouragement to these sectors is an interest rate
subsidy logical. Third, industrial borrowers are often at the highest end of
income earners in developing countries. Governments have many claims on theIr
resources, and use of these resources to subsidize such borrowers may not be
easy to justify. Finally, institutions which are unable to lend at market
rates will be largely dependent on credit facilities obitained on their behalf
by the government. This can potentially affect overall resource mobilization in
an economy; at a minimum it means the DFC involved will be a captive of its
government's financial decisions.

48. While the above represents a general posture, each particular operation
must be viewed in the specific country context. The starting point of the
analysis of such issues is the current financial situation of the country.
What is the overall savings performance in the country, and within the total,
how adequate is the level and structure of financial savings, since the evidence
suggests that the interest rate is of importance mainly with regard to financial
savings? Are interest rates policies consistent with the country's objectives
concerning the role of financial intermediation? To the extent that the level
and the pattern of flows of financial savings into the financial intermediaries
are considered satisfactory, there is less of a case for interest rate mdiIfi-
cation from a savings perspective, although in such cases the cost to the
government of subsidizing certain creit streams may still not he justified
given higher priority claims on the government's revenues. However, it is more
often the case that the Bank faces situations where the government' fiscal
system is wealk, overall savings are low, and there are high priority competing
claims on government revenues. On the allocation side, it is necessary to
consider whether the pricing or capItal reflects scarciies in th economy.
While privileged credit circuits for particular activities may in some eases
be an integral part of an effective plan to induce high priority investment,
in other cases t hey m.ay be more s ylc thn effecti v. When price can no
longer be used to balance credt demand with supply other rationing devices must
be found and stringent collateral reouirements and risk reduction through
lending to only the most well established firms may result.

49. The next area of exmnination is a review of interest rates in the
context of the rFC's capacity c robi'lize resources in domestIc and foreign
markets. In some cases the question migh be irrelevat if () the government
by choice deternes that it wishes to mobzi e all resource fr 'he DIC;
(Ii) inter-tion market cond- on- toeter with coconditions rule out

nficant non -verrea orro g end/or (i arkomestic capi rkets

?U~tCC at- --cc, '.t _o"0, 2
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for many Bank-financed- DFCs total dependence on government cannot be contem-
plated indefinit y, and others, as a matter of institutional strategy,increasing capacity to directly mobilize resources may be an important objective.

50. The prohlem of the zdequacv of interest rates is particularly
acute in the context of the hih rates of inflation which most countries have
experienced over the past two years. While many LDCs have made small upward
adjustments in the level of interest rates, it is apparent that current rates
of inflation are well above interest rates on deposits -.n almost all countries,
and sometimes above interest rates on loans as well. In- determining the appro-
priate interest rate for medium and tong--term lending by DFCs, however, this is
not the ony caiterion. The benchmark o measuring the appropriateness of a
DFC s lending rates will be what the DFC would hae to pay to borrow medium- or
long-term funds in domestic or foreign markets plus a reasonable spread. This
is feasible when there are reasonably competitlve markeus apen o the DFC,
similar institutions, or the government. In most LDCs, however, the markets for
medium- and long-term capital are not well developed, so that some approximation
of the cost of mobilizing such resources must be used. This is most usefully
expressed in terms of real interest rates, i.e., the nominal interest rate
adjusted for the expected rate of inflation over the life of the deposit or loan.
Historical analysis based o some of the developed countries, and the experience
of the LDCs themselves during the past decade, suggests that the interest rates
needed to mobilize capital are seldom less than 3 - 4% in real terms, although
the data base for this conclusion is narrow. AddIng a reasonable spread to this
base would suggest relending rate targets of 5 - 6% in real terms. Given the
fact that many LDCs presently have interest rates which are below, or at least
very little above, even the expected rate of inflation over the life of the sub-
lcans, it woul seem appropriate for the Bank to seek that DFCs charge minimal
real interest rates of 5 - 6%. This would provide DFCs with an adequate spread
over the approximate cost of mobilizing capital. On a more theoretical plane,
rates at these levels are below the opportunity cost of capital, generally estimated
to be a minimum cf C to 10% in most LDCs, e difference permitti ng a reasonable
return to marginal erteriprses .

51. Three other observations are in order. First interest rates cannot be
viewed 'n isolation from how the foreign exchange risk on foreign credits is
handled. DFCs are not able to cover foreign exchange risks. Generally, one
would expect sub-borrowers to be able to assume the exchange risk or to compensate
through a premium tc the interest rate, the government, central bank or other insti-
tution w7ich -is prepared to accept fully or partially the exchange risk on their
behalf. A fair premium is difficult to calculate and is sometimes rejected by
gove irnments because it may establish undesirable expectations. Having the exchangerisk borns by sub-borrowers obviates the need to forecast or justify a particular
premium and, as a practical matter, governments have frequently been prepared to

ccept the transfer of the foreign exchange risk to the ultimate borrower, even
when they are reluctant to accept reasonable approximations to market rates of
:aterest on term loans repayable in local currencies. One particular problem of
Bank loans (unlike bilateral credits to DFCs is that DFs are unable to tell sub-

-orroer i.n advance what currencies t 'hey wil receive and, after they are deter-mined, in what order thoy will be recal ed. In countries of severe foreign-
exan ge con rol, sub-borrowers will not be discouraged by such conditions as
caccess toreely convertible hard currc wil offset the problem. In other

countie en prv armr difficul negoriating point between DF~s and their
s '-che posiilyofshrigrisks between the government

ra e L-~ srv- -

e- . h risk in a single major currency
- - a currecies of procurement, and having

-
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52. Second, in countries with high and variable rates of inflation ana
infrequent but large exchange rate adjustments, it of course becomes difficult to
anticipate with assurance inflation rates over a 7-10 year period. One solution has
been complete or partial indexing of debt service payments to international price
levels. Another alternative, variable-rate lending a'ong lines followed in recent
years in many term loans on the eurodollar market, also suggests itself as a oractical
response to thIs problem. This course has not yet been adopted by any Bank-assocated
DFCs but deserves increasingly serious consideration in some cases.

53. Third, in some centrally planned economies where the industrial sector
is largely state-owcned, interest rates may play an insignificant role in resource
mobilization or allocation. If the system is as closed as mplied, the Bank need
not be concerned with the overall interest rate structure of DFCs, although if
Bank capital were to be channeled to industrial enterprises in such economies at
what, by international comparison, would be low rates, special justification would
be needed to establish why the enterprise assisted should not bear the full costs
of the foreign borrowing. However, interest in decentralization and the use of
intermediaries in resource mobilization and the decision-making process is not
uncommon in highly socialized economies. Yugoslavia provides such an example,

54. In the final analysis interest rate decisions must be judged in terms
of the adequacy of the country's overall financial strategy and against the
background of the Bank's major objective in lending through DFfs in the specified
country. In many cases major objectives can only be served by a close approxi-
mation to interest rates established in accordance with the criteria presented
above. Tn other cases, the margin is greater. However, in most countries it
is to be expected that over time, as financial markets become less fragmented,
and better organized, interest rates charged by credit institutions serving the
industrial sector will be established on the basis outlined above, and that the
progressive rationalization of interest rates, including rates charged th
industrial sector, will itself contribute to the better organization of financial
m- rkets.

E. Reliance of DFCs on Bank Financing

55. A question closely related to the interest rate issues discussed
above concerns Bank policy for the diversification of D1FC financing and the
eventual elimination of Bank lending to a particular DFC. In t ner of
cases the Bank has provided eight or more loans to a DFC. Is ths consistent
with the Bank's desire to build ins titutions?

56. As noted earlier, the Bank has wanted to build instItutions that would
evelop the capacity to mobilize resources and not remain dependent on the Bank.
in line with this objective the Bank has not normally prov'ded, over time, more
than half the resources required by the DFCs it inances. Moreover, in a number
of eases-- it 'has agreed on a specific program of reducing, over time, a DFC's
dependercv on the Bank.

57. Recent cases where the Bank has had a declining role n DFC resource
p rovsan hve been i Morocco, Tunisia, PhilppInes, Iran, Finlan and Creece.

fvuless, th record e DFCs dirt vobiiin funds in domestic or forOn
rt ae rat e eare As An- ? ,dIcates, some of the most developed

cnn~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ Cpn'U oevetebinof



58. Of the DFCs where the Bank Group clearly has had an important
promot- onal role, the cases whore the Bank lending has not remained a predominant
source of funds are: I, in Austria, IFF In Finland NIDB n Nigeria, CDC in
China, MID? in Maaya CAVENTDES in Venezuela, 1NDE, in I>an and NIB:D in Greece.
The Austrian, Vene:uelan, Finnish, Greek, Nigerian and Iranian DFCs reuresent
cases where the Bank Group made a clear cut judgment that on country and project
grounds continued Bank Group lending to the DFCs was inappropriate and a phasing
out program was agreed with the DFCs involved. What is of interest is that to
some extent all of these DFCs have subsequently continued to grow, but practically
all of them still rely to some extent on official funding. Market borrowing by
these DFCs, to the extent it has taken place in domestic or foreign markets,
has been supported by borrowings from governments at moderately subsidized rates.
In short, while they no longer depend on the Bank, most do not yet "stand on
their own feet" in market terms.

59. CDC in China and MIDF in Malaysia are somewhat different cases. CDC
was cut off irom Bank funds rather suddenly when the Bank's program expired.
MIDF found alternative funds on more attractive terms. Both institutions prospered
after the Bank stopped lending as their respective governments became their
major source of funds, normally on terms below what market borrowing would have
entailed.

60. The reasons for continued dependency on official funds by the above-
mentioned DFCs are one or more of the following: (a) Interest rate regimes
mposed by governments that require DFCs to lend at rates below what it would

cost to mobilize and to lend funds at a positive spread; (b) underdeveloped
capital markets where sales of long-term debt instruments in meaningful quantities
are not feasible and where the DFC is not in a position to mobilize deposits at
all or on terms long enough to 'e useful; (c) government regulations giving various
government securities priority in terms of mobilizing what long-term domestic
savngs are available for investment in debt instruments; and (d) conditions in
internlatonal capital markets that closed entry to many porential borrowers
plus, in some cases, government prohibitions or taxes on :oreign borrowing by
DI~s due to balance of payments problems and concern over the terms of such
orrowing (i.e., variable rate or short-term funds that oxposed the DFC to too

61. Turning to the long-term DFC borrowers still heavily dependent on
Bank funds, the reasons for this dependency are essentially one or more of those
tested bove. However, there has been an additional problem in that in some cases

hS C xist in countries where, on country grounds, there was little real
?oi hib y for signf icant borrowings by the DF~s due to overall country credIt-

; assoes. RecT on cf Bank lendig in such cases would simply mean a
decline in the institution's impact.

$2. Given this landscape of issues, it is not possible to lay out precise
rules concerning the length of time over which Bank support for a particular DFC
i s iustified. Two sets of questions need to be addressed when facing this issue.
The first set involves the country's need for capital; the DFCs's need for
capita and the effective use of such capital by the BFG, in relation to other
aciiv perceived by thie country and the Bank to be of priority for Bank

Bnancng. Bank financing of mature DFCs can urovide an opportunity for the
chieve imortart sect-ral objectves in consor t w7 th the DC that

f "i C not echieved Te second set revolves around the Bank's

- weorsit f tesesores nd he esiabiityof olcy changeswhc
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would open up options for resource mobilization. In any case, methods of
directly assisting DFCs to diversify resources should be undertaken when
feasible.

63. In a number of cases, commercial banks have considered lending to the
more established DFCs associated with the Bank Group. Loans of five years aretypical, although in some cases 7-year loans are also feasible. Floating
interest rates are usually proposed although fixed rates can sometimes be arrangedat a premium. For the DFC wishing to tap these funds the essential problems
that need to be resolved are: (a) whether the floating rate can be passed on tosub-borrowers; (b) whether, after tax considerations are taken into account,
the cost of money is acceptable (often a 10-20% withholding tax on foreigninterest is levied): (c) how the foreign exchange risk can be handled; and(d) how shorter-term loans can be utilized as the DFC's average term of sub-loans
may considerably exceed that of the commercial credit.

64. There are two possibilities for the Bank Group to be of direct help tothe DFCs in such cases../ One way is for the Bank to adapt the amortization anddisbursement of its loans to accommodate, or blend with, shorter-term commercial
loans by picking up with Bank funds the later maturities of sub-loans. The Bankwould in effect lengthen the grace period. In such cases the DFC would estalish
direct relationships with commercial creditors and would have to resolve the
issues noted above.

65. The second possibility is an IFC loan and the sale of participations
in that loan. Here also the earlier maturities of a loan with a fixed amortiza-
tion schedule could be sold to participating banks. Three advantages accrue tothe recipient DFC in such operations: IFC lines up the lenders and puts the deal
together, IFC's immunity from withholding tax on interest (if any) paid mayenable the DFC to obtain the funds at a lower cost, and the loan will normally
be in a single currency. The recent TFC and Bank loans to TSKB (Turkey) provide
a relevant example: both the blending of Bank funds and direct IFC mobilization
efforts were undertaken to assist TSKB in mobilizing and utilizing commercial
funds.

66. The above discussion relates to helping DFCs to tap foreign commercial
markets. This is only useful in those cases where additional foreign conmercal
borrowing can be supported on country grounds. IT is also important to stress
that Bank Group support for policies that open possiblities for domestic resource
mobilization can be of even more important help to a particular DFC. Finally,
the Bank should continue to cooperate with other bilateral or regional sources
of credit for DFCs to facilitate the flow of funds from such lenders to DFCs.

Within the Group the policy has been that the Bank does the lending
to DFCs while IFC takes equity posi'tions, although it will lend to the DFC
if a guarantee is not, for acceptable reasons, forthcoming. The rationale
for this was that the size of the DFC lending program was beyond IFC's
capacity and given the Bank's concern to minimize the cost of debt to many
countries, the Bank's interest rate was more appropriate. While this policy
n general is stil valid there are some situations described in the

'ollowing paragraphs, where an ITC 1 -on -s appropriate even if a government
uaranTQe would e available for a ak an.
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F. Broader Objectives of DFC Lending - DFCs as Development Agents

67. While the economic profile of sub-projects financed by DFCs appears
to have been favorable and the Bank con try to nsure that this is ehanced
In the future by helping to Improve the use of economic tools by-DFCs, the more
dificult question to answer is what should a particular DFC be doing, besides
backing viable projects, that will represent a unique contribution to the
development effort in its area of operations. While in some cases the

preponderant job of the DFC will be co receive large numbers of proposals and,
by good project selection, ration scarce resources to them and in the process
facilitate the implementatlon of projects being pursued by a dyami entrepreneurial
commzunity, the more normal case will be one There the DFC is expected to fulfill
a broader mandate, where its institutional posture should not only be that of
one which reacts, but also one which initiates. Clearly the greatest developmental
impact of DFCs will be things that happen largely as a result of a contribution
they made, whether it is to the development or implementation of a specific
project, an institu-:ional innovation, or a polIcy improvement.

68. This is one of the most difficult issues facing the Bank and the
boards and managers of DFCs. How does the DFC carve out areas of innovation
for itself and how ca the Bank help in this process? DFCo have a variety
of develomental tasks that they might conceivably perform. At the most basic
level is a contribution by making financing decisions based on sound project
appraisal standards. The next level is the improvement of a project's design
or its financial structure. A DFCs effectiveness in this respect depends
on Trh nature of its clientele and the stage at which it gets involved in
Projects. £7 it restricts itself to thu strongest firms in a given situation,_in it is unlikely to be in a position to contribute sign ificantly to project
desig On the other hand, if it makes efforts to finance entrepreneurs who
are not of the bloc chip variety, the notential for a developmental contribution

3% -he DFC at the margin is heightened. While there are exceptions, and the
i"attern is now changing somewhat, one genera' tendency of DFCs has been thedirec'<ing of much of their lending to the relatively strongest entrepreneurs
and' enterp-ises in their economies. h l his is understandable given:

a the incentives to build up good portlos; (b) imposed lending rates that
oftLen do not allow differentiation accordi to risks; (c) the need to
1rcatec e captal to wit robabilties of success; and

J n some cases the absence of other so. -rcs of long-term funds to which
borrowers have access within or outside the country; it is ,nevertheless

priap : 2 thar the Bank and a given DFC continuously examine the DFC's
-,its fi thisaea

Other areas where the DFC can sometimes make differences at the margin
re an its dialogue with government on industral and financial policies or in
-s (eiqn and imnlementation of special programs dealing with specific

vec(opmert problems in sub-sectors, the fiancial sector, regionalization issues,
etc Fin ally, there may be potentials for some DFCs to play a basic entrepreneurial
r ction in the generation of new project ideas and in taking a lead in the

nation o' tose ideas.

0 its dealins with each DEC The Bank should be eneouraging a
oermin wher n te vesks (or others not isted)

z C S' il 2 s ndr6 ",ow~ t!ht
C - n~'C DED stu-dy a' DFC
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objectives and the areas in which they intend to make or expand special
developmental efforts. This has considerable utility in many cases for
providing focus to this dialogue.

71. In focussing on the innovative characteristics of DFCs, one factor
looms large: namely the caliber and vision of the DFC's management and staff.The relative success of a DFC charting an increasingly innovative role is closely
linked with the personality and capabilities of the management of the institution.
Innovative institutions are almost always led by innovative managers who attract
staff which has an interest in, and a capacity for, unusual developmental
contributions, The history of Bank-DFC relations provides ample confirmation ofthis notion. The growth process means working with available resources and
developing them over time. This is true of human and institutional resources
and given this basic element there is no easy formula or model that will producedynamic, promotional DFCs.

G. Criteria to be Applied in Lending to Public DF s

72. Given the increased variety of government-controlled development banks
to which the Bank has lent or to which it is considering lending, the
following question arises: To what extent are the criteria developed over
a 20-year period of lending to privately-controlled development banks
appropriate to government-owrned banks?

73. In some cases the answers are fairly straightforward in that the DFC,
although government-owned, is set up as a completely separate financial
institution with clearly stated objectives, a relatively autonomous financial
structure and an expectation that the DFC will operate as a commercial entity
much like its private counterparts. Examples of this are numerous in the
Bank's experience. The one major difference between such DFCs and their
privately-controlled counterparts is expectations with respect to returns on
net worth. Government shareholders usually do not expect their DFCs to generate
market related earnings. This may give them the luxury of relatively wider
administrative budgets or a higher risk portfolio which in some cases enables
them to undertake developmental expenditures a privately controlled DFC could
not, although the reduction or elimination of the profit tests calls for a
rigorous approach to budgeting, expenditure control and program review toinsure that funds are well spent by the DFC.

74. Consequently, in reviewing government-owned DFCs, the Bank has
generally attempted to evaluate the DFC with the following general criteria
in mind:

(a) Is the quality of management and the level of professional
skills in the organization suitable?

(b) Are resource allocation criteria and the autonomy allowed
the institution in its decision-making processes appropriate?
Are the decision rules clear, do they fit the economy and
are they followed with due diligence?

(c) Are the institution's overall policy guidelines and objectives
in f ith wat t Bark conirs cppropriate or the
>t~I~>Ar enc~ crn'Crwrix
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(d) Does the institution adhere to professional standards in the
areas of investment administration, procurement, disbursement,
collateral requirements? Does it supervise its portfolio
aggressively and cake effective action to deal with problem

proj ects

(e) Does the institution submit itself to the discipline of a
thorough, professional, independent audit? Can the value of
its assets be clearly established?

(f) Are financial standards maintained that allow the institution
to present a strong financial posture toward creditors? Does
it follow policies on budgeting, debt and liquidity management,
capItal structure, and diversifIcation of risk that reflect
its role as a financial intermediary?

(g) Does it have an operations program that, in its entirety,is sensible and developmentally sound?

Institutions have been considered suitable for Bank lending if they
reasonably passed the sort of tests noted above. Of course, different DFCs
pass them with varying degrees of quality but if in any of the above areas
the DFC clearly failed, the Bank endeavoured to get the situation corrected
in connection with its lending operations. This approach has proven to be
sound and should be maintained.

75. However, the Bank has also encountered government development banks
that depart from the more traditional concepts. Such an entity may not operate
as an autonomous unit in all or even most of its financing programs. It may
assume financial exposures which would clearly be considered imprudent for a
orivate entity. It may not undergo a thorough independent audit. It may be that
its own financial standing cannot be clearly separated from the government
purse. It may have relatively weak rights as a creditor and poor capacity
for Droject supervision and its roles as a banker and holding company for
industrial subsidiaries might be blurred. Can such an institution be considered
ci relevant vehicle through which to provide credit to productive enterprises?

76. The Bank can weight its approach in financing productive enterprises
in a variety of ways. It may endeavor to develop a specific sub-sector program,4t may pursue the establishment of a sound intermediar; or it may seek to
blend the two objectives. At one end the Bank may undertake direct appraisal
of sub-sector conditions including policy problems, market needs, production
typologies, organizational means for developing and implementing new production
capacities, locational issues, and the economic and financial characteristics
o - the sub-sector program. Such an approach places the Bank at the center
of dcisitons recuired to implement a given set of sub-projects in a given
sector. When this is the case the institution involved may'largely be an agent

n undertake administrative functions to deliver the Bank s contribution.
n such cases the Bank may be justified in limiting its concern to the institution's

capacity to undertake the narrow functions assigned to it, although some insti-
tution building will probably be requlted in the process. At the other end,

He Blank may ollow a heavy :nstitut-ional ath characterized by a transfer
thinstitutio~n o the major reponsib l ty for appraisal,
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77. The Bank would thus aempt to di f te insciuion wht<

priniplewould ae apprOpritc >fn Cceer> tflnabl it to perfor it ro
a develomeLnc agent more effctivl. (This presumes it >s areed a
should nave such a furcion.) It is this approach that normally shoulb
applied in DFC lending. If the Bank is to have maximum irstitutional impac in
such cases, the basic croblems of the institution's overall role, polici-es
and procedures should normally ha addressed. This means looking at te
criteria described in paragraph 74 and deciding in the country context whIch
are relevant (i.e. the importance of each criterion in enhancing the institution's
developmental contribution), rejecting those that are not relevant and Iocuss
on programs to move the institution to the point where it can meet the releant
criterion. If the Bank were to focus only on its own stream of finance to sucE
institutions and not address broader institutional issues, problems of double
standards would emerge and, more importantly, the impact of such operations
would be reduced in scope. While deviations from this approach are not
inconceivable they should be subject to very special scrutiny and justification.

78. In dealing with cases that present unusual features, which May lead
to serious questions concerning the role, policies, and financial condition
of particular DFCs, the question of indirect lending to the DPI has emerged.
In 3 cases to date the Bank used this approach in DFC lending.J/(Once in tha
Philippines and twice in Pakistan.) The Pakistan cases involved a privatiy-
controlled and a government-controlled DFC which were generally considcred
to be acceptable intermediaries but which were not financially sound for the
moment due to unresolved questions concerning large amounts of uarealizeable
assets in Bangladesh. In the Philippines it was a situation where a large
government bank which had been in rather hazardous financial condition had
embarked on a serious effort to correct its financial position altough the
visible fruits of these efforts were a year or two away. It was judged that the
Bank could contribute more by moving forward with a relationship with the
DFC rather than waiting for two years. In these cases lines of credit were
made to the governments for on-lending to the DFCs. By doing so the Bank was
essentially saying that the governments but not the DFCs were creditworthy
at that point in time. This approach was adopted in the expectation that the
problems would be resolved and that a normal and direct credit relationship
would be feasible for subsequent loans.

79. Is there a significant difference if the government, or an entity
wholly owned by the government, signs the loan agreement? The indirect loan
signifies that the institution concerned has problems to be resolved before
it can be judged creditworthy. Second it reinforces the concept that the Bank
basically looks to its borrower s performance and financial condition; not
a general underpinning that government will see to it that its entities survive.
While an indirect lending approach is useful to handle cases where the Bank
wishes to make a loan for a project or sub-sector that has been subject to
normal analysis by the Bank but where the intermediary does not meet minimum
Bank standards, or for special situations (such as those encountered in the
Philippines and Pakistan or where movement to reform is of an uncertain pace),
it should normally be a temporary device and should not be used as a way to
provide, over extended periods of time, lines of credit to institutions which
do not meet the Bank's standards. In many cases it will be more productive
to withhold lending until corrective steps have been caken.

1/ In some cases Bank DC-loans have for legal or other valid reasons been passed
to the DPC through another agency which has performed no more than a

"post office" function.
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80. Tn lending to some government DFCs there will be difficult judgmentsrequired on the degree of effective and appropriate autonomy for the
institution as well as the necessity for it to follow financial policies thatwould normally be applied to other conmercial-type intermediaries. Thelarger the scope and contribution of government-owned DFCs the more criticalrole they perform as instruments to effect implementation of government policy.Consequently, it is not a question of the need for government DFCs to beimmune from government influence but rather whether the institution is allowed
to function in a way that allows it to achieve its policy and objectives in an
efficient manner. What is unacceptable is an institution that has itsdecision-making process frustrated or overruled in a Tway that results in itsfinancing and assuming risks on operations that do not meet its normal criteriaor khat result in an erosion of the institution's professional competence.The key elements in arriving at the appropriate Bank response in suchsituations is to clearly establish the objectives of the institution both in adevelopmental and financial sense, to judge whether these are compatible withthe Bank's objectves, and to see whether the policies it follows give adequatesupport to those objectives.
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III. FUTURE DFC LENDING

Volume and Characteristic of Future Lending

81. In the FY76-80 period DFC lending is expected to reach an order
of magnitude of $3.1 billion as compared with $1.7 billion in the
preceding 5 years. This represents about 8% of total Bank/IDA lending in
the two respective periods. The geographic pattern of lending to DFCs
expected to be as follows ($million):

EMENA LAC AFRICA S.A. E.A.P.

1971-75 795 182 88 314 316
1976-80 750 880 300 500 700

In relative terms, the two areas that have historically lagged will secure
the largest increase in DFC lending as compared with the 1971-75 period:
namely Latin America and East and West Africa. This is a continuation of
the trend noted earlier in the paper.

82. Roughly 70% of this lending will be to institutions with which the
Bank had commenced a relationship before FY74. However, it is expected that
approximately 20 new DFC borrowers will be added to the Bank's rolls duringthis period. The overwhelming bulk of these new borrowers will be government-
controlled DFCs although the beneficiaries at the sub-project level of DFC
lending will continue to be predominantly private sector enterprises.
Simultaneously with this growth of operations, 6 to 8 DFCs formerly financed
by the Bank will cease to be borrowers.

83. During the next five years the variety, by type, of intermediaries
financed will continue to increase requiring new dimensions of appraisal and
performance criteria in the Bank Group's work with such intermediaries. Itis also probable that the DFC lending approach will incrsasingly be applied to
sectors other than manufacturing and tourism. The forthcoming operation
with the Ghana Housing and Construction Bank for road contracrors is an
example and projects in the urban heousing sector may also follow this approach.
Finally, lending to large multi-secCor and multi-purpose institutions is likely
to increase moderately as is lending to institutions that combine facilities
for commercial short-term lending and longer-term project finance.

84. The areas where special efforts will be made in the coming years to
enhance that contribution have already been referred to n the previous
section. They include a greater effort to deal with new and small entrepreneurs
better linkages of DFC operations with broader issues concerning sub-sectors
being financed and attempts to seek a better lategration of DFC operations
with financial sector issues.

Small Seale Enterprise

35. An area that win be ste o acasina Cxperirmentation is the
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It will be important to examine the effectiveness of various approaches
utilized and to evaluate more dceply than has been feasible to date,
the economic and perhaps social pay-offs resulting from such projects.
It is by no means clear at this juncture whether the most effective
small scale enterprise financing programs wAill be through credits broadly
diffused through the banking system; specialized credit agencies focussing
on the small scale sector; specIal programs sponsored by existing development
banks or other approaches. Different approaches will no doubt be required
from country to country. Just as important a question, if not more so,
is the design of effective delivery systems for technical assistance to
smaller entrepreneurs. It is likely that widely different approaches in
different environments will be required. What is sensible in the Cameroon
is not necessarily appropriate in Colombia. Consequently a special effort
should be scheduled in three years or so to undertake a review of small
enterprise projects financed by the Bank where there has been some operating
experiance developed in order to distill the results of such financing at
that time. The programs recently financed, or soon to be financed by the Bank
in the Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Cameroon, Korea, Philippines, India, and Colombia
will provide a good base for evaluating experience.

86. In the period up through FY1975 the Bank had financed 5 projects aimed
specifically at small enterprises. Three of those projects were financed
in F1975 (Philippines, Colombia, and Cameroon). In addition to continued
financing of these programs, the Bank will undertake such projects in 10 to
15 other countries plus working with some existing DFCs to initiate or improve
small enterprise financing programs under their auspices. The review noted
in the above paragraph may provide the basis for a more accelerated approach
as more experience is gained with this type of project.

87. It will also be important for the Bank to liaise with other agencies,
bilateral and multi-lateral, which are endeavoring to develop projects in
this tield. UNIDO is expending considerable manpower in this sector anda close working relationship with this body will be maintained as with the
1L0, which also has experience in this field. At the same time, given the
relatively high manpower input per productive assets financed that typifies
these orojects, it is important that in selecting countries in which the
Bank wishes to develop such projects that (a) the countries be those where there
appears to be an important gap in the services for small business; (b) that
there not be serious overlaps with the efforts of other international or
bilateral development agencies (in some countries several agencies are
simultaneously trying to do the same thing); and (c) that monitoring systems
be developed that will facilitate the analysis of the impact of such lending.
This latter point is particularly important as there is extremely little
"hard data" available on which to base judgments concerning the relative
priorities of special efforts to deal with small businessmen in countries
at different levels of development and the pay-offs of such programs.

88. Tntrnal organizational rationalization is also required if there
to he effective attention paid Lo small scale enterprise financing.
cresent thre is no focus of expori se on this matter in the Bank Group.
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DFCs and Sector Issues

89. The industrial sector in most of the Bank's member countries
involves an exceedingly wide variety of activity. This heterogenity makes
it particularly difficult to analyze the sector as a whole. It is also
a sector where a wide range of basic economic and political issues
converge, e.g. trade policy and balance of payments issues; financial
management, public vs. private sector issues, foreign vs. domestic
investment considerations, etc. Individual DFCs often account for a
relatively small share of the total financing of new industrial investment
(usually less than 10%) and thus while they can select and develop important
projects, such project decisions will not have a sweeping impact in the
sub-sectors financed if basic policies are not congenial to the rational
development of those sub-sectors. This underlines the need for an integrated
Bank approach to the industrial sector.

90. Operationally this requires integration of the Bank's country
economic work and industrial sector work in order to focus on problems of
relevance to DFC lending, particularly in those cases where such lending
forms an important part of the Bank's program in a country. Another facet
of this is that there is scope for encouraging and helping many DFCs to take
on greater responsibilities in analyzing sub-sector issues and to take a
larger voice in discussion with governments in the dialogue on sector policies.
These institutions are often well placed to observe the impact of policies
at the level of the investing enterprise and thus their potential contribution
is considerable. Obviously the capacity and credibility of institutions vary
widely and not all will be in a position to play effective roles in influencing
policy makers but there is scope for enhancement of many DFCs' contribution in
this area.

91. Within the Bank Group efforts are continuing to ensure proper coordinationamong Regional Offices, the DFC Department, Industrial Projects and other
units responsible for industrial aspects of development in the borrowing membe;
countries. Recent D7C operations, ncludng four for small-scale industry,were linked in about a dozen countries to actor work undertaken by Industrisi
Projects and Regional Offices. Currently, six to seven in dustrial sector
studies are planned annually and detailed pric- consultations have been or are
being scheduled as sector missions are mounted Joint staffing is attempted
whenever appropriate and feasible. Although it is not always possible to linkpolicy improvements in a developing country with specific DFC operations, animportant purpose of detailed coordination in planning industrial sector work
>s to explore the extent to which sector studies can address specific issues
a, the subsector and enterprise levels which are relevant to achieving the
objectives of DEC operations. In this contox-, avenues are also being explored
to increasingly tap a DFC's experience and assessment or to directly involvetne DFC in the misso7s work, whenever iZ Z special expertise to contribute.

92. Furthenore, there is scope Foricresed cooperation between DFCsand Lnstitutesn of Technology, Unversies and (' D. nsituts i borrownrug-- r. v" T -

>.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 aY fu~~ti f.
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given country,there is an obvious need to utilize project designs which are
in line with the relative scarcities of production factors. Nevertheless,
significant differences in factor proportions between industrial subsectors
are often appropriate and even within a given subsector there are usually
many options for various types of tectnology and associated equipment.
In this context the ties between DFCs and technological institutes can be
of considerable importance. TNhere institutional capabilities for technological
advice exist, DrCs have established such ies, usually on an informal basis.
These ties can be strengthened, however, and in countries where technological
institutes do not exist or are not aceuately developed, the DFCs or the Bank
can play a role in their creation or epansion. The Bank is encouraging
efforts in these directions, for instance in planning the next financiera
operation in Colombia, to supplement industrial DFC lending with technological
development.

93. Concerning financial sector issues, DFCs are normally a small part
of the financial infrastrcture in a developing country. It is not unusual
to find that they are not very well integrated into that system but remain
a sort of privileged credit circuit, often along with other specialized
credit agencies. second, as noted earlier, interest rate issues arise in
almost every DC operation (and agricultural credit operation as well).
This issue is part of the broader question of the efficient mobilization
and allocation of savings throughout an economy. This in turn is related
to fundamental strategies adopted by governments for resource management.
It is often impossible and sometimes counter-productive to address the
problem of a single institution's relending rates in isolation from general
financial sector policies. Like industrial policies, these fundamental sector
issues are broad, complex, and at the heart of basic economic strategies
followed by governments. Given the increasing need to generate investment
funds n most developing countries, these policies take on an even more critical
dimension.

94. More work, therefore, is needed to try to evaluate and establish
dialogues with councries over their financial sector policies. DFC lending

one element in the middle of thi picture and while the Bank has not often
atemptd to look at the financial sector as a whole this is becoming more

necessary if the Bank is to speak with authority on general questions of
devel opment of financial markets in 'eveloping countries. One of the
near-term tasks is to develop a better methodology and framework for
apnoroaching these broader questions and thi applying it in a few
coun riesn toee what benefits can behtaind Work along these lines

is unerway.

95. Finally, in order to sharpen the Bank's dialogue with DFCs on their
role and impac in the industrial and financial sectors a number of
operational refinemnts are now being tested. First in providing general
lines of credt to DEs the Bank is asking, In most situations, that the

DFC articulate its near-term plans for romoting development of the sectors
t sves. Ts is not simpy a inanl projection as much as an indicator

special itiatives <h DFC intxnds to pursue to increase its
a development agent. Tforulation of these "strategies"

rovid some cusrnd an ooncrta 7 o improved dialogue between
r nd -< it< - 5< fAd "n l ec linked with issues turned
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96. A related action is the determination in a more digestible form of
the impact of DFC financing through systematic sub-project monitoring systems.
The review of the data generated by such systems as well as performance in
relation to the objectives periodically set by DFC managers should prove
helpful in refining judgments on performance of DFCs and identifying areas
where improvements are desirable and feasible.

97. The DFC financing program has proven to be an effective tool for
building what, by and large have been, competent, professional institutions
capable of assisting the development of projects that make an impressive
contribution to growth. More importantly most of these institutions show the
capacity to adapt to changing needs and expectations and are responsive to
constructive initiatives that can lead to an enhanced developmental contribution.
It is in this framework that the Bank can continue to play a role in the
development of effective development financing institutions.
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Bank Group DFC Financing
Approved through FY'75

($'000)

# Equity
Country DFC # Loans Investment Bank IDA IFC Total

Africa
Cameroon BCD 1 - - 3,000 - 3,000
Ethiopia AIDB 1 - - 11,000 - 11,000

DBE 2 - 4,000 - 4,000
Nigeria NIDB 2 1 16,000 - 1,400 17,400
Ivory Coast BIDI - 1 - - 204 204
Liberia LBIDI 2 1 5,000 - 249 5,249
Zaire SOFIDE 3 1 - 25,000 750 25,750
Africa SIFIDA - 1 - - 500 11,500
Mauritius DBM 2 - 5,000 3,500 - 8,500
E. Africa EADB 1 - 8,000 - - 8,000
Sudan IBS 1 - - 4,000 - 4,000

Kenya IDB 1 - 5,000 - - 5,000

Tanzania TIB 1 - - 6,000 - 6,000

Senegal SOFISEDIT 1 1 3,000 - 209 3,209
Botswana BDC -4,000 - -4,000

Total 19 6 502000 52,500 3,312 105,812

East Asia & Pacific
China CDC 4 - 48,000 5,000 - 53,000

Philippines PDCP 5 1 95,000 - 15,205 110,205
" DBP 1 - 50,000 - - 50,000

Malaysia MIDF 1 1 8,000 - 818 8,818
Thailand IFCT 2 2 14,500 - 384 14,884
Korea KDFC 4 2 95,000 - 1,058 96,058

KDB 1 - 60,000 - - 60,000

Singapore DBS 1 - 5,000 - - 5,000

New Zealand DFCNZ 1 - 8,000 - - 8,000

Indonesia BAPINDO 2 - 50,000 10,000 - 60,000
PDFCI 1 1 - 10,000 483 10483

Total 23 7 0 25,000 17,948 476448

South Asia
India ICICI 11 - 435,000 - - 435,000

IDBI I - - 25,000 - 25,000

Pakistan PICIC 9 2 209,000 - 486 209,486
IDBP 1 - - 20,000 - 20,000

NDFC 1 - - 30,000 - 30,000

Sri Lanka DFCC 3 - 7,000 4,000 - 11,000
Total 26 2 1,000 79,000 486 730,486

EMENA
Algeria BAD 1 - 35,000 - - 35,000

Turkey TSKB 13 4 198,000 35,000 37,098 270,098
" DYB (SIB) 1 - 40,000 - - 40,000

Austria IVK 3 - 24,765 - - 24,765

Iran IMDBI 8 - 280,200 - - 280,200

BIC 1 - 25,000 - - 25,000

Morocco BNDE 7 1 151,500 - 1,496 152,996
CIH 2 - 25,000 - - 25,000

Spain BANDESCO - 2 - - 585 585

Finland IFF 4 1 63,000 - 159 63,159

Israel IDBI 4 - 95,000 - - 95,000

Greece NIBID 5 1 97,500 - 719 98,219

Tunisia SNI 5 2 49,000 - 1,205 50,205

Ireland ICC I - 10,000 - - 10,000

Cyprus CDB 1 - 3,000 - - 3,000

Afghanistan IDBA 1 1 - 2,000 250 2,250

Egypt BOA 1 - - 15,000 - 15,000

Yugoslavia SBS 1 - 28,000 - - 28,000

" PBS 22,000 - - 22,000

Total 60 12 1,146,965 52,000 41,512 1,240,477
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# Equity
Country DFC # Loans Investment Bank IDA fFC Tota

Latin America Caribbean
Colombia Colombiana - 1 - - 2,023 2023

Nacional - 1 - 2,042 2,042
Caldas 1 - - 701 701
5 Financieras 4 - 102,500 - 102,500
Norte - 1- - 432 432
Valle 1- - 432 432
Col.

Financieras(8) 1 - 60,000 - - 60,000
CFP 1 - 5,500 - - 5,500Venezuela CAVENDAS 2 1 - 13,836 13,830Ecuador COFIEC -2 - 305 30
COFIEC & CFN 2 - 28,000 - - 28,000Brazil BNB 1 - 25,000 -2500

Regional ADELA I - - 10,000 10,000
Trinidad & Tobago TTDFC 2 - 7,000 -- 7,00
Mexico FONEI 1 - 35,000 - - 35,000
Bolivia BISA I - - 6, 00 - 61 200

Total 16 8 263,000 6,200 29,71 28 971

GRAND TOTAL 144 35 $2, 544 m 2 93rm 2,852 m

DFCD
June 13, 1975
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Bank Group Assistance to DFCs by Geographic Area

Total

FY1950-54 FY1955-59 FY1960-64 FY1965-69 FY1970-74 FY1975 FY1950-75

ME NA

No. of DFCs Assisted 1 1 6 8 16 5 19

No. of Countries Involved 1 1 6 8 12 5 15

No. of Loans/Cr./Inv. 2 1 10 23 30 6 72

Amt, of Loans/Credits/Inv. $18.0 m $10.8 m 149.1 $298.4 $649.3 $215 m $1,241

No. of Maj. Govt. Controlled

DFCs 8 1 9

Ant, of Loans to Govt.

Controlled DFCs $168 m $35 m $203 m

LAC

No. of DFCs Assisted , . 4 7 13 2 14

No. of Countries Involved - 2 3 8 2 8

No. of Loans/Cr/Inv. - 4 7 11 2 24

Amt. of Loans/Cr/mv. -$6.1 m $71.1 m $211.2 m $10.5 m $298.5 m

No. of Govt. Controlled DFCs 4 2 5

Amt. of Loans to Govt.
Controlled DFCs $74 m $10.5 m $84.5 m

EAP

No. of DFCs Assisted - 4 3 9 3 11

No. of Countries Involved - 4 3 7 3 8

No. of Loans/Cr/Inv. - 7 6 14 3 30

Ant, of Loans/Cr/Inv. - - $31.7 m $80.7 in $224.0 $140 $477

No. of Maj. Govt. DFCs 3 2 4

Ant. of Loans to Govt.
Controlled DFCs $68 m $110 $178 m

S. Asia

No. of DFCs Assisted - 2 2 3 5 3 6

No. of Countries Involved - 2 2 3 3 3 3

No. of Lcans/Gr/InZ. - 2 9 7 7 3 28

Ant. of Loans/cr/Inv - $14.2 m $155.4 n $184.1 m $243 m $134 m $731

No. of Govt. Controlled DFCs 3 2 4

Amt. of Loans to Controlled DFCs $215 m $130 m $345

Africa

No. of DFCs Assisted 1 2 3 12 2 15

No. of Countries involved 1 2 3 12 2 14

No. of Loans/Cr/Inv. 1 2 3 17 2 25

Amt, of Loans/Cr/Inv $2.0 m $3.4 $6.5 vs $87 m $7 i $106 m

No. of Govt. Controlled DFCs 7 $ 8

Amt, of Loans to Govt. DFCS

Total

No. ofDEGS 2 3 18 24 55 15 65

No. of Countries 2 3 16 20 42 15 48

No. of Loans/Cr/nv 3 3 32 46 79 16 179

Nmt. of Loans/Cr/Inv. $20 m $ 25 m $246 m $641 m $1,415 mn $506.5 $2,854

No. of Govt. Controlled DICe - - - 25 8 30

N. of Got Controlled DFCs $571.5 $288.5 $860

Ant. of Loans to Controlled DI~s

DFCD
June 13, 1975
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Basic DFC Profilea ta

(1)() 4 (6) Bok(7) ()(9) 10(0(1) () (3)Bank C oup Loans mB idin o Long-term

Cuulative loutqtsnding No. of Loss + Equity No. of Projects

. %oO 1 -6Bask Croup Total S % of Total Professional Approvals by DFC Fioanced by Average Si

Countr-y Hens of NYC Oumeriip Sovtrahip F POOONO Asset. Liahiliti. Staff in Last FY of DFC Colon (9) (9/10)

tast Africa

0. Eotoena NBC 30 0 4 9 a 17 2 12 167

2. Ethiopia AIDN 100 7 11 NT 13 Ni 9 060 56

3. Kenya IDB 100 B 5 5 10 N 7 14 627

4. Mauritius DBM0 0 B 12.5 17 21 1B 4 14 152

5. Nigeria RIDS 25 25 17.5 54 21 44 24 21 1.153

6. Sudan INN 100 0 4 a 7 540 N 93

7. Tosasia OnS too 0 6 22 N 23 14 27 514

7. Tzaia TN 60 0 0 22 0 1 12 18 676

9. E. African Comonity EADH 92 a N 30 I3 12 300

West Africa

1. Liberia LBDN 15 25 5 N 17 7 3

11. Senegal SOPISEDIT 46 N 0.2 45a 320
12, Ivory coast BIDI 27 7 0.0 46 9 74 3

13. Ivory Coast CCI 75 0 9.? 61. 0 23 2N 772 U,

04. Zaire aOnFDE 25 19 25A 3 4 IS 17 31 532

15. Camaroon BCD 75 0 0 49 0 07 05 1,904

lst tis & Pcific

a10 B 4 103 24 57 20 110 190
2. CinaNDC 10 B 307 45 22 930

,Indonesia AINO1041,110

3. PSPI 25 N 10 0 21 0 3 4 ,0

4. Kora P 100 8 60 2.90H 0 554 341 1,330 20

4.KaasEE 9 9 9 44 33 58 570
0, ' NIFI 0 14 96 9i N1ih23S 70

6. Ioyoa ION 41 0DF 99 2 59 41 240 176

7. Philippis DFp 10 03 1.225 3 1.055 44 18.572 20

. 0 99 106 60 99 29 64 460
4. "0 E 5 791 2.2 95 11g 74 610

9. Singapore mBs 47 36 43 -840

10. Thailand IFCT 16 5 15 56 0

South Asia

1 . lodia 1110 72 0 426 394 40 154 a2 166 500

IS. InMCC 7 0 25 692 0- 300 320 3,06 75
12. "IDBI I 34 11 42 369.20

13. Pakistan P1C1C 43 4 208 T5N 34 i13 42 34 2.100

14. IONY 100 N Z52 241 5, 124 41 144 290

14. NDBC 100 0 0 33 9 21 33 33 0,000

16. Sri Lanka DFCC 25 0 17 12 32 02 0 7 20

EMENA

i 2 0o 0 12 2 6 330
1, Afghanistan IDBA 15 15 ,676 0. 692 23 143 156

3. 2 inland 17F 29 0 63 20 21 35 65 185 350

4. Foosn IN 0 99 235 21 62 63 81 780

5. Greec 3NDI 2 0 271 740 17 97 293 126 2,300

6. 10 100 0 25 244 0 Na 122 01. na.

7. "co.sd iCC 133 0 0 103 7 64 69 205 334

7. Ireand IO 3 a 70 514 59 126 360 205

9. Kioos e 36 15 142 150 40 49 112 67 1.700

0. Morocco 25D o oa, C, Ea. na 02.

11. Tunisia BIT 24 t 50 .a. n.0. n-.s, ...

12. Turkey DYB 600 2 41 167 . 1,0
13. Tsy.o 0 00 306 0635116076 

7

14. "BS TS 0 22 2,228 0 n, 128 377 333
sla5v 0 0 1,714 0.5 ns, 310 307 1,000

LatiL AMrtiO 4 Caribbo o 14 3 46 (6

. Bolivia BSA 0 23 991 2 n. 130 4

4. Br1zil 
21 16 '0a.

3. Ecuador COFiEC 2858 16 n... 11 n.a.
4. CV<FN 000 0 327)

5. Mexo NIN (Ts.t Fnd) 0 7 2 52 3 27
6. Trinidad Tiobag TTDFC 94 74

:. 7. 1975



In the studies done to date several potential indicators were isolated to

test their effectiveness as being descriptive of overall project efficiency. Th

results are shown below from the India and Colombia studies. This indicates tic

high degree of unreliability of using partial indicators as a suostituto for overall

ERR analysis.

Correlation of Indicators with ERR

ICTCI Colombian
India Financier as

Partial Correlation Determina tion Correlation Determination
Indicators Coefficient (R) Coefficient (R 2 ) Coefficient (R) Coefficient R

Investment/Employment - 0.21 0.0- 0.34 0.12
Valued Added/Investment 0.32 0.10 0.34 0.12
Gross Profits/Tnvestment 0.1 0.02 0.29 0.08
Ecport/Sales 0.05 0.01 N.A. N.A.
Domte stic Cost/Foreign

Exchange generated - 0.60 0.36 - 0.55 0.30

The last indicator (Bruno ratio) shows the relatively best correlation with
ERRs, but it explains only about one-third in the variation of economic returns.
Further correlationswere calculated between ERRs and the size of projects or sponsoring
enterprises, but they too were statistically insignificant. Even a combination of
partial indicators (multiple regression analysis) could explain the variation of ERRs
only up to 50%. Finally, the partial indicators showed poor correlation among them-
selves.

Most of the results are as one would have expected although it is surprising
how poorly some partial indicators are correlated with the absolute values of economic
returns. They are therefore unreliable for the purpose of project ranking. Neverthe-
less, the studies also showed that a few partial indicators (including financial returns
and Bruno ratio) did not do too badly, overall, to indicate projects with unattractive
economic merits.

DFCD
June 13, 1972



(Some Conclusions from the 1974/75
Colombian Study on DFC Financing)

The 19741/75 study on financiera lending in Colombia contained,
into alia, a comparison between projects sponsored by firms of different
sizes.

One set of questions concerned the observable differences in
financial and economic efficiency between projects sponsored by large
firms (assets over $12 million), medium firms, and projects sponsored by
smaller firms (assets below $2 million). Whereas differences in tI
financial and economic returns of projects sponsored by small, medium
and large firms could be observed, the differences did not stand the
test of statistical significance. The averages, for each size group;
indicated that projects in all size categories showed attractive financial
and economic characteristics. The size criterion would thus have been
a weak indicator of project selection.

Concerning the impact on employment generation it is interesting
to note that the much larger impact by small firms was primarily due to
their capacity to generate employment indirectlyW, With similar invest-
ment/employment ratios for direct job creation, <the difference in the
total employment generation impact was not due to more labor-intensive
production processes by small firms; through a lower share of inputs
from abroad and through a different structure of domestic inputs, the
small firms were found to achieve a more favorable impact than large
firms in terms of indirect employment generation.

On income distribution, the Colombian Study represented
an attempt in the Bank t s DFC work to quantify the distributional effects
of sub-projects financed with Bank funds. On the basis of all 29 projects
in the sample it was found that domestic owners received 19% of net
economic benefits generated by the projects compared to 9% received by
workers. A priori this might suggest an aggravation of income disparities
as between the two groups. However, through direct and indirect taxes,
government received the largest share (57%) of the net benefit stream and
thus the overall distributional impact of the projects depends squarely
on the spending pattern of government revenues. Since there is come
evidence that this pattern has some (but no large) impact in rcducing
income disparities , it can be concluded that financiera-assisted projects effec--
ed little, if any, change on the distribution of income in Colombia.

1/ A comparison by size of project (rather than by size of sponsoring
firm) shows some differences, noweer: the investment needed to
create a direct job aounted to ,8 0 'or relatively small projects
(total investment cost below &20,0 ), 7,200 for madium projects
and $8,000 for large projects (investment over $2 million). More
pronounced differences were obsenved in India where 10101 found, on
the basis of a sample of 16 projects,that the investment/job varied
from $2,500 for small roje&Cs notal cost below 01.3 million) to
$30,000 and above _for l rojects (with investments over 313 million).
However, the projcAts were general y muc. larger thar. in the Colomr:bian
sanple.



A comparison of project- Eponsorec by Small and large L

showed that the former generatod relatively large sharcs o income
in the hands of unskilled workers (22%, compared Lo r large firm)
and the government (765, compared to :5% for large fir&. From an-
income distribution point of view, if income to workers and to the --overn-
ment can be valued more highly than income in the hands of' owners,
sponsored by small firms had a nore positive distributiona- iact n
others. On the other hand, z comparison by size of project (rat a
by size of sponsoring Airm) showed that large projects had somewhat cetter
distributional effects than small projects.

While all these results are from the Colombian experience and
there i3 no basis for generalizing from them.,they point up the comple-
riy of the problem and the need for more analysis on these issues in the
context of specific operations.

OFOD
~June 13, 1975
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4edium and Long Term DFC Lending Rates
December 31, 1974

lNominal Interest Rate Historical 1/ Historical 2/ Recent 3/

Local On Foreign Fee Paid to Who Takes Exchange Exchange Rate Rate of Rate of

Dts Currency Credit Lines Government Risk on Latest WBG Loans Adlustent Inflation Inflation

Eastern & Western Africa

(1) 8DC (Botswana) 10.5 10.5 - Sub-borrower or Government 4/ n.a. n.a, n.. (1)

(2) AIDB (Ethiopia) 9.5/10.5 9.5/10.5 - Government -1.5 4.3 8.8 (2)

(3) BIDI (Ivory Coast) 10.25 10.25 - Government 0.9 7.1 15.9 (3)

(4) ID (Kenya) 9.5 10/10.5 - Sub-borrower or Sub-borrower & Government 5/ 3,2 77 15.9 (4)

(5) LBDI (Liberia) 11.5 11.5 - Sub-borrower 3.2 nta. n.e. (5)

(6) DBM (Mauritius) 9.5 9.5 - Sub-borrower 218 9.4 30.7 (6)

(7) NIDE (Nigeria) 9.0 9.0 - Sub-borrower 4.9 10.6 13.3 (7)

(8) SOFISEDIT (Senegal) 10.5 10.0 - Sub-borrower or Government 0.9 6.7 153 (8)

(9) IBS (Sudan) 6.5/9.5 8.51/9.5 - Sub-borrower 3.2 8.5 276 (9)

(10) TIB (Tanzania) 10.0 10.0 - Sub-borrower 6/ 5.2 9.0 28.1 (10)

(11) SOFIDE (Zaire) 10.5 10.5/11.5 1.0 Sub-borroser or Government 2/ 3.2 14.7 29.5 (11)

Asia

(1) CDC (China) 14.75 11.0 - Sub-borrower 1.2 15.2 34.9 (1)

(2) ICICI (India) 8.5/10.2$ 9.5/10.5 - Sub-borrower 3.7 11.8 31.1 (2)

(3) IDBI (India) 8.5/12 - 10.5/11 - Government 3.7 11.8 31.1 ()

(4) BAPINDO (Indonesia) 15.0 15.0 8/ Government 7.3 18.1 34.4 (4)

(5) PD7CI (Indonesia) 15.0 15.0 / Government2 7.3 18.1 34.4 (5)

(6) KDFC (Korea) 15.5 11.0 - Sub-borrower 9.1 12.6 26,7 (6)

(7) MtDF (Malaysia) 10.0 9.0/10.0 0.25 Central Bank and MIDF 8/ -2.9 6.7 16.0 (7)

(8) IDS? (Pakistan) 12.5/13.5 8.5 0.50 Sob-borrower 10/ 18.4 12.1 na. (5)

(9) PICIC (Pakistan) 12.5/13.0 9,5 - Sub-borrower L0/ 18.4 12.1 n.&. (9)

(10) DSP (Philippinea) 12.0 12.0 0.75 Shared between Government and Sub-borrower I1/ 14.1 16.7 36.3 (10)

(11) PICP (Philippines) 12.0 12.0 - Sub-borrower 14.1 16.7 36.2 (11)

(12) DBS (Singapore) 10.0/11.5 10.0/11.5 0.25 Government -3 9.9 13.5 (12)

(13) DFCC (Sri Lanka) 10.5 10.5 - Government 4.7 7.3 12.4 (13)

(14) IFCT (Thailand) 10.5 9.5 0.25 shared between IFCT and Goverment Z/ 1.5 8.1 25.4 (14)

Europe, Middle East 6 North Africa

(1) IDEA (Afghanistan) 10.0 10.0 13/ - Sub-borrower -2.9 nna. (1)

(2) CDB (Cyprus) 8.3/8.8 8.3/8.8 - Shared between Central Bank and CDB /-.3 7.3 17.7 (2)

(3) BOA (Egypt) 9.5 ' 9.5 - Government .1 4.0 7.1 (3)

(4) IFF (Finland) 8.5/10.0 8.5/10.0 - Sub-borrower or Government 15/ -. 1 8.7 15.4 (4)

(5) NIBID (Greece) 11.5 11.5 - Bank of Greece 2.2 10.2 165 (5)

(6) ICE (Iran) 8.5/11.5 8.5/11.5 - Government .1 7.2 13.0 (6)

(7) IMDBI (Iran) 10.0 10.0 16/ - Sub-borrower or IMDBI 17/ '1 7.2 13.0 (7)

(8) iCC (Ireland) 14.25/15.5 14.25/15.5 18/ - Government 2.8 10.8 20.0 (9)

(9) IDBI (Israel) 8.D/10.0/12.0 8.0/12.0 - Government 19/ 75 17.6 4830 (9)

(10) ENDE (Morocco) 9.0 9.0 - Central Bank -1.5 5.5 13.7 (10)

(11) Cth (Morocco) 8.8 8.8 - Central Bank -1.5 5.5 13.2 (11)

(12) B1ET (Tunisia) 8.0 8.0 - Central Bank -1.5 3.5 5.0 (12)

(13) DYS (Turkey) 12.5 12.5 - Covermnent 11.7 11.9 24.7 (13)

(14) TSKS (Turkey) 14.0 14.0 - Sub-borrower 11.7 11.9 24.7 (14)

(15) SbS, PBS (Yugoslavia) 4.0/12.0 9.0/12.0 - Sub-borrower 7.3 170 23.8 (15)

Latin America & Caribbean

(1) BISA (Bolivia) 13.0 12.0 2Q/ - Sub-borrower 13.5 19.9 44.0 (1)

(2) Caldas (Colomtia) 25.0 10.75 14.25 Sub-borrower or Centrel tank 21/ 11.2 15.3 19.5 (2)

(3) Colombiana (Colombia)
(4) Nacional (Colombia) (4)
(5) Norte (Colombia) ' "(6)

(6) Valle (Colombia) 9212. (6)
(7) CFN (Ecuador) 12.0 13.0 1.75 Government 9.2 11.2 22.8 (7)

(8) COFIEC (Ecuador) 12.0 13.0 1.75 Government 8.2 11.2 22.8 (8)

(9) FONEI (Mexico) 11.0 11.0 2/ Government 3.2 9.8 21.8 (9)

(10) TTDFC (Trinidad & Tobago) 10.0 10,0 - Goverment 2.8 10.1 23,2 (10)

See paga 2 for footnotes.
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1f Average annual percentage ratr of change ever the past five years in the exohange rate is based on International Financial Itatistics trade conversion factors (1969-1974).

A positive change expresses depreciation of local currency. An average it calculated As the sidpnt of changes with respect tn US Dollars and Japanese Yen.

2/ The average annual percentage rate of change of prces over the past five years is based on the Consumer Price Index from International Financial Statistics (1969-1974).

3/ The recent rare of change of prices is from the 4th quarter of 1973 to the 4th quarter of 1974. cr over the last 5 quarters for which figures are available. Data is

as of the March 1975 Internatial Financial Stotistic.

4/ Normally sub-borrowers will assume the risk but in the case of small foreign exchange loans (less than $75,000) the Government will assume the exchange risk at no charge,

5/ in cases where IDB will not be Able to pass the entire exchange risk to its clients, the foreigneXchsgt rich cc the Bank s oo to whill be shared between verannt

and IDB's borrowers. This will be accomplished by 1D having its borrowers assume the richk of flcctuatios between the Kis ya shiIing and the fo dolar, and the

Government the risk on any fluctuation between US dollars and the currencies in which rho Bank loan was disbirced. There is no charge for this rover.

6/ Sub-borrower assumes dollar exchange risk in case of IDA credit.

7/ In cases where It is not possible for sub-borrower to tak risk, iDFIIE charges 11.57. and the increased 1.07 margin n ISA funds goes to the Government as a foreign

exchange rink coverage fee, In the ease of small enterprises where the Government takes the risk without fee, choy are carged ID.5.

8/ Government assues foreign exchange risk and receives the excess of any spread over 4 between the rate charged to the DFC and rate received by the DFC.

li 15DF assumes the exchange risk up to 3% on either side of the rate guaranteed by the Central Bank. The Central Bank assumes for a i per annum fee ieo exchange risk

outside 35, on either side of the guaranteed rate.

ISj Sub-borrower assumes the exchange risk on all sub-loans. For the period when funds are repaid to the DFC but are not yet repaid to IDA the Governent assumes the

exchange risk.

1i/ Sub-borrower aassues risk in currency of country of procurement, while Government assumes risk between procurement currencies and currencies used by 71RD. The fee for

this to DBP is 3/4%.

12/ (i) IFCT shall pay into a "Claim Account" in the name of the Ministry of Finance $1 per annum of its outstanding foreign debt; (IL) IFtt mall set efde to a Prosisios

for Exchange Risk 17 per annum of its outstanding debt; (Iii) if a net lose occurs owing to a realignment ai currencies, the loss shall ne charged: first, against the

Provision for Exchange Risk (ip to 757 of the balance of that Provision), and secondly, the balance if any, against the Claim Account; (te in the event that the Ios

exceeds the sum of the charges so made, the Siniatry of Finance shall reimburse tFCS the amount of the excess;, and (v) IFOT shall repay the Mtini stry of Finance thie

reimbursement at the rate of Sr. one million per annum, irrespective of the numbers of such reimbursements made to IFCT by the Ministry of Finance.

13/ For enterprises where equipment and its installation cost less than $1000,000 the aub-borrowar pays B% for local or foreign currency (IDBA receives 10% interest and

the Government rebates 2% to the sub-borrower).

14/ The Central Bank assumes the exchange risk on the principal while CDB takes the risk on interest while establishing provisions at the rate of 0,5% per annum on the

principal outstanding.

15/ The Government baa agreed to bear the foreign exchange risk for any sub-loan granted to small or medium sized enterprises up to Fmk 500,000. For any amount of an

individual loan over this limit, the foreign exchange risk is passed on to the sub-borrower.

lb/ IMRI may charge an additional 1% if IMDBI assumes the foreign exchange risk.

17/ IsSI'a foreign exchange exposure arose from three maer operations, 35 million dollars of Eurodollar borrowings in 1972 to prepay Loan 602-IRM conversion of

361 1 million dollars of Eurodollar borrowe into Bials to meet Its local currency needs, and conversion of DM 60 inillion bond issue in 1973 to Eurodollars as

reqired by the German Monetary Authoritiens. Into1 will protect itseli freo loss in addition to possible arranging guarantees, purchasing forward cover, etc., by

estalishment of a spetifie provision to cover possible exchange loese and the limitad of the exposure to a prudent level in relation to the provision. The relation

between eseosure and the provision in detemined by the composition of the exposure, i.e. the number and relative importance of the currencies in the exposure. A

review of 1een 151 exposure s of Septees r 1973 establishe d that a prudent level would be up to seven times the provision. The provisfio would be made up of realized

and unrealized profits made on the exposure (offet by reelized and usrealized losses) and of allocations from income. For tax and audit reasons the provision is not

specifically identified in the Balance Sheet, and allocations from income are not made directly.

18/ Base rate 14k - 15%. Actual rate now 16 - 177.

19/ Covernment takes up the excess of any spread over 1.75%.

20/ 12% + 2% coalcisslon.

21/ In the case where exchange risk is assuad by Central Bank, a 14,257. fee is charged to the sub-borrower,

22/ .125% for the first $40 m., .0625% thereafter.

DFCD
June 13, 1975
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FORrW NO. 678

CONFDENTIAL

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

POLICY REVIEW COMMITTEE

PRC/s/M/75-6a

June 27, 1975

DFC POLICY PAPE

STAFF REVIEW - MINUTES

Attendance:
Messrs. Alter (Chairman), Acharya, Chanmugan, Colaco, Fuchs, Glaessner, Gulhati,

Gustafson, Hablutzel, Haq, Hidalgo, Hyde, P. Jacob, Karaosmanoglu, Kavalsky,

Knotter, Loeschner, Mistry, Picciotto, R.L.Powell, Sekse, van der Bijl,

van der Tak, Vita, Wtitesell, Vibert (Secretary)

1. A staff review of the IDFC Policy Paper' was held on Monday, June 23, 1975.

2. The Chairman noted that the policy paper originated as a response to recent

questions raised by some Executive Directors in connection with the presentation of DFC

loans. He proposed that the discussion focus on four topics: the policy to be followed

in phasing out lending to established DFCs; the level of on-lending rates; the sector

objectives in DFC lending; and the approach to lending to public DFCs. It was explained

that the draft OPM attached to the paper would be detached when the paper went to the

Board and would be issued subsequently reflecting further discussion.

Phasing-Out of Bank Lending to Established DFCs

3. The points made by the authors concerning the considerations (summarized in para.

62 of the paper) having to do with the length of time over which Bank support for a par-

ticular DFC was justified, were accepted in the discussion. It was also said that, while

essential institution building objectives had often been achieved after a series of Bank

loans to a particular DFC, lending to well-established DFCs in particular cases enabled

the Bank to make an impact on important industrial sector objectives. It was felt that

this justification for continued lending could be brought out more clearly in the paper.

Level of On-Lending Rates

h. Some discussants felt that a prescription of a real interest rate target level of

5-6% over the life of the loan, to be used when market rates of interest were not available

as benchmarks, might be too restrictive. It was difficult to establish realistic bench-

marks in cases where no comparable market rates exist for medium- to long-term lending and
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any judgment about a particular level of real interest rates was inextricably linked to

an assessment of expectations in the country for the medium- and long-term trend of in-

flation. In response, it was pointed out that in practice such assessment cannot be
avoided under a fixed interest rate system. Others felt that the real interest rate
target should be higher, particularly since the Agricultural Credit Paper had suggested
that the cost of mobilizing credit was at least 8% in real terms, to which an appropriate
spread should be added. The authors responded that what evidence there was suggested
that the actual costs of mobilizing resources over long periods of time was lower than
8% in real terms; this, along with the other considerations mentioned, suggested that
real interest rate target snould be pointed at a lower level if it were to be taken
seriously. Finally, it was suggested that in the version of the Paper going to the
Board, the actual target numbers should be deleted but retained in the OPM.

Sector Objectives in DFC Lending

5. There was general agreement that in lending to DFCs, the Bank should aim to look
beyond institution building concerns to achieve broader objectives in the industrial and
financial sector. It was said that to cate, the Bank had not been very successful in
achieving these broader objectives through DFC lending, or through other means. liven
though individual DFCs often account for a relatively small share of total financing of
new industrial development in a given country, lending to DFCs could, however, provide
a point at which the Bank could give operational expression to the conclusions reached in
financial and industrial sector work. In relation to harmonizing the Bank's DFC operations
with the Bank's approach to industry lending, it was agreed that DFCs be sensitized to the
exploration of alternative technologies in appraising industrial projects and that the
relationship between DFCs and institutes for technology be strengthened. It was also
noted that the problem of assistance to small-scale industry through DFC lending may well
require more systematic attention in the Bank through new organizational arrangements to
ensure a coordinated approach.

Lending to Public DFCs

6. The proposed flexible approach to lending to public DFCs was endorsed, and it
was noted that both direct and indirect lending to such institutions had been found useful
in particular circumstances.

7. It was agreed that the paper would take into account the comments made before
being sent to the Policy Review Committee.

Frank Vibert
Secretary

Policy Review Committee

dd
cc: Those Attending

Vice President - IFr
Department Directors -

IBRD/IFC
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

POLICY REVIEW COMAMITTEE

PRC/s/C/75-6

June 13, 1975

DFC POLICY PAPER W

Attached please find the 'DFC Policy Paper' prepared by the
Devolopment Finanee Companies Department. Also attached is a draft revision
of Operatloral Policy Memorandum 2.6 on DF s. A meeting to discuss the
paper is tentatively scheduled for June 23; confirmation of the date and
notification of the time and place will be sent out shortly.

Peter R. Jacob
Acting Secretary

Policy Review Committee

DISTRIBUTIOIN

Attendance Copies for Information

Messrs. Gulhati Polcell Department Directors -
Alter (Chairman) Gustafson Qureshi (IFC) IBRD/IFC
Adler, Hans Hablutzel Raizen
Baneth Haq Renger
de Azarato Jasan, P. Sekso
do Vries Hidnlgo Spall
Puchs Karaosmanoglu Thalwitz
Gill (IFC) MaLh0o (IFC) van der Tak
Glaessner Picciotto Vergin
Goodamn Pollan Willoughby
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INTERNATIONAxL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

POLICY REVIEW COMMITT CE

PRC/ s/M/75S-6

June 17, 1975

DECLASS!F VD

CONFIRMATION OF MEETING

DFC POLICY PAPER

This will confirm that the meeting to discuss the 'DFC Policy Paper' will
be held on Monday, June 23, at 3 p.m., in Conference Room D-556. The paper

(dated June 13, 1975; number PRC/s/C/75-6) was distributed earlier this week.

Peter R. Jacob
Acting Secretary

Policy Review Committee

DISTRIBUTION

Attendance Copies for inform--tion

Messrs. Gulhati Powell Department Directors -
Alter (Chairman) Gustafson Qureshi (IFC) . IBRD/IFC
Adler, Hans Hablutzel Raizen
Baneth Haq Renger
de Azcarate Hasan, P. Sekse
de Vries Hidalgo Spall
Puchs Karaosmanoglu Thalwitz
ill (IFC) Mathew (IFC) van der Tak

Glaessner Picciotto Vergin
Goodman Pollan Willoughby
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Economic Returns on DFC Projects

v. Recently an attempt to better define the economic impact of DFC

lending was undertaken in a series of detailed studies of a representative

group of DFCs. The studies focused on the actual economic results of

sub-projects financed as well as other contributions of DFCs. These

studies were combined with educational efforts to introduce all Bank-

financed DFCs to appropriate economic appraisal tools. DFCs in India,

Iran, Korea, Tunisia, Turkey and Columbia were studied. About 160 completed

projects were studied and the weighted average economic rate ot return of

these projects was about 23% with a fairly wide spread ranging from negative

to highly positive returns, although about three-fourths of the projects

had economic returns over 10%. While the results are favorable, and

indicate that the financial appraisal tools being applied resulted in sound

projects in a majority of cases, economic analysis at the appraisal stage

would have screened out some, but by no means all, low return projects as

well as helped to provide signals to DFCs for the need for project modifi-

cation or the examination of sector policy problems,and work continues with

DFCs in developing appraisal skills to improve their resource allocation.

It is also clear that the Bank should try to ensure that criteria being

applied by government decision makers and DFC decision makers in the sectors

served by the DFC are reasonably consistent.

Employment and DEC Projcts

vi. In many countries where there is an active DFC program, unemployment

is a serious problem and the question arises as to the impact of DFC

financing on employment. The studies noted above attempted to examine in

part this complex question. The first few studies were inconclusive on the

problem. Direct employment created as measured in terms of capital cost

per job ranged country to country ($7,000 in Colombia to $13,200 in Korea)

and within countries this ratio did not turn out to be a good indicator of the

overall economic return of particular projects. In the Colombia study,

attempts were made to refine the analysis by looking at direct and indirect

employment of DFC-financed projects. It became clear that the indirect

employment was an important factor in the overall employment equation and

affected the total employment figure in both positive and negative ways

depending on the particular project. However, the adjusted employment/capital

ratio was not found to be a good proxy for economic returns. Consequently

the employment aspect must largely be considered by DFCs through appropriate

factor pricing in the economic analysis done on projects. It is also

important to sensitize DFCs to keep in view what they can do in project

formulation by examining production methodology options which have different

factor proportions. Finally, more efforts could be made to support

technological study efforts in member countries that seek to adjust

technologies to better fit local conditions.

Small Entqprie Fi nancin

vii. The role of Bank and DFCs in financing siall scale enterprise has

been the subject of increasing discussion. While a study of a large

sample of Bank-associated DCs and the 5,000 enterprises they financed in

the 1970-72 period indicates that 50' of these sub-projects 'ere wi th fi rimS

that had assets, after pro Ject completion, of less than $300,000, and 30

had fixed assets below $IOU,000, it was also the case thai only about 5-10?



of these DFCs' total lending (by value) was to enterprises with assets

below $100,000. In fact in the great majority of cases, the institutions

reviewed were not set up to give concentrated assistance to small borrowers.

viii. However, small enterprises are pervasive, their employment is

substantial, they provide balance to the ownership distribution of

productive assets and in many cases their needs are neglected. The Bank,

therefore, is directing more energy to this sector. In some cases this

may involve using an existing DP to undertake special smatl enterprise

programs. In other cases more 7`47fuIve vehicles will be appropriate.

It is also likely that special efforts will be needed to provide technicalassistancc

since this seems to be an even more critical element than finance in helping

small enterprises. Effective delivery systems for this technical assistance

have rarely been developed and much needs to be learned in this area.

Different approaches will be necessary in different countries as the

nature and abilities of small scale entrepreneurs varies widely. The Bank

has thus recently embarked on a range of schemes in Colombia, Nigeria,

Cameroon, Ivory Coast, India, Korea and Philippines that, when operating,
will provide a good base of experience to help refine judgments on the

importance of such projects and the means to carry them out effectively.

These operations should be closely evaluated and the lessons applied in

the other 10 to 15 countries where it is hoped to develop small enterprise

projects in the next few years. Continued liaison with UNbIDO and ILO in

this sector is also important to maximize the Bank's effectiveness.

Interest Rate Issues

ix. Interest rate questions are clearly vital to a DFC as they

determine how it can mobilize resources, the risks it can take and the

level of administrative costs it can bear. Low rates are often difficult

to justify because if credit charges are not used to balance credit demand

and supply, other mechanisms (often collateral) are used and leakages of

credit in such situations can frustrate other policy objectives. Moreover,

low rates may not be an efficient tool for steering investment while at

the margin they encourage the use of capital as opposed to labor. Also,

industrial borrowers are frequently high in the income curve and, since

most governments face many claims on their resources, subsidized industrial

credit is not easy to justify.

x. Interest rate issues need to be examined in the country context,

taking into account the country's savings and investment strategies and needs,

and the relationship of interest rates to those objectives. In many cases

it will take a period of time to achieve progressive rationalization of

interest rate structures. In addition to a review of the overall framework

of rates and how they relate to policy objectives, the question arises as

to the appropriateness of the DFC concerned being able, over time, to

mobilize resources in the market. Consequently the first benchmark for

measuring the adequacy of relending rates is the price a DFC would need to

pay to mobilize funds, plus a easonable spread. If such indices are not

available, an alternative is to posit target real rates of 5-6%. This is

based on estimates of rates required to mobilize capital which are seldom

less than 3-4% in real terms, plus a spread to cover intermediAtion costs.
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In cases where high or volatile inflation exists, indexing or variable
rate lending may be required to achieve this objective.

xi. Interest rate issues cannot be divorced from how foreign currency
risks on external borrowings are handled. Generally, DFC sub-borrowers
are in a position to cover such risks and, as a practical matter,
governments may agree to this while not accepting domestic interest rates
that approximate market rates. In other cases the government may assume
all or part of these risks at an appropriate fee, although in practice it
is difficult to calculate what is the appropriate level of the fee required
to cover possible losses.

DFCs Dependency on Bank Funds

xii. Directly related to the above discussion is the question of how
long the Bank should finance a given DFC. As noted, DFCs have often been
frustrated in resource mobilization efforts by government interest rate and
capital market policies. Even in cases where the Bank has ceased to lend to
more established DFCs, these institutions have often continued to depend,
to some extent, on special public funds. The state of international capital
markets combined with country creditworthiness issues has also, in some
cases, closcd access to foreign funds for some DFCs, which on their own
strength, might otherwise have been suitable borrowers. In determining
how long the Bank should finance a particular DFC, two sets of questions
need to be addressed. The first concerns the country's need for capital;
the DFC's need for capital; and the effective use of such capital by the DFC
in relation to other priorities for Bank financing in the country concerned.
The second set revolves around the Bank's judgment concerning other options
the DFC has for mobilizing resources and its pursuit of these options, the
appropriateness of policy changes in the country to widen these options
and possibilities for directly assisting DFCs to mobilize resources.

xiii. Concerning financial sector policies, it is clear that DFCs usually
are only a relatively small part of the financial infrastructure; often
they are not well integrated into that structure. It is, therefore,
important to address the problem of a DFC's lending rates in concert with
general financial sector policies. There is scope for improving the Bank's
work in this area. One of the near tern tasks is to develop a better
framework for approaching this problem in the context of specific countries
and work along these lines is underway.

xiv. Concerning direct efforts to help DFCs mobilize funds, the Bank
Group can facilitate commercial borrow ing by DFCs by (I) having IFC arrange
financing packages, portions of which are covered by commercial lenders;
and, (ii) by allowing DFCs to blend shorter-term commercial funds (usually
3-5 years money) with longer-term Bank funds so that, overall, the DFC has
the right mix of maturities needed for its long-term lending.' These
options should be explored in the Bank Group's relations with each of its
better established DFCs.

DRFCs and Broader Delop Func ti ons

xv. Aside fron efficient allocation of resources to economically viable
projects, DFCs should be searching for areas where their contribution of
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finance or effo- is of catalytic importance. These task; may relate toimprovement of roject design or special efforts to
reach rlatively new classes of entrepreneou:; region.dvelopment-
acceleration of the development of export oriented projeeLs; reviews
of important subsectors; project promotion; financial sector development;
and review of particular sector policy issues. While there are
exceptions, and the pattern is charnging, one tendency haLS been for DFCsto take a rather conservative view of their role which resulted in aweighting of their activity toward the relatively strong enterprises in theireconomies.

xvi. Consequently, in its dealings with each DFC, the Bank should
encourage a dialogue over the spectrum of tasks the DFC can undertake
where it can make a catalytic contribution. Definition of near-term
strategTes for DFCs wThich set out their operational plans in this regardis one meLhod of giving focus and importance to these issues. The innovativeimpact of any DFC will, however, also largely depend on the quality andvision of the management of the institution; given this, there is no easyformula or model that will easily produce dynanic promotional DFCs.

xvii. An issue related to the DFC's innovative role concerns the needto better integrate the Bank's country econo-ic and industrial sector workwith DFC operations in order to provide better focus on policy issues ofrelevance to the Bank's D FC lending operations. Here there, is scope forbetter use of the venue of DFC lending for analyzing subsector or policyquestions and improving the roles of DFCs as credible spokesmen on sectorpolicy issues. Sector work of relevance to DFC lending therefore needsto be done in close liaison with regional DFC staff.

Criteria for Lending to Government DFCs

xviii. In financing an increasing variety of institutions, the Bank hasfound that institutional criteria relevant in one case may not be relevant
in others. In financing new types of institutions with a variety of
ownership patterns the Bank has, case by case, attempted to determine the
relevant criteria. One area where there is clearly a difference between
governmcnt and private DFCs is in the owner's profit expectations. hLowever
in financing government DFCs, the Bank normally looks at the following
criteria and asks itself whether the criterion is appropriate given the
context of the particular operation, how the DFC measures against the
relevant criterion, and, if it is deficient in important respects, how
these deficiencies can be corrected. The basic areas of examination are:

(a) the quality of management and the level of professional
skills;

(b) the policy ortent ation of the PFC;

(c) the decision rules used in selecting projects;

(d) relending terms;

(c) supervi sion and idministrative capacity;

(f) fiinancLal controls and verification of accounts;



(g) financial structure, financial planning and creditworthiness; 0
and

(h) the soundness of the overall operations program of the DEC.

xix. In some cases lending to government DFCs require difficult judgments
as to the appropriate degree of autonomy for the institution and the necessity
for it to follow financial policies normally applied to commercial intermediaries.
The key elements in these judgments involve a determination of the degree of
administrative and financial autonomy that allow the institution to achieve
in an efficient manner its agreed policy objectives.

Future Dimensions of DFC Lending

xx. In the FY 76-80 period DEC lending is expected to reach $3.1 billion
as compared with $1.7 billion in the preceeding 5 years. This represents about
8% of Bank/IDA financing in the two respective periods. The regional areas
that are likely to see the highest growth are in DFC lending volume are Latin
America and East and West Africa. These areas have received the lowest share of
DEC financing historically and the increasing pace of DFC operations in these
areas reflects increasing options and potentials in those Regions for the
financing of medium scale enterprise. About 20 new DEC borrowers will be added
to the Bank's rolls during this period and 6 to 8 DFCs formerly financed by the
Bank will be phased out of the lending program.

O)



I. HISTORICALPSEm

O Past DC LIen d j ad its Objectives

1. Bank Group financing of development finance companies (DFCs) commencedin 1950 with a loan of $2 million to the Development tank of Ethiopia. Bythe end of FY1975, Bank Croup Inance extended to such intermediaries will havereached almost $3 billion to 67 DFCs in 45 countries, including 3 regionalDFCs serving the East Africa Community, Africa and Latin America. A summary ofall such lending appears in Annex 1. The great bulk of these funds have beenBank loins altnough aboun 8% of the total has beca from IDA; IFG has provided$93 million ($73 million in loans, including participations - and $20 millionin purchases of shares) for 28 of the 67 DFCs. Currently, Bank Group financingof DFCs is running on the order of 20 operations per annum for $500-600 million.In the next 5 years it is projected that about 10% of all Bank Group lendingwill be of this type, approximately the same percentage that has gone to suchprojects in the last decade.

2. In many member countries the Bank has come to the conclusion thatassistance to enterprises in the manufacturing (and sometimes tourism) sector isof considerable importance in assisting the growth process, that not only thelargest enterprises in such economies but the medium and smaller-sized ones aswe)) require capital and that to deal efficiently with great numbers ofrelatively small enterprises intermediaries were required. DFC lending has beenthe pr ncipal vehicle for suich lending. While there have been shifts in emphasesover Limo and refinecent of the objectitves of such lending and how performance
would be measured, there has been and there generally remains, a three-prongedobjective in DFC lending. First, the Bzank Group wnnts to have a favorable
impact on the maufacturing sector in those countries where the judgment has beenreached that this sector represents an important element in the economy.1/Second, in nany such cases the Bank Group has decided that it should try toreach not only the largest enterprises but more moderately-sized units as well.When project costs fall below $5-15 million, the Bank needs to work with insti-tutions within member countries to decentralize the appraisal process and moveit closer to the point of implementation. Third, the Bank is intent on helpingto buld strong and effective institutions that have the capacity to secure, andthen to allocate, resources into efficient and productive investment and tohave a catalytic and developmental impact on the sectors in which they arcinvolved. Consequently the Bank Group has provided catalytic support in termsof providing the basic institutional dcna to be followed, or the basis for amajor reorganization, for about half of the DFCs which it has assisted.
Moreover, with respect to all its DFC clients, the Bank has continuously triedto sharpen and expand its expectations concerning the developmental objectives
of th se DFCs as they grew in stature.

/Wh ile a few Bank-financed DFCs specialize in tourism, the overwhelming bulkof rak Group DFC lending has been in the wanufactu ring sector. This, of courne,does noi mean that the DFC approach is not viab]e for other sectors. There isfor cxample, a large overlap between the institutional aspects of agricultural
credit amd DFC operation, although this paper does not attempt to review policysasn nolved in the latter (see Bank Repart on Agricultural Credit datedQ A I tI t 1, J9 74). iortiover , DC-type operiLiens have been developed that have

IT; ii II nd contr;c tors as thefi target 'grous.. The ue of credit intermwdtaries
(to a it par irolr sub-secto irs or types of borrowers has obvious potential in a
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3. The amount of Bank Group activity has grown rapidly over the last
25 years, although there have been important shifts in the geographical
orientation as well as the varieties of institutions assisted. The pace
of Bank Group DFC financing is indicated in Table I below:

Table I

Bank Group DFC Assistance (FY)

1950-54 1955-59 1960-64 1965-69 1970-74 1975 Total

No. of DECo 4 17 23 54 15 70Assisted

Amt. of 20 25 246 641 1,415 507 2,854Bank Group
financing($m)

While the most rapid period of growth of Bank Group DFC financing in
percentage terms was in the 1960-69 period, DFC lending has continued to
grow in the 1970-74 period in line with the rapid overall growth of Bank
Group activity.

4. Geographically there have also been shifts in DFCsin the past 10 years
as the Latin American Region and East and Uest Africa have increased their
relative position (see Annex 2).

Table II

Total Bank Group Financing of DCs at Year-End
EMENA LAC EAP S. ASIA E&W AFRICA TOTAL

1964 77 (26%) 6 (2%) 32 (11%) 170 (59Z) 5 (2%) 290T(1%)

1969 376 (40%) 77 (8%) 112 (12%) 354 (39%) 12 (1%) 931 (100%)

1975 1206 (41%) 299 (10%) 477 (18%) 731 (26%) 141 (5%) 2854 (100%)

The low level of operations in Latin America resulted from the Bank Group's
pre-1969 policy of financing only privately controlled DFCs. While a number
of private financieras existed in Latin America, few could obtain governmental
support (in terms of guarantees) for Bank financing. Moreover, the Inter-
American Developme:nt Bank and US AID were active in financing both private
and public development institutions in the LAC Region. In Africa, manufacturing
activity was at its earliest stages and in many cases in the pre-1969 period
it proved either impossible or inappropriate to create privately controlled
DFCs. Low interest rate policies in Africa in the late sixties also often
resulted in DFCs there being dependent on low interest rate bilateral loans. 6
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a The fri \'te 1)9,si

5. In pursuing a policy of fiwaucing privately cIt olled DFsF theBank in fact created hybrid insti tutins that represented a coopcrative

venture between the Bank Group, fomniyn investors (usu: Iv y nternational
commercial banks), the government and domestic investo (usually financialintermediaries nnd/or nianufacturia enterprises or business associations).
This design meant that the DFC was expected to follow a mix of commercial
and developmental objetives. In some cases these objectives tended to pull
in di fferent directions and allo' er were often miasde oy 0l1 partners toachieve the riit balance of obetives and policies. Private institutionaJ
investors often settled for lower returns on their DFC investments than they
would have normally expected fren atternative equity investments. Governments
often gave subsidies to aE: not generally available to other financial
insti tlit .:s ia order tc support institutions they beli-ved would make a
worthwhile contribution to development. Consequently, the benchmarks for measuring
a DFC's suitability were broad. PFCs were not to be a source of long-tern
funds on more favorable terms than other lenders but rather their involvement
>n projects, sector developntnt issues or policy issues was to lead to a unique
developmental contribution. The expectations placed on them from the outset in termsof their defined policy objectives made it clear that their approach was not
based on a single focus of profit maximization. Nevertheless, they had to be
concerned about earnings because to grow an increased equity base over time
was essential for growth. Managerial and decision making autonomy was also
considered important in such institutions, although the DFC was expected to
have open communication with government on the latter's policies and objectives
and to hold the confidence of the government. In this connection the Bank
sought a high level of proessionalis in the DFCs it finaaced; i.e., they were
to have or were to develop capable analytical staff and clear and acceptable
decision rules. Finally, these DisCs were never intended to be wards of the
World Bank. It was hoped that they would broaden their funding base over time
and that they would play a role in the development of domestic capital markets.

6. Given these broad and demanding objectives it is clear that the Bank's
DFC work has been characterized by an institutional focus. The Bank was not
so much concerned that its particular funds found their way to projects that
met agreed criteria, but rather the Bank strove to help develop associated
DFCs into strong,self-reliant insti-tutt[ons capable of making a growing contri-
bution to development, and which would have the ability to evolve to meet
changing environments.

ideing ptonis: 1969-1975

7. The purpose of this background is not to evaluate the relative success
of the Bank Group's pre-1969 model. The OED Evaluation Report (Sec. M74-529
dated July 26, 1974) goes into this subject in great detail. Iither it is to
point out tha t by 1968 thee basic lessons had been learned. First, the insti-
tul ional focus was a valid one as mny Bank associated DFsCs had in fact
developod into institution of stature. Second, while all of the DFCs assisted
by the Bank Croup up to that time enjoyed varying degrees of financi al success
and recogn i ion as1; profess iorna Iiiu m tutions;, the model wa simply not appli cable
i in many countrvies./ In these couIrTes the model did not fit with governument

J/ The vev tirst DFC assisted hv t ho Bank (the government-owned Deve lopment
$ILnk of Etiopi ) enscountred ser s; probles and eventua lly went out of business.
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wishes for developing public sector institutions, or the factors necessaryto bring forth private capital for such an endeavor simply were not present,or the functions to be carried out were such that a market level of profitabilitycould not be achieved without undue subsidies. Third, the Bank had becomewell aware that what mattered more thin who held the shares of a DFC or itsparticular institutional design, were the processes, policies and degree ofprofessionalism applied in the DFC's work which in turn often reflected thecalibre and vision of DFCs' senior management and staff. While institutional.design may in many cases play an important role in determining the kind ofleadership and staff a DFC has, there has been irmple evidence that, irrespectiveof ownership arrangements, the specific leadership of a DFC is a major factorin explaining relative dynamism among DFCs.

8. It was in recognition of these and other factors that the Bank modifiedits policy at the end of FY1968 to enable It to consider financing government-
owned or controlled DFCs serving the private sector. Subsequently, it wasalso agreed that the Bank would be open to both public and private DFCs,financing government-owned enterprise if this appeared appropriate in thecircuamstances and if sound decision rules were applied to the publ c enterprisesto be financed. This latter change in policy enables the Bank to try to cometo grips with 'medium-size public sector enterprises through DFCs which is aparticularly important option to have in countries where the state is heavilyinvolved in industry. Nevertheless,the great bulk of lending through bothgovernment and private DFCs has becn to privately-controlled enterprise atthe sub-project level. (About 95% through FY75 and on the order of 85-90% inthe next five-year period.)

9. After the change in policy toward government-controlled DFCs, thefinancing of such DFCs by the Bank has become pronounced. While 32 new DFCborrowers were added to the Bank Group's books in the 1969-75 period, only 7of these were privately controlled DFCs.1/ The reason for this ratio was nota preference per se for government-controlled DFCs but rather that the BankGroup had exhausted, relatively speaking, the opportunities where the privateIIC approach was feasible. Overall Bank Group lending to public as opposed toprivate DFCs has developed over the last five years as follows:

Table Ill.

Bank Lendingto Public and Private DECs FY71-75
(S million)

FY71 FY72 FY73 Fy74 FY75 TOTALNo. Amt. No. Amt. No. Amt. No. Ant. No. Amt. No. Ant.

Public 3 24 10 156 4 120 8 139 8 292 33 731

Private 9 230 6 96 10 215 10 207 6 214 41 962

Total 12 254 16 252 14 335 18 346 14 506 74 1693

I/ Excludin, g 4 rather :ui gm§ins Yugos lav mixed commerci al/investment banks.
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1969. V'en AC : _ssistance to crea tc now DFCs ha en re{ueitPd by Ler

goverrn.nts the Bar has )[,!d L ernative t)eriL I Ie and, taking
into account the member goveraant's preferences, h tried to adopt an
approach and design which, given the total environ n', would have the greatest
chance,; of working effectively. Annex 3 gives sume b? icparameters of FCs
assisted to date by the Bank Group.

11. However, of greater interest, in the past 5 years or so, is the
increasing variety of types of DFCs now assisted by the Bank Group. While
most of the DFCs finunes C Co nc-i969 perLeod shar-d my eamn character-
istics, subsequent lending Is n:ed by the diversity of insLitutions assisted
and while many government-owned DFGs have a capital structure, role, policics
and a sub-project profile not unlike their private counterparts, many others
do not.

12. First, the Bank has commenced lending to a number of mixed banks in
Yugoslavia, Egypt, and Pakistan, i.e. , banks carrying on a large volume of
commerci:al banking activity as well as providing, significant long-term project
finance. The Development Bank of Singapore moved in this direction subsequent
to a Bank loan -nd this mixed banking approach has been recommended by the Baink
but rejected in at least two other cases. In some economics the institutional
set-up already includes banks that handle both short-term commercial business
alongside long term investment and creating a new specialized institution may not
make sense particularly if there are strong constraints on *managerial skills
in the country. Such mixed banks also have opportunities for resource mobili-
zation by means of deposits, although such opportunities do not necessarily
lead to higher savings at the margin. Such banks also have the possibility of
being in a close supervisory posi-tion with clients as they often handle the
day to day banking needs of their clients. However, in many cases the facts
will argue that to tackle the variety of functions and issues most DFCs are
engaged in will require the attention and focus of a specialized institution
providing leans and equity finance and other services to productive enterprises.

13. Second, in a number of cases the Bank has decided to finance institutions
which in turn passed Bank funds on to a network of financing institutions
(India, Colombia, Brazil, Mexico, Philippines). In such cases an important
objective was to get the Bank's primary borrower to take on the supervisory and
institurian-building pole vis--a-vis subsidiary borrowers in the same fashion as
thile ai norially does with its direct DFC borrower:;.

A. Third, the Bank has financed some very large, government-owned, multi-
purpose institutions which carry on a wide variety of financial, investment
and sorvice functions. Exampie: of this are the Korea Developient Bank, the
Industrial Development Bank of India, and the Development Bank of the Philippines.
Tn so'mS? Fuch cases these institutions are the mechanism for carrying out
:pecif c government programs that arise from time to time for which the government
requiros an agent or intermedirP Such iistitutions find themselves in a closer
inte rfarce with the day-to-day operat ious of governmesont than do other DFCs.

35. Fourth, as noted ear ier, the Bank has had the opportunity to evaluate
d nm ge e ins5 tiPu tionss A whiich have as th1eir target public s ector

adstns ri:11 activi tics (Uanv:;ui a, ik istan, Torkey,and Algeria).. If in som
C , but by no m-Ins all, p L ec ; -tor i ndus trial investment activity
-mnfrtn , nny di ff iclt I ssu , - he potent il bonefits of a strong 11I' Iinst itution

Le of cstab I 1s51h ing fin a n i l is iC li nest, gui ding i nvestment dlCe is; ions;
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and encouraging efficient project supervision and implementation are great
and this is an option opened up by the flexibility in Bank policies on
ownership issues.

16. Fifth, the Bank has been able to finance and otherwise assist
particularly in Africa, DFCs that perform a wide variety of financing functions.
These include institutions that provide both agricultural and industrial
credit (AIDB in Ethiopia), or in addition to this consumer and housing finance
plus short-term credit (BCD in Cameroon and ICC in the Ivory Coast) and also
institutions that have acted as a vehicle for government promotion, participation

or ownership of various types of enterprises (AIDB in Ethiopia and EDC in
Botswana).

17. The breadth of institutions now served is, consequently, very wide as
Annex 3 indicates. Bank assisted DFCs now range in size from the Liberian DFC
(total assets $3 million) to the Privrodna Banka Sarajevo in Yugoslavia (total
assets of about $2 billion). The Liberian DFC (LBDI) has had a recent average
loan size of $91,000; the Korean DFC (KDFC) an average size of $570,000; and
IMDBI, Iran, an average loan size of $2,300,000. The Turkish DFC (TSKB) has
by and large stuck to the manufacturing sector; the Irish DFC (ICC) has financed
shipbuilding, trade and services as well as manufacturing. The Ethiopian DFC
(AIDB) has financed farmers as well as acted as caretaker for a number of large
government-owned manufacturing plants. Some DFCs have been active in hotel
financing and others have dcided not to finance such projects. These varia!tions
are considerable, even among private DFCs, and therefore the 'DFC umbrella
covers an extremely broad range of institutional forms and underlying types
of business being done.

The Consistency of Approach

18. While the variety of institutions served and the nature of their
clientele have differed widely, the approach of the Bank Croup to DFC financing
has had a consistent core. First, in undertaking such operations the Bank has
tried to assure itself that the policies pursued by the government to stimulate
investment and growth in the sector or sectors served by the DEC are reasonably
conducive to support economic investment in those sectors. A DFC, whether
private or government-controlled, cannot go far in counteracting the distorting
effects of seriously unsound government policies in its investment decision
processes. Similarly the sectors served by the DFC should be of demonstrable
economic importance in the country to give this type of project appropriate
DrioriLy in the Bank's lending- program. Bank loans to DFCs are not usually
sbC'tor loans since they normally cover an extremely wide variety of sub-sectors
and their focus is the institution, its capacities, decision rules, etc. as
opposed to an in-depth analysis by the Bank of a specific sub-sector's needs,
the policy framework for that sub-sector and an overall plan to deal with the
issues arising therefrom. However they can have a sub-sector focus if the government
the Bank and the institution see an important need for and have developed a
policy framework to develop a specific sub-sector which requires specific support
and attention. Moreover, DFC loans provide one important potential venue for
Bank discussion of general industrial scector pollcies that have been analyzed
by the Bank and if the DFC has the righ kind of staff it can undertake work to help
examiie some sector is sues. It is clear, however, th1t such discussi ons must be

in tegra ted into the Bank's overall dialogue on economic policies with member
go ve rnmen tS



19. Second, Kink is co ncerned with ex
addi tiona 1 fuis arI)e essary 1> meet investment d rd 1 in ti '
concerned and the resulti; impac Bank fInann g c0 ha oth in assist in'8productive investment and in meetig the financial gap of the DFC involved.

20. Third, the Bank focuses en the specific charc ristics of the DFC
- its strengths and weaknesses, Thic broadest concern is the institution's
own policy orientation. Is its oolicv consistent with the government's policyorientation and are the DFC's objectives consis'tent with the Bank's objectivesin the country concelne This au ys not only reviews the DFC's generalpolicy objectives and analysis of 10 characteristics of its investment activitybut also more difficult judgments :oncerning what the institution is adding tothe development process in the way of innovation of new approaches or ideasrelevant to its clientele and the sectors it serves.

21. The next group of questions is simply the capacity of the institutionto use capital elfectively. This iplies competent management and staff,effective appraisal procedures, appropriate financial and economic decisionrules, thorough follow-up and reporting systems and effective communicatianbetween the DFC, the business community it serves and between the DFC andgovernment.

22. The final, level of concern t-he Bank addresses in evaluating DFCs istheir financial viability in the context of the financial sysiems in whichthey operate. The Bank has not financed DFCs on the basis of simply maximizingfl te Bank's probability of getting repaid irrespective of the DFC's overall
financial fortunes. The objective is to estabish policies and proceduresso that the intermediary will remain solvent, creditworthy and capable ofgrowth throughout both the peaks and valleys in the economic health of itssectors it serves. Consequentli, the areas of concern normally include thequality of the DFC's portfolio, the adequacy of its equity base given thenature of its business and the risks it is exposed to, its financial planning,liquidity and debt service capacity and its ability to maintain an appropriatelevel of administrative costs while at the same time earning returns in linewith its self-financing needs and its public or private owners' expectations.

23. In the pursuit of these objectives the Bank has played an importantpart in the development of about 70 institutions that this year will disbursesome $3.25 billion in long-term industrial capital. Essentially all of thesehave established sound portfolios and the capacity to weather economicdownturns, most enjoy a rate of growth higher than that of the sectors theyfizance and may have had the ability to adjust to fairly basic shifts in theirworking environment.

2.. Civen the variety of DY>- now financed and the variation in theircnviron menis wainich range from high'ly centrali ted planning to highly imarketoriented economi-es, financial or policy guidelines appropriate in one caseWI iI not cdways be appropriate in others and thus the t ask of evalnati on ofa t:ndahri; and polici na appropr!ie for a particular 1)C lias steadily become
rt'evpl * Moreover, exwet ations as to wliat constituci tes a developmental

C oil triht i I n have au over h and this requires new responses and waysOf oi t and deal in wi 1ts Attenti on is now, therefore, directed tonumir of isSies the Baink r'pc avcdl v confronts in its 1)C1 lendirg activity Inor-t r ti c i) furtLI r defi n d-!i C Li. fy the current approach of the -innk in
11 il teof lof ndig



II. CURRENT OBJECTIVES A. ISSUES IN DFC LENDING

A. Economic Returns of DFC Lending

25. During the 1960s the Bank Group's emphasis in its DFC lending
was to develop institutions with strong professional skills in the areas
of financial marketing, technical and managerial evaluation. When the
Bank surveyed the landscape for institutions which competently looked
deep and hard into perspective projects, it often found that such skills
were lacking and thus it is not surprising that the Bank Group was simply
passing onto its DFC clients the tools and criteria it had used in its own
work as a development bank in the industrial sector. This is not to say
that the economic characteristics of projects were ignored. Indeed there
were a number of cases where the Bank and DFCs engaged in dialogue over
projects with questionable economic characteristics. However, there was
no systematic attempt by the Bank or by most DFCs to determine quantitati-
vely the economic efficiency of projects.

26. There was, consequently, increasing concern that in many coUntries
normal financial return signals could give quite misleading results if one
relied on them as a proxy for indicating economic efficiency. Various
distortions in the pricing system due to protectionist policies, subsidies,
inappropriately priced factor inputs, etc.,raised two major issues for the
Bank to deal with. First, how severe were the price distortions and had
DFCs been financing a lot of inappropriate projects in terms of their having
inferior economic returns relative to other Bank-financed projects? Second,
how could the Bank Group develop and heighten sensitivity to economic
appraisal skills in DFGs?

27. Work proceeded on both fronts. Concerning economic yields, five
DFCs were chosen for an intensive review of sub-projects already financed
and where there had been at least a year's production experience so that the
research could be done with fairly hard data. The five DFCs studied were
ICICI in India, IMDBI in Iran, KDFC in Korea, BDET in Tunisia, and TSKB in
Turkey. These DFCs were chosen in order to give indicators for a wide variety
of economies and because they accounted for about 40% of all Bank Group dis-
bursements at the time the studies commenced. All, five institutions were
long-time Bank borrowers, and all, with perhaps the exception of BDET, had
enjoyed continuity of managemont and quite highly qualified senior staff.
Subsequently another set of institutions, namely the financieras in Colombia,
were studied from somewhat the same perspective. None of the institutions
chosen were from the new ranks of DFCs financed in the post 1969 period as
Bank experience with these new borrowers was too early to generate actual
sub-project data.

28. For each of the six countries, the sample of projects studied in
depth was representative of the types of industry the DFC uormally financed.
A total of 160 sub-projects were studied . Tie input of staff time was
considerable as it required an average of 3 manweeks per project to evaluate
using actual data and determinin the basic ad ju sLments for the appropriat e
prici ing of labor, exchange rates, etc. The summarized results are indicated
hel( ow,
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Table IV

Economic Rates of Return (ERR) of DFC-financed Projects

ICICI IMDBI KDFC BDET TSKB
India Iran Korea Tunisia Turkey Colombia Total %

No. of Projects studied 42 32 11 23 23 29 160 100
No. of Projects with:

Negative ERRs 1 3 2 - 4 1 11 7
ERRs 0-10% 8 5 1 3 3 4 24 15
ERRs of 10-25% 13 14 - 3 8 4 42 26
ERRs of over 20% 20 10 8 17 8 20 83 52

Weighted Average ERR 19 17 31 36 11 32 23

(Weighted Average
Financial RR) (17) (14) (29) (11) (16) (18) 16

29. With a weighted average ERR of 23% for the 160 projects, and with
three-fourths and one half of the projects showing ERRs over 10% and 20%
respectively, the results were encouraging and perhaps even surprising given
the view that in almost all the countries studied there was thought to be a
fairly aggressive important substitution, protection-based, industrial develop-
ment strategy. Moreover, given the fact that the DFCs were not employing at
the time the sub-projects were selected any sophisticated ec onomic analysis
tools, the conclusions showed that normal financial tests employed by the DFCs
did overall lead to a favorable allocation of resources in terms of economic
returns. However, individual projects did show weak or negative economic
returns but good financial returns and this could have been anticipated by
proper economic analysis at the time of project appraisal.

30. The studies focussed heavily on the economically unattractive
projects to see whether any useful lessons could be learned that could be
applied in the future. Poor economic returns measured ex pst 1/ can, of
course, be the result of a number of factors. While one cause may simply
be that a project is basically uneconomic, other causes are misjudgments about
markets and competence of management. Projects economically viable in concept
can fail in implementation. Unfortunately no simple general answers emerged.
The projects that performed poorly did so for a wide variety of reasons.
Most co.itonly, the market for project output did not develop in the way
anticipated. In some cases unforeseen technical difficulties arose. Hind-
sight suggests that some of these problems could reasonably have been
anticipated through more careful appraisal of a conventional sort; by a
deeper probing into such things as market potential, engineering soundness
and managerial competence. It was also difficult to judge with certainty
how many of these unattractive projects might have been screened out had the
DFCs concerned been applying reasonably rigorous economic analysis at the
time the project was selected. In a few cases a major factor in the poor
per formiance of a project was the wide disparity between domestic and inter-
national prices. Economic rate of return analysis would have highlighted
this problem.

I/ The analysis was based on actual capital cost data and actual operating
Cost dnta for historic periods, For the remainder of the economic life
oi the projects, the analysis was based on latest estimates for revenues
;1nd costs.
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31. The overall conclusions that can be distilled from the studies
are the following:

(a) By and large the overall economic returns earned in the past on
DFC-financed sub-projects are attractive.

(b) There have, however, been some very weak (in economic terms)
projects financed that could have been screened out by appropriate
economic analysis.

(c) The importance of applying rigorous ERR analysis is greatest in
those countries where there are wide discrepancies between domestic
and international prices.

(d) The ERR tool applied in the appraisal stage when difficult
assumptions concerning domestic and international prices need to
be made is not useful for making finely tuned distinctions between
projects of varying degrees of acceptability, but it can be used
as an indicator to weed out the seriously deficient projects.
While it is certainly feasible for DFCs to use this tool and a
serious educational effort is being made to help DFCs develop
their skills in this area, in some types of projects, e.g.jnon-
tradeable goods or multi-product ventures, it is more difficult
to apply.

(e) Good economic analysis is feasible only on the basis of good
project analysis based on traditional approaches and it is still
at the stage of applying traditional project tests that many
mistakes are made.

(f) Economic analysis applied early on in the project cycle can also
occasionally be useful to help DFCs adjust projects to make them
more efficient in economic terms.

32. Turning to the Bank's approach to sensitizing DFCs to those issues,
in late 1969 it was almost universally the case that DFCs operated within
the constraints of a framework of government policies that usually contained
a variety of fiscal incentives to promote mnufacturing investments and
systems that judged projects only against a rough list of indicators, e.g.,
How much foreign exchange is saved or earned? How many jobs will be created?
Where is it located? Is it on government's priority list of investments?

Few governuents, even in cases wshere there is licensing or where incentives
are handed out on a project by project basis, have data or skills required
to subject the project to any sort of economic cost/benefit analysis.

33. In this context in 1969 the Bank began working with a number of
DFCs to develop useable econonic analysis tools. Given the fact that msost
lines of credits to DYCs are to finance scores of projects in a wide variety
of subsectors not yet appraised or perhaps not even identified, Bank staff
could not carry out economic rate of return of analysis at the time it
appraised a DFC for a loan. In line viith its normnal institution building
objective, the alternative was to 11ave the DFC making the appropriate analysis
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when detailed information was available on the sub-projects. As a first
step a number of DFCs were introduced to effective rate of protection
calculations which compared value added in domestic prices with value added

in terms of international prices in the first full year of capacity operation.

Subsequently the Bank issued guidelines to its DFCs for economic rate of

return calculations and in those cases where it is important to apply economic

rate of return analysis the Bank has had to undertake an education effort
with the staff of the DFCs 1/. This is done using individual projects as

points in case, seminars in the field with DFC staff, and training here in

Washington for the staff of DFCs both in the Bank Group proper and in the

EDI Industrial Projects and the Development Banking Courses.

34. One of the by-products of DFCs' use of ERR analysis has been to

occasionally place the DFC at odds with specific government objectives. It

has happened on a number of occasions that DFCs (both private and public)
have encountered specific projects which, according to the DFC's analysis
had poor economic prospects but which nevertheless had strong government
backing because of perceived priorities within the government. The DFC is
thus placed in a difficult position, particularly if the project meets
financial but not economic tests. What such a case can provide, regardless
of how the individual case is disposed of, is an opportunity for the DFC
to open a dialogue with the government on the policy issues raised by such
situations. It is therefore also important that the Bank, in reviewing
manufacturing sector policies and investment incentive and selection tools
used by governments, try to insure that the criteria being applied by

government decision makers and DFC decision makers are consistent.

B. Employment and DFC Leng

35. Within the general concern of the economic impact of DFC lending,
the employment impact of industrial activity has generated considerable
interest. In particular, in those countries where there is a serious un-
employment problem, it is important to consider the employment impact of
project dccisions. How does DFC lending affect employment problems? Can

employment effects of such projects be improved?

36. In the six countries where DFCs were studied in depth, supple-
mentary data was calculated on the direct employment generation attributable

to the sub-projects, although it was recognized that this was only a preli-

minary approach to analyzing the employment impact. Such data is also now
being collected ex post and ex ante on DFC lending generally and thus one
finds situations on capital cost per direct job created ranging from $7,000
in Colombia to $48,000 in Greece. The projects of the DFCs on the six
countries studied in depth revealed the following pattern.

1/ DF-CD, Guidelines for Calculation of Economic Rates of Peturn on DEC
Sub -Projt, mimeo, BRD, June 7, 1974. The Guidelines; at tempt to

deonstrate a pragmatic approach to econoiiic project analysis and present
two stages of approximation for ERR calculations. The Guidelines were
sent to all DFCs for application to projects. The economic merits of
smailler projects are gauged by simpler indicat or5 such as the domestic
resource cost per unit of foreign (xchange saved or earned (Bruno ratio).
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Table V

Fixed Investment per Employee in DFC Projects

ICICI IMDBI KDFC BDET TSKB
India Iran Korea Tunisia Turkey Colombia Total

Number of projects 42 32 11 23 23 29 160
Fixed assets/employee:

Less than $10,000 30 14 5 12 13 19 93
$10,000 - $20,000 8 10 2 9 7 4 40
$20,000 - $30,000 1 7 1 1 3 - 13
$30,000 or more 3 1 3 1 - 6 14 1/

Average cost/job ($'000) 9.0 12.1 13.2 11.0 11.6 7.0 10.2

The studies showed an average cost per direct job of about $10,000 for the
160 projects, of which almost two-thirds were below this average. It was
also demonstrated that the investment per job increases with the size of
projects. It is difficult to draw conclusions from the employment data
generated by the six studies in comparison with similar indices for the
manufacturing sector as a whole in these countries. If anything, the sample
average of $10,000 per job created may be taken as representative for the
capital/labor mix of medium-sized projects. On the other, hand, a comparison
of the projects' direct employment data did demonstrate, as would be expected,
that if capital cost per direct job was taken as a critical indicator and
projects were rejected that had high capital cost/job this would have led to )
the rejection of numerous. projects which were both financially and econom-
ically sound within the context of appropriate prices being applied for the
value of foreign exchange, labor costs, etc. Similarly there were projects
with low capital cost/direct job created ratios that were distinctly
uneconomical.

37. Given the inconclusiveness of the data concerning employment in
the studies noted above, the Bank undertook an in-depth study of DFC lending
in Colombia to see whether more meaningful conclusions or guidelines could
be developed on the employment question. In particular, attempts were
made to look at the indirect employment impact as well as the direct. The
preliminary data indicates three major points. First, the Colombia project
sample show that the indirect employment creation was about 50X of the
direct employment generation. Second, inldivi dual projects had widely divergent
employment impacts as between direct employment and direct plus indirect
employlent thus highlighting the unre liability of the direct cost/job ratio
as a meaningful indicator in isolation. (In 5 of the 29 projects studied
the inclusion of the indirect employment: impact moved the projects from a
positive aggregate employment position to a negative overall effect on total
employment.) Third, using the refined data on both direct and indirect
employment impact it was found that using the cost of total employment
generated as an indicator for economic returns was not feasible as there was
poor correlation between the two (See Annex 4). While it is likely that

I/ Inclides; 6 projects with no or neg ,a tivc direct employment generation.
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1 projects ,iII have a lower employment impact per unit of invest-

aproirjests in some other sectors, the aggregvate employment imfpact
d projects is sizeable. Extrapolating from the data from

e noted above, it is likely that the total job opportunities

-)7 DFC-financed projects in countries where the Bank has an active
program is about 800,000 in 1975. This represents about 6%

z a n industrial employment created in a majority of these countries
sver i27 of the increment in one-third of these countries.

htile much remains to be learned about the employment creating
d,_ustrial developmecnt, the work !to date on DF7C lending suggest

ar snot yet any easy indicator or cut-off tool emphasizing em-
- - -at can be applied to industrial project selection by DF ICs.

- a t maployment creation data can even be misleading as to overall
-timpact. The pragmatic ways of dealing with this is to:

r- ' that factor pricing in the ERR analysis done by I1s
capturcts the employment aspect of the equction by giving labor,
capital, foreign exchange, etc. their proper values given the
supply/scarcity situation of the economy.

(5) Endeavor to sensitize DFCs in labor surplus economies to keep in
view what can be done within their project promotion or project
evaluation processes to insure that when there are options for
improving a project's employment impact by use of alternative
technologies or designs, that they continuously question them-
selves about such possibilities. This comes down to developing
the breadth, focus, atd expertise of DFCs' engineering staffs
and encouraging them to he alert to alternative technologies.

(c) Support efficient technological study efforts in borrowing
countries that seek to adjust technologies to make them more

appropriate for local conditions.

and Small Scale Enterprise

A related issue that often arises in connection with DFC lending
-- is the size spectrum of borrowers assisted by DFCs and whether

S e had, or should have, cn impact on smal scale firms. One of the

- lems in evaluating this matter in a specific country context is
-- ne what is meant by small scale enterprise ctivity. There is
-definition by asset size, employment or turnover and thus what
labeled small-scale in one economy is perhaps medium or large
another. Thus one needs to exercise care in determining what

- enterprise is being financed in a particular setting. For example,
970-72 period the average loan size of 1MDBI (Iran) was about

- Ion and the mediai sine of firms assisted was about $2.00 million
In Liberia (LBDI) the similar figures were about $12,000 and

respectively. Nevertheless, this type of da>ta does not tell one
- a'ut the relative effectiveness of the two institutions, how appro-

- ei polici e s toward small scale enterprise hnve been or whether
- c be doing more sm4il enterprise i inanc ing

study undertaken of a large so:ple of Bank associaLed DFCs in
2 period indicated that of about 5,000 enitcrprises financed by
at DFCs, about 50/ (by number) had fixed assets a fter project
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completion of less than $300,000; about 30% had fixed assets below $100,000.
About 30% of the enterprises financed had assets over $1,000,000. The
distribution of the asset size of sub-borrowers among DFCs was, of course,quite wide, and only about 5-10% of the total volume of DEC lending was
to enterprises with assets below $100,000.

41. While the above data indicates that Bank assisted DFCs finance
considerable numbers of relatively small manufacturing enterprises, it isalso true that in almost all cases these institutions are not expected
to tackle the problems of the smallest entrepreneurs in their countries.
There were only a few cases where the DFC financed artisanal activity inthe informal sector. Basically their areas of activity were considered
to be the modern sector and the type of lending that required substantial
technical assistance was not normally put under their responsibility.
Problems of assisting very small firms were not addressed by the Bank ormost of its DFCs.

42. Given the lack of focus on smaller firms it is not surprising
that in an effort to redress the balance particular DFCs have been
criticized for not shifting their lending operations toward smaller
borrowers, i.e., say, enterprises with assets below $150,000, However,
the problems and potential of financing small enterprise should be
addressed more systematically. In some cases DFCs which have been
financed by the Bank can and should play a direct role in financing smallenterprise and special programs can be developed under their auspices.
This has happened for example in the case of Mauritius (DBM) and a numberof other DFCs are exploring this area. however, it may often be the casethat other approaches involving more diffusive institutions, specialized
focus and financial support and special technical assistance will be moreeffective, although perhaps more difficult to set up, than pressing DFCsto dramatically shift the size distribution of their lending.

43. What may be of more general relevance in DFC financing than thesize distribution of projects financed are the issues mentioned in para--graphs 68 and 69; namely, to what extent the DFC concerned is using itsenergies and resources in financing firms that do not really need itshelp at the expense of foregoing projects which are more dependent on theDFC's counsel and resources. The division of effort between variousclasses of borrowers is an area of creative tension in which the conscien-tious development banker must L ive as he steers a course between backingviable productive projects and taking risks.

44. What is clear, however, is that the Bank has not, until the last
year or two made significant efforts to try to deal with the size of
enterprises falling outside the range served by DFCs in many member
countries. Such enterprises are pervasive in most economies, they employ
substantial numbers of people and they provide balance to the ownership
distribution of productive Wehits. Whle such enterprises are not always
operated by people falling low in the incompe distribution curve, they are
usually some distance from the entrepreneurial class which has a heavy
involvement in larger scale industry. Issues on which the Bank is trying
to find some sustantive answers are the marginal imspat:ct and cost of
assisting small nt erpri , suld be packaged to optimize
Its ipct, and h1ow t critical this sector is in the growth equation in
developing countrLes. Some prelimin; ary insighlt to the complxity of the
t 1 Ier problem re noted in Annex 5 conceorning the s tudy o f DFCs in Co1umb la.
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D DFC Interest [t Policies

O. The relna ntrnding itof DFCs touch on complex issues of critical
importance to the DFC as well as basic [goverment poli cis in the area of

resource mobilization and credit allocation. There are a number of issues
that converge at the point of decision on relending ratea.

(a) From the outset of its DEC lending activity the Bank had
expressed the view normally that it was interested in building
institutions that would develop, ovor time, the capacity
to mobilims: rource ( rom ohr sour'c es and theeby
reduce their dependency on the Bank.

(b) Nevertheless, in the majority of cases DFCs are required to
lend at rates- below what it wouvld cost them to mobilize
funds either in domestic or foreign markets. Governments
often use interest rates as an incentive and also undertake
to capture for government account, a large portion of the
saving stream. Although canital is scarce governments often
deliberately price it at levels not truly reflective of -that

-scarcity.

(c) The rapid acceleration of inflation in many countries in the
last year or two, and uncertainty on exchange rate adjust-
ment questions, have led to even greater difficulty in forg-
ing positions on the appropriate relending terms for DFCs.

(d) Divergonec in the nature of the economies and DFCs served by
the Bank have further complicated the picture. The pattern
of environments range from market-oriented financial systems,
to systems that while basically market-determined also
contain substantial privileged credit circuits, to economics
with centrally directed and managed financial sy stems.

(e) Interest rate questions are often vital for DFCs. They
determine how the DFC can mobilize resources, the risks to
which it exposes itself, and the level of administrative costs
it can bear.

Given the confluence of all these forces, how should the Bank's policies on
relending rates be d-fined? What are the appropriate objctives?

-. In reviwing the appropriatenss of the on-lending charges of a DFC
the Bank must make basic judements about government ineet rate policies .1/
In general, it is the Rmankis objective that borrowers from DFGs pay in tere.st

and other chiarges which approxmately reflect the cost of mobilizing capital
both at home and abroad and the opportuity cost of capital iri the country.
This will normrnally imei'an that sub-borroers Tovr the longer term will be pay'ing
real, positive rates of intr est. Such rat s will Cfcilitate the mobilization

f aital and the efficien' allocaLion of crapital within the concerned octors.

y ato, piit adga ~earnn by C enhancing th ir ability to attract

{ C, Vy capital and to b th 1oVts and r-isks of an active promotional role.

Annx a contnins current r elending ratcs of DECo currrritly 1orrowing 1 from
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47. The undorlying rationale for this general posture is that direct 0
allocative measures that sek to provide long-term credit to the industrial
sector which run counter to market signals are difficult to manage and are
likely to be ineffective. Other tools must, as a result, be imposed to
balance credit demand with supply and this may mean that collateral or social
standing become important criteria, thereby blocking out access to credit by
non-prime borrowers. Leakages of credit in administered systems can often
lead to frustration of policy objectives. Second, interest rates are not
often an efficient incentive device for steering investment to priority sectors.
Interest costs are a relatively small part of total costs for most DFC clients.
Interest subsidies discriminate in favor of those activities which are capiLal-
intensive, and only if the industrial strategy of a country calls for justified
encouragement to these sectors is an interest rate subsidy logical. Third,
industrial borrowers are often at the highest end of income earners in develop-
ing countries. Governments have many clains on their resources, and use of
these resources to subsidize such borrowers may not be easy to justify. Finally,
institutions which are unable to lend at irarket rates will be largely dependent
on credit facilities obtainedJ on their behalf by the government. This can
potentially affect overall resource mobilizaltion in an econcmy; at a minimum
it means the DFC involved will be a captive of its government's financial
decisions.

468. While the above represents a general posture, each particular opera-
tion must be viewed in the spocific country context. The starting point of the
analysis of such issues is the current financial situation of the country. What
is the savings performance in the econory and are interest rate policics
consistent rith savings objectives and needs? To the extent that overall savings
performance is good there is less of a case for interest rate modification from
a savings perspective, although in such cases the cost to the government of
subsidizing certain credit streams may still not be justified given higher
priority claims on the government's revenues. However, it is more often the case
that the Bank faces situations where the government t s fiscal system is weak,
overall savings are low, and there are high priority competingi claims on govern-

mont revenues. On the allocation side, it is necessary to consider whether the
pricing of capital reflects scarcities in the econony. While privileged credit

circuits for particular activities may in some cases be an integral part of an
effective plan to induce high priority investment, in other cases they may be
more symbolic than effective. When price can no longe r be used to balance credit
demand u ,th supply other rati oning devices must be found and stringent collateral
requirieints and risk reduction thrugh lending to only the most well estabilihed
firms may result.

49. The next area of examination is a review of interest rates in the
context of the DFC's capacity to mobiliz resources in domestic and forcign
markets. In some cas the L ustion m- v V >i srrelaut if (i) th government
by choice dotermino tht itU whe to moFiliz all resource for the DFC;
(ii) international market conditi on to'- hr with country conditions rule out

significant non-govornmental borroing an/r (iii) domestic capital markets
aro at a stage whore medium or long--trm rs ource mi'filization by t he DFC i

ily not 1 a Ie. In ic caseh on' - t rown back to the c-i iderati on ef
. precding par'ageh in rvA wing th ' :itquacy of interest rat-s; althoiigh

l<.-lmy Ban finsnca D t1 1al ,I aIInI,) on ovi rniment cannot b. contm-
pl]ated ind fin]itely, andF in LubersC, as a1:0 mllwr of inst~itutional strategy,

aid F.,I 1-F Ft ' i'

inlr:[in caity L o ,iir <IIy m i nturci wil b an imperi mt ive.
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50. The benchmark for measuring the aOprepriateness of a PDC's lending
rates will be what th DFC would have to pay to brrio iI m- or ]nnt--term
funds in domestic -r ereign narkets pl arason tabl prour :d. This is feasible
when there are reasonably competitive markets open to the DFC, similar institu-
Lions, or the government. If such indices are not available an alternativ. is to

posit target rates of real interest at 94.l/ This is based on estimates of
interest rates to mobilize capital which are seldom loss than 3-)s/ in real terms,
even in countries which rely to a considerable extent on the fiscal system for
transferable savings although adequate time series for equivalent data in
developing countries is not yet available.

51. Three other observations are in order. First interest rates cannot be
viewed in isolation from how the foreign exchange risk on foreign credits is
handled. DFCs are not able to cover' foreign exchange risks. Cencrally, one
would expect sub-borrowers to be able to assume the exchange risk or to compensate
through a premium to the interest rate, the government, central bank or other insbi-
tution which is prepared to accept fully or partially the exchange risk on his
behalf. A fair premium is difficult to calculate and is sometimes r jected by
governonits because it may establish undesirabl ':xpeetations. Having the exchange
risk borne by sub-borrowers obviates the need to forecas or justify a particular
premium and, as a practical matter, governrments have frequently been prepared to
accept the transfer of the foreign exchange risk to the ultimate borrower, even
when they are reluctant to accept reasonable approximations to market rates of
interest on term loans repayable in local currencies. One particular problem of
Bank loans (unlike bilateral credits to DFCs) is that DCs are unable to tell sub-
borrowers in advance what currencies they will receive and, after they are deter-
mined, in what order they will be recalled. In countries of severe foreign-
exchange control, sub-borrowers will not be discouraged by such conditions as
access to freely convertible hard currencies iill offset the problem. In other
countries it can prove a very difficult negotiating point between DFCs and their
customers and here there is the possibility of sharing risks between the government
and sub-borrowers by having the latter assume the risk in a single major currency
used by the Bank or denominating sub-loans in currencies of procurement, and having
the residual risk assumed by the government at a fee if appropriate).

52. Second, a serious problem arises in assessing interest rates in countries
with high and variable rates of inflation and infrequent but large exchange rate
adjustments. One solution has been complete or partial indexing of debt service
payments to internal price levels, although only countries with long records of
inflation seem prepared to consider this course. Another alternative is variable-
rate lending along lines followed in recent years in m term loans on the
eurodollar market. This course has not yet been adou by any Bank-associated DFs
but deserves serious consideration in some cases.

53. Third, in some centrally planned economies There the industrial sector
is largely state-owned, interest rates may play an insignificant role in
resource mobilization or aliocatien. If the system is as closed as implied,
the Rank need not be concerned wibLh the overall interest rate structure of
DYF s, although if ink capital cere to be channeled to industrial enter-

l In seomr respects the World Blmk's own relending rate is one relevant index.
if, has sometim 1:Is heen asse rted by potential borrowers and their
governments, the DEC is unn2o-10 beo r:lend B~ank funds in foreign exchane with
a raeronal irgri On, en. nt eam]ne careftlly whith r there is in fact a
caOpial gap to juLtify D lc ndingi. P, can trtemd that the Bank is;
seculringE capita oi-(n the rotadataeutrm -in itrainlmres
and if such capit l with points added to it, ; not Ittractive to inlw; -
ti users in aapitel- or1 i country, thb ct'> f illank ledini t

f. ina]n gapsn 1 n the indi i w ter rv Ir iy >: nl .
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prises in ouch econoiLas at what, K'; inteirn1aitioni! fomparison, would be low
rates, special jutstification would 1, n- ded to :blish why Lhe enterpri 5'

assisted should not b ar the full t: of he for ign borrowing. However
interest in decentralization and t. use of intermediaries in resource mobili-
zation and the decision-nking process is not uncommon in highly socialized
econories. Yugoslavia provides such an example.

54. In the final analysis interest rate decisions must be judged in terms
of the adequacy of the country's overall financial strategy and against the
background of the Bank's major objective in lending through DFCs in the
specified country. In many cases major objectives can only be served by a close
approximation to intrrt rate.s establishd in accordance with the criteria
presented above. In other cases, the margin is greater. However, in most
countries it is to be expected that over time, as financial markets become less
fragmented, and better organized, inLrest rates charged by credit institutions
serving the industrial sector will b established on the basis outlined above,
and that the progressive rational . '.-en of inter at rates., inc lading rates
charged ei industrial sector, w elf contribuste to the bttr organization
of financial markets.

E. Dependency of DFCs on Bank Fin 1 n

55. A question closely relat<d to the interest rate issues discussed
above, concerns Bank policy for the diversification of DFC financing and the
eventual elimination of Bank lending to a particular DFC. In a number of
cases the Bank has provided eight or mere leans to a DFC. Is this consistent
with the Bank's desire to build institutions?

it. As noted earlier, the Rank has wanted to build institutions that would
develop the capacity to mobilize resources and not remain dependent on the
Bank. In line with this objective the Lank has not normally provided, over time,
more than half the resources required by the DFCs it finances. Moreover, in a
number of cases it has agreed on a specific program of reducing, over time, a
DFC's dependency on the Bank.

57. Recent cases where the Bank has had a declining role in DlFE resource
provision have been in Morcceo, Tnisia, Ph i' 1ppines, Iran, Finland, and Greece.
Nevertheless, the record of DFCo directly m obilizing funds in domestic or
foreign markets has ben rather meagre. As Annex 3 indicatos, some of the most
developed DfTs contiinne to be higrhly d pnidni on Bank funds. Moreover,the
balance of the air resoures have eften larg ly been governm ntal or quasi-
governmental official funds with a conessional element

. Of the DFcs 'her the ink Crou cler.cily has had an important promotional
role, the cases where Lie hank lendi has not remained a predominInt source of
funds are TVK in AusLri a, IFF in iinland, NID in Nigeria, CDC in China,
MIlDE in Malaysia, CAV,:3 in Vn , in fran and 11BID in Greece. The
Aioutriain , Ven-zuelan, 1Finish, Gre k, 1igerian an Iaran an DFCs rep;re sent caos
whire the Bank Group id. clear l i judent thaL on country and project
grounds coen tino B ank (copond ing to th Di' Cs was inap popriate and a
phasing out program was agred wi th DFT involved. What is of interes t is
tihat. to scome extent all of thes DEL h' v suboqu ntly continued to grow, but
racticaily all of tLm still rey to e> 'teui on ofVicia fund ing. Market

b o by thns" D;, co the : nt. it hasnkn place in doms tic or
ri r u r k'ts, hi': n suppor't. ad v lorrowing rom governs at moderately

bit ra tes, In Wslr, whi . a n lion I dp' n'd on th Rink, moot do
on~l 0 11 . i C O.'I ju I-. 1
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59. CDC in China and NIn? in nalaysia are somiewhat diVffrr:nt caseS.
CDC was cut off from Bank funds rather suddenly when the Bankf's; program expired.
MIDF found alternative funds on more att.ractive terms. Both institutions pros-
pered after the Bank stopped lending as due to the fact Their respective
government s became their major source of funds, normally on trm; below what
market borrowing would have entailed.

60. The reasons for continued dependency on official fuiin by the abovt
mentioned DFCs are one or more of the following: ( a) ln_ t ra'te regiames
imposed by governments that require DCs to lend at rates below what it would cost to
mobilizc and to lend funds at a positive spread; (b ) Underdeveloped capital markets
whore sales of long-term debt instrume nts in meaningful ountities are not
fesible and where thc DFC is not in rsesitin to aill dzxosito at all or on
twrms long enough to be useful. (c) Governmnt regulations diving various
government securitieas priority in terms of mobilizing what lons-term doTic
savings are available for investment in debt instrumnts. ( d ) Conditions in
internatiornal capita.l markets that closed entry to many potential borrowers plus,
in some cases, government prohibitions or taxes on foreign borrowing by JFs
due to balance of payments problecs and concern over the terms of such borrowing
(i.e.,variable rate or short-term funds that exposed the DFC to too high risks).

1. Turning to the long-term DFC burrowers still heavily dependent on
Bank fund, the reasons for this dependency are essentially one or more of those
listed above. However, there has been an additional problem in that in somecases these DFCs exist in countries whera, on country grounds, there was little
real possibility for significant borrowings by the DFCa due to overall country
creditworthiness issues. Reduction of Bank lending in such case would simply
mean a decline in the institution's impact.

'2. Given this landscape of issues, it is not possible to lay out orecise
rules concerning tho ]'n-th of tim ov- which Bank support 2cr a rIarticular DC
is justified. Two sets of qur-stions need to be addressd when facing this
issue. The first set involves the countfry's need for canital; the DFCTs need for
capital; and the effective use of such capital by thu DFC, in relation to other
activities perceived by thQ country and the Bank to be of priority for Pank
financingr. The second set revolve arou'd the Bank's judLmcnt as to the other
optdos -oen to the DfC for mobi 1 iing funds, its ffecti iv )uuit of them-",
sourcos and the desirability c ,-lic' 212 which icyu ld open up options for
r.ource mobilization. Fin.lly, thod f of di rectly csisting VCs 'to diversifv
rcgources should be undertaken when feasible

In a numcbcr of cases, a ril banks have conadtere:d lendinr to theblishd UG assoiated wi t. thI Ihnk Group. Loans of five years are
Ialthou-h in som ' yr 'in, m are also fnsib~e. 'loan"
rates ara ucually pro' d alth-h Li d roles can son- cI tb

red a a priu m For th'' 11 wla to tap thes funds th esse¾ntial
L- that need to be resolved 're: ) wh.ther tho floatij rat can 1.

0n Go sub- -rowers , (b) w, th r, Ifter tax conci derati onsir' U:i. ini
U.te ot.o _ oy ti', C e '. X' omt di 'vitrjhou xei

'N, / .' S., AAV±''A (C 5) 110W 1 ~ ~1((m V itdi ' 'td ( o
1.m oans c hr lit iii 111:1DGaa a; ro Psb-enmy)

e elB sa r ect' itht4 U of the. romrs. -i3: t.
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.4. There are two posFibiii 'or th Bank Group to E of direwct
help to the DFCs in such cs.lf De way 12 for the Blank to adapt th:

amortization and disbursemont ot its loans to accommodate, or blend with,
shorter-term commercial loans by picking up with Bank funds tho later matur-

ities of sub-loans. The Bank would in ffect lengthen the grac': period. In

such cases the DFC would establish direct rotlationships with commercial

creditors and would have to resolve the issues noted above.

65. The second possibility is an IFC loan and the sale of participations
in that loan. Here also the earlier maturities of a loan with a fixed amorti-
zation schedule could bc' sold to p.rticipat banks. Three advantages accrue
to the recipient DFC in such operations: IFC lines up the lenders and puts
the deal together, IFC's immunity from withholding tax on interest (if any)
paid may enable the DFC to obtain the funds at a lower cost and the loan will
normally be in a single currency. The recent IFC and Bank loans to TSKB (Turkey)
provide a relevant example: both the blending of Bank funds and direct IFC
mobilization efforts were undertaken to assist TSKB in mobilizing and utilizing
commercial funds.

The above discussion relates to helping DFCs to tap foreign
commercial markets. This is only useful in those cases where additional foreign
commercial borrowing can he supported on country grounds. It is also important
to stress that Bank Group support for policies that open possibi]ities for
domestic resource mobilization can be of even more important help to a particular
DFC. Finally, the Bank should continue to cooperate with other bilateral or
regional sources of credit for DFt'Cs to facilitate the flow of funds from such
lenders to DFCs.

F. Broader Objectives of DFC Lending DFCs as Development Agents

67. While the economic profile of sub-projects financed by DFCs appears
to have been favorable and the Bank can try to ensure that this is enhanced in
the future by helping to Improve the use of Economic tools by DFCs, the more
difficult question to answer is what should a particular DFC be doing, besides
backing viable projects, that will represent a unique contribution to the
development effort in its area of operations. While in some cases the
preponderant job of the DFC will be to receive large numbers of proposals and,
by good project selection, ration scarce resources to them and in the process
facilitate the implementation of projects bing pursued by a dynamic entrepreneuriaL
community, the more normal case vill be onE where the DFC is expected to fulfill
a broader nandate, where Its ins titu tionald pots ture should not only be that of
one Which reacts, but also one which initiates. Clearly the greatest developmental

I_/ Within the Bank Group, the policy has been that the Bank does the lending
to DGs whi les IfY t kes euty poitlions althoug'h 11 till lnd to the DIC
if a gu'rantee is not , for acceptb as fortlhcoming because: (a) the
size of the DFC lndi ng program was bynd LIt's capacity; ( b) given the
Bank's concern to minimize the cos t of d'bt to many countries, th' Bank's
interst ratfe was r. opriate. i tii policy in geno] ti Es still
valid there ar' c)m siPuPtions, e tib .d in tih polyling pa''sr-rh1 ,

an IYC lo:ani isc apropriatf vn 1. a govrma 'nt 'uarant.would beC
avaiub1le for t .mk lan.
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impact of DFCs wi II be those things tht hIen as ai rIu) Io ai otri buti on

they have made, whether it is to the detvelopment or implem-ciatation of a

specific project, an institutional innovation, or a policy improvement.

68. This is one of the most difficult issues facing the Bank and the

boards and managers of DFCs. How does the DEC carve out areas of innovation

for itself and how can the Bank help in this process? DFCs have a variety
of developmental tasks that they might conceivably perform. At the most basic

level is a coantribution by daaeing decisions b rn soind p rtject
appraisal stzndards. The next led is the improvement of a project's design
or its financial structure. A DFC's effectiveness in this respect depends
on the nature of its clientele and the stage at which it gets involved in

projects. If it restricts itself t thie strongest firms in a given situation,
then it ia unlikely to he in a e o con 1 Meantly to project
ensigen. On the other hand, if it nIre- efforts to finance entreprmus who

are not of the blue chip var ety th- potent o developmental contribution
by the DFC at the margin is heightened. While there are exceptions, and the

pattern is now changing somewhat, one genera] tendency of DFCs has beer, the
directing of much of their lending to the relatively strongest entreprene-s
and enterprises in their economies. hile this is understandable given:
(a) the incentives to build up good portfolios; (b) imposed lending rates that

often do not allow differentiation according to risks, or (c) the need to
allocate scarce capital to projects with high probabilities of success; and
(d) in some cases the absence of other sources of long-term funds to which
"prime" borrowers have access within or outside the country; it is nevertheless
appropriate that the Bank and a given DFC continuously examine the DEC's
policies in this area.

69. Other areas where the DFC can sometimes make differences at the margin
are in its dialogue with government on industrial and financial policies or in
the design and implemcntation of special programs dealing with specific
development problemis in sub-sectors, ke financial sector, regionalizati on issues,
etc. Finally, there may be potentials for some DFCs to play a basic entrepreneurial
function in the generation of new project ideas and in taking a lead in the
implementation of those ideas.

70. In its dealings with each DFC the Bank should be encouraging a
di alogue to determine where in the above spectrum of tasks (or others not listed)
the DFC can be making special efforts to erpand its horizons and how that can be
ai c fcomp lish ed. One useaful recommendation coming out of the OED study of DFC

operations is that DFCs he asked to articulate their near term strategies,
objectives and the areas In which they intend to make or e:<pand special
developmental efforts. This has considerable uti-lity in many cases for providing
focus to this dialogue.

71- In focussing on the innovative characteristics of DFCs, one factor
oms l e:namely the calber aid vision of the DEC's .a-nagement and staff.

Th relative success of a DC charting an increasinV iinovative role is closely
linked with the personality and capabilities of the managen t of thei' ins titution.
tnn'atie instItutiens ar iot alays led by innovaIivt manages who attract

wich ihas an interest in, and-i a capacti v for, unusual developmental
tributions. The liistor of 1an DFC relaCtis provides aple cont iation of

not win. The rowth pre % ann working wi th ovailable resoures and
Ci th over it:. true of Iiu:m ond itnt i tut rina i reSources I id
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G. Criteria to be Applied in Lending to Public DFCs

72. Given the increased variety of government-controlled development banks
to which the Bank has lent or to which it is considering lending, the
following question arises: To what extent are the criteria developed over
a 20-year period of lending to privately-controlled development banks
appropriate to government-owned banks?

73. In some cases the answers are fairly straightforward in that the DFC,
although government-owned, is set up as a completely sepirate financial
institution with clearly stated objectives, a relatively autonomous financial
structure and an expectation that the DFC will operate as a commercial entity
much like its private counterparts. Examples of this are numerous in the
Bank's experience. The one major difference between such DFCs and their
privately-controlled counterparts is expectations with respect -to returns on
net worth. Government shareholders usually do not expect their DFCs to generate
market related earnings. This may give them the luxury of relatively wider
administrative budgets or a higher risk portfolio which in some cases enables
them to undertake developmental expenditures a privately controlled DFC could
not, although the reduction or elimination of the profit tests calls for a
rigorous approach to budgeting, expenditure control and program review to
insure that funds are well spent by the DFC.

74. Consequently, in reviewing government-owned DFCs, the Bank has
generally attempted to evaluate the DFC with the following general criteria
in mind:

(a) Is the quality of management and the level of professional
skills in the organization suitable?

(b) Are resource allocation criteria and the autonomy allowed
the institution in its decision-making processes appropriate?
Are the decision rules clear, do they fit the economy and
are they followed with due diligence?

(c) Are the institution's overall policy guidelines and objectives
in line with what the Bank considers appropriate for the
situation? Are relending terms appropriate?

(d ) Does the institution adhere to professional standards in the
areas of investment admtinistration, procurement, disbursement,
collateral requirements? Does it supervise its portfolio
aggressively and take effective action to deal with problem
projects?

(e) Does the institution submit itself to the discipline of an
in-depth, professional, independent audit? Can the value of
its assets be clearly established?

(f) Are financial standards mai ntained that allow the institution
to present a strong financi al posture toward creditors? Does
it follow p1 olicies on budgeting , debt and liquidity management
ca pi tal st ructure , and di ve r s F F i cat i on of ri sk that reflect
its role as a financial intermediary?



(g) Does it have an opemI ons progra; ti , in its entirety
is sensible and developmentalJy sound?

Institutions have been considered suitable for Bank L inding if they
reasonably passed the sort of tests noted above. Of course, different DFCs
pass them with varying degrees of quality but if in any of the above areas
the DFC clearly fai led, thc Bank endeavoured to get the situation corrected
in connect ion i I b its 3 ' '2i t(ons, is appr 'n has proven to besound and should be maincained

75. However, the Bank has also encountered government development banksthat depart frew the moec tradi tienal concepts. Such an entity may not operateas n ilan s umt in 1 or ev-n most of its finmeCi[ L progr' t. l oay
assmi financial posl a h kl clearly ' considered impbuan. --r apri 'Ite .nti.:v. It ma1 'ot undere a thorcuh-i independer audit. - be thatits own financial stan ding cannot be clearly separated from the governuLantpurse. It moy have relatively weak rights a'; a creditor and poor capacityfor project supervision and its roles as a banker and holding company forindus trial subsidiaries might be bi urred. Can such an institution be considereda relevant vehicle through which to provide credit to productive enterprises?

76. The Bank can weight its approach in financing productive enterprisesin a variety of ways. It nsay endeavor to develop a specific sub-sector program,it may pursue the establishment of a sound intermediary or it may seek tonblend the two objectives. At one end the Bank may undertake direct appraisalof sub--sector conditions ilcluding policy problems, market needs, productiontypologies, organizational means for developing and implementing new productioncapacities, locational issues, and the economic and financial characteristicsof the sub-sector prograsi. Such an approach places the Bank at the centerof decisions required to implemnt a given set of sub-projects in a givensector. ET'en this is Lhe -e the institution involved may'largely be an agentto undertake admintrati functions to deliver the Bank's contribution.In such cases the Bank may he jaustified in lini ting its concern to the institution'scapacity to undertake the narrow functions assigned to it, although some insti-tution build- wil probably be required in the process. At the other end,the Bnmay follow a h'av institutional path characterized by a transfer to theins'fLJtu Lin O the major responsibility for appraisal , selection, implcmentationand suipe rvial cii of the ina program and the j udigr' 'nt that overall theluterlediarvy i followin proit policics and procedures.

77. The Bank would thui attempt to define for the institution what inpriniC Lple wouli he appropriate in order to cusPte it to perform t-i role as a
SSpmient agent more effectivelv. (This presumes it is agreed that it should

a t is ris approach thaIt normally; ould be applied in
]I- hi n is to have iiiaictuion] ,i c in si uch cases

the~ prOlm fa the institution'sn roc]ir, solnrl- Iy:~.-,-;~ poblaes 01 t1' initit en - overall rolee polic]ies and proce'hires shuldvbe add r-essed. - l mmans looking it the cteria des cribed in para. 74aro P -' cling ii tIe ctuet- rienqtt 1111"(11 M ri'J evTli' (.e. 1he importance of
02] ii elm to enha nd thle institut ion' developsm tal 1contribution) ,rejecting
- Gnit are not relev\nt and fouin oen programs to -ov the Inst it ion to

,,, where ' can met the relevint eIi trion. 1f thLank were to focus

]i Iui. prof dmoublet stdrdsi ci'would1:erge and, iores
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importantly, the impact of such operations would be reduced in scope. While
deviations from this approach are not inconceivable they should be subject
to very special scrutiny and justification.

78. In dealing with cases that present unusual features, which may lead
to serious questions concerning the role, policies, and financial condition
of particular DFCs, the question of indirect lending to the DFC has emerged.
In 3 cases to date the Bank used this approach in DFC lending. (Once in the
Philippines and twice in Pakistan.) The Pakistan cases involved a privately-

controlled and a government-controlled DFC which were generally considered
to be acceptable intermediaries but which-were not financially sound for the
moment due to unresolved questions concerning large amounts of unrealizeable
assets in Bangladesh. In the Philippines it was a situation where a large
government bank which had been in rather hazardous financial condition had
embarked on a serious effort to correct its financial position although the
visible fruits of these efforts were a year or two away. It was judged that the
Bank could contribute more by moving forward with a relationship with the
DFC rather than waiting for two years. In these cases lines of credit were
made to the governments for on-lending to the DFCs. By doing so the Bank was
essentially saying that the governments but not the DFCs were creditworthy
at that point in time. This approach was adopted in the expectation that the

problems would be resolved and that a normal and direct credit relationship
would be feasible for subsequent loans.

79. Is there a significant difference if the government, or an entity
wholly owned by the government, signs the loan agreement? The indirect loan
signifies that the institution concerned has problems to be resolved before
it can be judged creditworthy. Second it reinforces the concept that the Bank
basically looks to its borrower's performance and financial condition; not
a general underpinning that government will see to it that its entities survive.
While an indirect lending approach is useful to handle cases where the Bank
wishes to make a loan for a project or sub-sector that has been subject to
normal analysis by the Bank but where the intermediary does not meet minimum
Bank standards, or for special situations (such as those encountered in the
Philippines and Pakistan or where movement to reform is of an uncertain pace),
it should normally be a temporary device and should not be used as a way to
provide, over extended periods of timw, lines of credit to institutions which
do not meet the Bank's standards. In many cases it will be more productive
to withhold lending until corrective steps have been taken.

80. In lending to some government DFCs there will be difficult judgments
required on the degree of effective and appropriate autonomy for the insti-
tution as well as the necessity ior it to follow financial policies that
would normally he applied to other commercial-type intermediaries. The larger
the scope and cantribution of government-owned DFCs the more c ritical role they
perform as instruments to eifectC implemen tat ion of government policy.

Consequently, it is not a quest]on of the need for government DFC; to be immune

from government influen ce but rather whetiher the institution is allowed to

functiou in a wav that illows it to achieve its policy objectitlves in an

efficient manner. What is ulnacceptablo is an instituti ion that has its
decision-m king process frustrated or overruled in a way that result s in its

fillancing nd assuing risks on en rations ti hat do not meet its normal crite riL
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or that result in an erosion of the institution's professional competence.

The key elements in arriving at the appropriate Bank response in such

situations is to clearly establish the objectives of the institution both

in a developmental and financial sense, to judge whether these are compatible

with the Bank's objectivcsand to sec whether the policies it follows give

adequate support to those objectives.

O
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ITT. FUTURE DFC LENDING

Volume and Characteristic of Future Lending

81. In the FY76-80 period DFC lending is expected to reach an order
of magnitude of $3.1 billion as compared with $1.7 billion in the
preceding 5 years. This represents about 8% of total Bank/IDA lending in
the two respective periods. The geographic pattern of this lending is
expected to be as follows:

EMENA LAC AFRICA S.A. E.A.P.

1971-75 795 182 88 314 316
1976-80 750 880 300 500 700

In relative terms, the two areas that have historically lagged will secure
the largest increase in DFC lending as compared with the 1971-75 period:
namely Latin America and East and West Africa. This is a continuation of
the trend noted earlier in the paper.

82. Roughly 70% of this lending will be to institutions with which the
Bank had commenced a relationship before FY74. However, it is expected that
approximately 20 new DFC borrowers will be added to the Bank's rolls during
this period. The overwhelming bulk of these new borrowers will be government-
controlled DFCs although the beneficiaries at the sub-project level of DFC
lending will continue to be predominantly private sector enterprises.
Simultaneously with this growth of operations, 6 to 8 DFCs formerly financed
by the Bank will cease to be borrowers.

83. During the next five years the variety, by type, of intermediaries
financed will continue to increase requiring new dimensions of appraisal and
performance criteria in the Bank Group's work with such intermediaries. It
is also probable that the DFC lending approach will increasingly be applied to
sectors other than manufacturing and tourism. The forthcoming operation
with the Ghana Housing and Construction Bank for road contractors is an
example and projects in the urban housing sector may also follow this approach.
Finally, lending to large multi-sector and multi-purposc institutions is likely
to increase moderately as is lending to institutions that combine facilities
for commercial short-term lending and longer-term project finance.

84. The areas where special efforts will be made in the coming years to
enhance that contribution have already been referred to in the previous
section. They include a greater effort to deal with new and small entrepreneurs,
better linkages of DFC operations with broader issues concerning sub-s ectors
being financed and atteinpts to seek a better integration of DFC operations
with financial sector issues.

SmallScale Enterprise

85. An area tlat wil be subjecL to increasing experimentation is the
provision of fi nanncial and techiical assistance to small scale enterprise.
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It will be important to examine the effectiveness of various approaches
utilized and to evaluate more deeply than has been feasible to date,
the economic and perhaps social pay-offs resulting from such projects.
It is by no means clear at this juncture whether the most effective
small scale enterprise financing programs will be through credits broadly
diffused through the banking system; specialized credit agencies focussing
on the small scale sector; special programs sponsored by existing development
banks or other approaches. Different approaches will no doubt be required
from country to country. Just as important a questrion, if not more so,
is the design of effective delivery systerms for technical assistance to
smaller entrepreneurs. It is likely that widely different approaches in
different environments will be required. What is sensible in the Cameroon
is not necessarily appropriate in Colombia. Consequently a special effort
should be scheduled in three years or so to undertake a review of small
enterprise projects financed by the Bank where there has been some operating
experience developed in order to distill the results of such financing at
that time. The programs recently financed, or soon to be financed by the Bank
in the Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Cameroon, Korea, Philippines, India, and Colombia
will provide a good base for evaluating experience.

86. In the period up through FY1975 the Bank had financed 5 projects aimed
specifically at small enterprises. Three of those projects were financed
in FY1975 (Philippines, Colombia, and Cameroon). In addition to continued
financing of these programs, the Bank will undertake such projects in 10 to
15 other countries plus working with some existing DFCs to initiate or improve
small enterprise financing programs under their auspices. The review noted
in the above paragraph may provide the basis for a more accelerated approach
as more experience is gained with this type of project.

87. It will also be important for the Bank to liaise with other agencies,
bilateral and multi-lateral, which are endeavoring to develop projects in
this field. UNIDO is expending considerable manpower in this sector and
a close working relationship with this body will be maintained as with the
ILO, which also has experience in this field. At the same time, given the
relatively high manpower input per productive assets financed that typifies
these projects, it is important that ir selecting countrics in which the
Bank wishes to develop such projects that (a) the countries be those where there
appears to be an important gap in the services for small business; (b) that
there not be serious overlaps with the efforts of other international or
bilateral development agencies (in some countries several agencies arec-
simultaneously trying to do the same thing) ; and (c) that monitoring systems
be developed that will facilitate the analysis of the impact of such lending.
This latter point Is particularly important as there is extremely little
"hard data" available on which to base judgments concerning the relative
priorities of special efforts to deal with small businessmen in countries
at different levels of development and the pay-offs of such programs.

88. Internal organizational rationalization is also required if there
is to be effective attention paid to small scale enterprise financing.
At present there is no focus of expertise on this matter in the Bank Group.
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DP:. and Sector Issues

89. The industrial sector in most of the Bank's member countriesiflVtves an exceedingly wide variety of activity. This heterogenity makes
It Pirticularly difficult to analyze the sector as a whole. It is alsoa St..tor where a wide range of basic economic and political issuescorn"'rge, e.g. trade policy and balance of payments issues; financialman tement, public vs. private sector issues, foreign vs. domesticinvtLment considerations, etc. Individual DFCs often account for arel iveJy small share of the total financing of new industrial investment
(ustt111y less than 10%) and thus while they can select and develop importantpsoi.ut, such project decisions will not have a sweeping impact in theSu ectors financed if basic policies are not congenial to the rationaldeBn opment of those sub-sectors. This underlines the need for an integratedBank approach to the industrial sector.

9c. Operationally this requires integration of the Bank's countryrecol Iiic work and industrial sector work in order to focus on problems ofreltwance to DFC lending, particularly in those cases where such lendingform. an important part of the Bank's program in a country. Another facetof Ltis is that there is scope for encouraging and helping many DFCs to takeon p Lcater responsibilities in analyzing sub-sector issues and to take ar voice in discussion with governments in the dialogue on sector policies.Thus, institutions are often well placed to observe the impact of policiesat tle level of the investing enterprise and thus their potential contributionis c, asiderable. Obviously the caipacity and credibility of institutions Varypoli e and not all will be in a posi tion to play effective roles in influencingpoli .v makers but there is scope for enhancement of many DFCs' contribution inthis 'area.

91. Concerning financial sector issues, DFCs are normally a small partof f financial infrastructure in a developing country. It is not unusualto d - that they are not very well integrated into that system but remainared of privileged credit circuit, often along with other specialized
credi agencies. Second, as noted earlier, interest rate issues arise inTiins every DFC operation (and agrci cultural credit operation as wel 1).This ssue is part of the broader question of the effiicietit mobilizati on
and location of savings throughout an economy. This in turn in related
to fl damental strategies adopted b governments for resource management.It no often impossible and soeaLtas count er-productive to address thefn rob m of a single lasti etution's :e lending rate in isolation from general

n al sector policies. Like industriall p] ice * those fundamental sectorissue., are broad, complex, and at the heart of basic economic strategies
to 1o-d by governments. Given th increas in g necd to generate investmentd n most developtnig countries, pciiCi cC take on an even more cpit iIciaa imeu.on.

More work, therefore , is needed to try to evaluate and establihSale es with countries over their fit-incia o polici es . DFC 1eninone element n11 tnhe middle of thi 1s H ic -ind( while the a L. ot ftto; ,-ed to look at the financial sector 0 s 1 whole t is is becominl wi)
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necessary if the Bank is to speak with authority on general questions of
development of financial markets in developing countries. One of the
near-term tasks is to develop a better methodology and framework for
approaching these broader questions and then applying it in a few
countries to see what benefits can be obtained. Work along these lines
is underway.

93. Finally, in order to sharpen the Bank's dialogue with DFCs on their
role and impact in the Industrial and financial sectors a number of
operational refinements are now being tested. First in providing general
lines of credit to DFCs the Bank is asking, in most situations, that the
DFC articulate its near-term plans for promoting development of the sectors
it serves. This is not simply a financial projection as much as an indicator
of the special initiatives the DFC intends to pursue to increase its
effectiveness as a development agent. The fonnulation of these "strategies"
will provide some focus and an opportunity for improved dialogue between
the Bank and the DFC it is financing and can also be linked with issues turned
up in the Bank's sector work.

94. A related action is the determination in a more digestible form of
the impact of DFC financing through systematic sub-project monitoring systems.
The review of the data generated by such systems as well as performance in
relation to the objectives periodically set by DEC managers should prove
helpful in refining judgments on performance of DFCs and identifying areas
where improvements are desirable and feasible.

95. The DFC financing program has proven to be an effective tool for
building what, by and large have been, competent, professional institutions
capable of assisting the development of projects that make an impressive
contribution to growth. More importantly most of these institutions show the
capacity to adapt to changing needs and expectations and are responsive to
constructive initiatives that can lead to an enhanced developmental contribution.
It is in this framework that the Bank can continue to play a role in the
development of effective development financing institutions.
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Bank Group D'C Finnu '
Approv.d tirough FY ' 5

($'000)

# Equity
Country DFC # Loans Investment Bank IDA IFC Total

Africa
Caaeroon BCD 1 - - 3,000 - 3,000

Ethiopia AIDS 1 - - 11,000 - 11,000

DBE 2 - 4,000 - - 4,000

Nigeria NIDB 2 1 16,000 - 1,400 17,400

Ivory Coast BIDI - I - - 204 204

Liberia LBIDI 2 1 5,000 - 249 5,249

Zaire SOFIDE 3 1 - 25,000 750 25,750

Africa SIFIDA - 1 - - 500 11,500

Mauritius DBM 2 - 5,000 3,500 - 8,500

E. Africa EADB I - 8,000 - - 8,000

Sudan IBS 1 - - 4,000 - 4,000

Kenya IDB 1 5,000 - - 5,000

Tanzania TIB 1 - 6,000 6,000

Senetal SOFISEDIT 1 1 3,000 - 209 3,209

Botswana BDC I - 4,000 - - 4 000

Total 19 6 50,000 52,500 3 312 105.812

East Asia & Pacific
China CDC 4 - 48,000 5,000 - 53,000

Philippines PDCP 5 1 95,000 - 15,205 110,205

ti DBP 1 - 50,000 - - 50,000

Malaysia MIDF 1 1 8,000 - 818 8,818

Thailand IFCT 2 2 14,500 - 384 14,884

Korea KDFC 4 2 95,000 - 1,058 96,058

" KDB 1 - 60,000 - - 60,000

Singapore DBS 1 - 5,000 - 5,000

New Zealand DFCNZ 1 8,000 - 8,000

Indonesia BAPINDO 2 - 50,000 10,000 - 60,000

PDFCI 1 110,000 483 10,483

Total 23 7 433,500 25,00 .17,948 476,448
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Contr FCo# EquIty
TFC # Loans Investmaent Bank IDA IFC Total

South Asia
India ICICI 11 - 435,000 - - 435,000

IDRI I - - 25,000 - 25,000
Pakistan PICI.C 9 2 209,000 - 486 204

10F 1 - 20,000 - 20,000NDFC 1 aka30,000 - 30,000Sri Lanka DFCOI 3___ - ~ ~ ~ 00-JL
Total 26 29000 7000 486 73 46

IK4fl1NA
Algeria BAD I - 35,000 - - 35,000Turkey TSKB 13 4 198,000 35,000 37,098 270,w)8

DYB (SIB) I - 40,000 - - 40,0%Austria IVK 3 - 24,765 - - 24 765Iran I>101 8 - 280,200 - - 280,20cICB 1 - 25,000 - - 25000
Morocco BNDE 7 1 151,500 - 1,496 152 996

CIH 2 - 25,000 - - 25,00Spain BANDESCO - 2 - - 585 58'Finland IFF 4 1 63,000 - 159 63,159Israel IDBI 4 - 95,000 - - 95,000Greece NIBID 5 1 97,500 - 719 98,219Tunisia SNI 5 2 49,000 - 1,205 50,205Ireland iCC 1 - 10,000 - - 10 0,0Cyprus CDB 1 3,000 3,000
Afghanistan IDBA 1 1 - 2,000 250 2,250
Egypt BOA 1 - - 15,000 15,000
Yugoslavia 3s5 1 - 28,000 0 - 28,000

PBS 1 22L)00 - -2,
Total 60 12 1, 14 965 _52, 00 41512 1

del
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# Equity
Country DFC # Loans Investment Bank IDA lEC Total

Latin America & Caribbean
Colombia Colombiana - 1 - - 2,023 2,023

Nacional - 1 - - 2,042 2,042

Caldas - 1 - - 701 701

5 Financieras 4 - 102,500 - - 102,500

Norte - 1 - - 432 432

Valle - 1 - - 432 432

Col.
Financieras(8) 1 - 60,000 - - 60,000

CrP 1 - 5,500 - - 5,500

Venezuela CAVENDAS 2 1 - - 13,836 13,836

Ecuador COFIEC - 2 - - 305 305

COFIEC & CFN 2 - 28,000 - - 28,000

Brazil BNB 1 - 25,000 - - 25,000

Regional ADELA I - - - 10,000 10,000

Trinidad & Tobago TTDFC 2 - 7,000 - - 7,000

Mexico FONEI 1 - 35,000 - - 35,000

Bolivia BISA 1 - 6,20 - 6,200

Total 16 8 2 0,200 29,771 298,971

GRAND TOTAL 144 35 $ 544 M. 215 m. 93 m.

DFCD

June 13, 1975
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Bank Group Assistance to DFCs by Geographic Area

Total
FY1950-54 FY1955-59 FY1960-64 FY1965-69 FY1970-74 FY1975 FY1950-75

ro. of DFCs Assisted 1 1 6 8 16 5 19
No. of Countries Involved 1 1 6 8 12 5 15
No of Loans/Cr./Inv. 2 1 10 23 30 6 72

. f Loans/Credits/Inv. $18.0 m $10.8 in $49.1 $298.4 $649.3 $215 m $1,241
N.of Maj. Govt. Controlled
p*cs 8 1 9

NA of Loans to Govt.
Controlled DFCs $168 m $35 m $203 m

e, of DFCs Assisted - - 4 7 13 2 14
No. of Countries Involved - - 2 3 8 2 8

,o. of Loans/Cr/Inv. - - 4 7 11 2 24
Amt. of Loans/Cr/Inv. - - $6.1 m $71.1 m $211.2 m $10.5 m $293.5 n
No. of Govt. Controlled DFCs 4 2 5
Amt. of Loans to Govt.

Controlled DFCs $74 m $10.5 n $84.5 m

FAP

No. of DFCs Assisted - - 4 3 9 3 11
No. of Countries Involved - - 4 3 7 3 8
No. of Loans/Cr/Inv. - - 7 6 14 3 30
Amt. of Loans/Cr/Inv. - - $31.7 m $80.7 m $224.0 $140 $477
No. of Maj. Govt. DFCs 3 2 4
Amt. of Loans to Govt.

Controlled DFCs $68 n $110 $178 m
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Bank Group Assistance to DFCs by Geographic Area

Total.
FY1950-54 FY1955-59 FY1960-64 FY1965-69 FY1970-74 FY1975 FY1950-75

S. Asia

No. of DFCs Assisted - 2 2 3 5 3 6

No. of Countries Involved - 2 2 3 3 3 3

No. of Loans/Cr/Inv. - 2 9 7 7 3 28

Amt. of Loans/Cr/Inv - $14.2 m $155.4 m $184.1 m $243 m $134 m $731

No. of Govt. Controlled DFCs 3. 2 4

Amt. of Loans to Controlled DFCs $215 m $130 m $345

Africa

No. of DFCs Assisted 1 - 2 3 12 2 15

No. of Countries Involved 1 - 2 3 12 2 14

No. of Loans/Cr/Inv. 1 - 2 3 17 2 25

Amt. of Loans/Cr/Inv $2.0 m - $3.4 m $6.5 m $87 m $7 m $106 m

No. of Govt. Controlled DFCs 7 1 8

Amt. of Loans to Govt. DFCs $46.5 m $3 m $49.5 m

Total

No. of DFCs 2 3 18 24 55 15 65

No. of Countries 2 3 16 20 42 15 48

No. of Loans/Cr/Inv. 3 3 32 46 79 16 179

Amt. of Loans/Cr/Inv. $20 m $ 25 m $246 m $641 m $1,415 m $506.5 $2,854

No. of Govt. Controlled DFCs - - - - '25 8 30

Amt. of Loans to Controlled DFCs $571.5 $288.5 $860

0

DFCD
June 13, 1975
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(2)(7) ( ) (9) (10) (1)
B(nk Crop Lon. Medium 0r Long-ter0

Cumlative Ouots.tandn No. of Lon + Equity No. of Projects
. Covt. 7 IFC 8ank Croup Tot. as . of Tota1 Professional Approvals by tFC F1nanced by Averoge S1.*

N- Af DFC O-cwnerhi Ownership Pi.n.nci Assets LIabiities Staft in Lost FY of DFC Column (9) 1 )

o0 100 0 4 9 0 17 2 12 167

AIDB 100 0 11 82 13 $I 9 160 56

I 1DB 100 0 5 5 100 8 7 11 627
DBM 100 0 12.5 17 11 18 4 14 312

NIDB 25 25 17.5 54 21 44 24 21 1,157

185 200 0 4 8 3 30 1 15 93

n TIB 100 0 6 22 0 23 14 27 514

260 0 0 12 0 21 12 18 67 .

(.-,,it a DB2 92 0 8 30 1 30 8 12 700

LBDI 25 25 5 8 17 7 5 53 91

SOFISEDIT 46 8 3.2 o.a. 0 7 n.a. n... n.7.

c-- 0121 27 7 0.2 46 0 18 14 45 320

.yCo C 75 0 9.7 61 0 23 28 772 36
S210 20712 2 19 25.8 23 48 18 17 31 532

.Cr 75 0 49 0 17 15 1,904 8

Ctoton t BCD-

CDC 10 0 48 103 24 57 20 110 190

BAPINDO 100 0 69 23 5 3 48 5

5 'P07C1 125 a 10 21 0 13344
PD C00 0 60 2,908 0 554 341 1.330 280

KDFC 14 96 91 89 44 33 58 5'0

08 99 2 59 41 240 170

0 a2ypa MIDF 100 0 83 1,225 3 1,155 44 18,572 20

P9.0 0 99 106 60 99 29 64 40

r47 0 5 791 0.2 95 119 74 61
Sigao1 B 15 50883 ' 43840

.Thalnd IFCT 16 5 5 56 0 80 36 43

th Alt2

t1 1CICI 72 0 426 394 40 1.54 82 166 500

12 "DBI 100 0 25 692 0 300 320 3,306 75

I). Pakistan IC 7145 4 20 .7 34 11 138 1,
22)2' 1 00 a 22 241 5 124 41 1 44 290

NDFC 100 0 30 33 0 21 33 33 1,000

1 Sri Lnk. DFCC 25 0 12 12 32 12 2 7 00

2. AfhlnistAn IDBA 15 8 2 10 0 12 2 46 3

7. Egypt 80A 100 15 ,6k 176 692 23 143 i't

. Flantd IFF 29 0 63 200 21 35 65 185

.Geec 91BID 0 1 99 235 21 62 63 81

5. Itn IMDB1 2 0 278 740 17 97 293 126

6. IC 100 0 25 244 0 88 122 ns. --.

7 lreland ICC 100 0 0 103 7 64 69 20 330

I. lornel IDBI 3 0 70 514 8 09 126 360 7050 Moocco BNDE 38 15 142 150 40 48 222 67

CIR 54 0 25 n.a. n.0. n.0. n.0.

1i Tunis 00ET 22 20 50 0.0. 0.0. no. n..

1. Turkey DYB 100 0 40 n.0. 0.a. 0.0. n.a.0

11. TSKB 0 11 306 265 41 116 67 82 32

1., Yosla via PBS 0 0 22 2,225 0 n.. 128 377 1333
1'. SBs 0 0 59 1,714 0.5 na. 322 307 900

Btt0 0 0 5 8 0 14 3 46
1. blivn BSA 02 130 152 8

rar.B BNB 74 0 25 991 16 n.
t. Ecuor C0FIEC 7 28 40 22 20a 11 n.0. na

4, " CVCF4 100 0 2 721 16
5. Mexico FNET (Trut Fund) 0 35 28 52 0.0. 38 2) 1,20

6. Troidad 4 Tobago TTDFC 94 0 7 7 34 7 3 25 120

Iuet. 1970



ANNEX 4

PARTIAL INDICATOPS OF ECONOMIC RETURNS

In the studies done to date several potential indicators were isolated to

test their effectiveness as being descriptive of overall project efficiency. The

results are shown below from the India and Colombia studies. This indicates the

high degree of unreliability of using partial indicators as a substitute for overall

ERR analysis.

Correlation of Indicators with ERR

ICICI Colombian
S India Financieras

Partial Correlation Determination Correlation Determination
Tndicators Coefficient (R) Coefficient (R 2 ) Coefficient (R) Coefficient (R2 )

Investment/Employment - 0.21 0.04 - 0.34 0.12
Valued Added/Investment 0.32 0.10 0.34 0.12
Gross Profits/Investment 0.14 0.02 -0.29 0.08
EKport/Sales 0.05 0.01 N.A. N.A.
Domestic Cost/Foreign

Exchange generated - 0.60 0.36 - 0.55 0.30

The last indicator (Brnio ratio) shows the relatively best correlation with
ERRs, but it explains only about one-third in the variation of economic returns.
Further correlatiormwere calculated between ERRs and the size of projects or sponsoring
enterprises, but they too were statistically insignificant. Even a combination of
partial indicators (multiple regression analysis) could explain the variation of ERRs
only up to 50%. Finally, the partial indicators showed poor correlation among them-
selves.

Most of the results are as one would have expected although it is surprising
how poorly some partial indicators are correlated with the absolute values of economic
returns. They are therefore unreliable for the purpose of project ranking. Neverthe-
less, the studies also showed that a few partial indicators (including financial returns
and Bruno ratio) did not do too badly, overall, to indicate projects with unattractive
economic merits.

1
13, 1975
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COMPARTSONS BETWEFN FIRM3 OF DIFFERENT SIZES

(Some Conclusions from the 1974/75
Colombian Study on DFC Financing)

ThD 1974/75 study on financiera lending in Colombia contained,
into alia, a comparison between projects sponsored by firms of different
sizes.

One set of questions concerned the observable differences in
financial and economic efficiency between projects sponsored by large
firms (assets over $12 million), medium firms, and projects sponsored by
smaller firms (assets below $2 million). Whereas differences in the
financial and economic returns of projects sponsored by small, medium
and large firms could be observed, the differences did not stand the
test of statistical significance. The averages, for each size group
indicated that projects in all size categories showed attractive financial
and economic characteristics. The size criterion would thus have been
a weak indicator of project selection.

Concerning the impact on employment generation it is interesting
to note that the much larger impact by small firms was primarily due to
their capacity to generate employment indirectl . With similar invest-
ment/employment ratios for direct job creation,- the difference in the
total employment generation impact was not due to more labor-intensive
production processes by small firms; through a lower share of inputs
from abroad and through a different structure of domestic inputs, the
small firms were found to achieve a more favorable impact than large
firms in terms of indirect employment generation.

On income distribution, the Colombian Study represented
an attempt in the Bank's DFC work to quantify the distributional effects
of sub-projects financed with Bank funds. On the.basis of all 29 projects
in the sample it was found that domestic owners received 19% of net
economic benefits generated by the projects compared to 9% received by
workers. A priori this might suggest an aggravation of income disparities
as between the two groups. However, through direct and indirect taxes,
government received the largest share (57%) of the net benefit stream and
thus the overall distributional impact of the projects depends squarely
on the spending pattern of government revenues. Since there is some
evidence that this pattern has some (but no large) impact in reducing
income disparities , it can be concluded that financiera-assisted projects effect-
ed little, if any, change on the distribution of income in Colombia.

1/ A comparison by size of project (rather than by size of -sponsoring
firm) shows some differences, however: the investment needed to
create a direct job amountodtoO4,800 for relatively small projects
(total investment cost below $250,000), $7,200 for medium projects
and $8,000 for large projects (investment over $2 million). More
pronounced differences were observed in India where ICICI found, on
the basis of a sample of 126 projects,that the investment/job varied
from $2,500 for small projects (total cost below $1.3 million) to
$30,000 and above for large projects (with investments over $13 million).
Howo ver, the projects wecre genrally muh larger t han in the Colombian
sample.
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A comparison of projects sponsored by small and large firms
showed that the former generated relatively large shares of income
in the hands of unskilled workers (22%, compared to 7% for large firms)
and the government (76%, compared to 54% for large firms). From an
income distribution point of view, if income to workers and to the govern-
ment can be valued more highly than income in the hands of owners, projects
sponsored by small firms had a more positive distributional impact than
others. On the other hand, a comparison by size of project (rather than
by size of sponsoring firm) showed that large projects had somewhat better
distributional effects than small projects.

While all these results are from the Colombian experience and
there is no basis for generalizing from them,they point up the comple-
xi*y of the problem and the need for more analysis on these issues in the
context of specific operations.

DFCD
June 13, 1975'
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